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SMALL TRIP-LOOKING FOR THE NATURAL VOICE 
DANIEL DUDDRIDGE 
ABSTRACT 
This experimental short novel and thesis examines the techniques used by Jack 
Kerouac and Alan Bissett, to create a 'natural voice' and my efforts to achieve 
similar effects. In 'Small Trip' I explore the techniques and methods Kerouac 
used when writing his book, On the Road experimenting with syntactic drive, 
stream of consciousness and 'spontaneous prose' styling. I wanted to see how the 
natural voice is supported through the characterisation and setting of the story. In 
addition I studied experimental typographical techniques from Alan Bissett and 
B.S. Johnson and used Bissett's typographical and syntactic techniques to add 
energy and intensity to the narrators 'voice'. I examine the role of the narrator, 
the use of autobiographical material within this genre, and discuss the way in 
which the writer's 'self-mining' contributes to the natural voice. I found 
Kerouac's method of writing continuously without a formal plan was an effective 
device to generate a consistent 'natural voice' but caused problems with plot 
development and range within the characters. 
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'Small Trip': Looking for the Natural Voice 
1. Search for the natural voice 
Two books changed the way I wrote. On The Road (1951) by Jack Kerouac and 
Boyracers (2002) by Alan Bissett. Both of these books are told in the first person 
and are semi-autobiographical in content. On The Road is a study of the young 
man on the fringes of society, lonesome traveller, mystic, voice of a generation 
labelled 'Beat'. Alan Bissett's first book, Boyracers tells quite a different story, 
but in a similar vein. Bissett also uses a mix of fiction and autobiography. 
In this thesis I wanted to explore some of the techniques used by Kerouac and 
Bissett - to try and tap into the energy of Kerouac's 'spontaneous prose' and the 
typographical experimentation employed by both Kerouac and Bissett. I believe 
the techniques these writers used were designed to achieve a 'natural voice', as 
well as inject their writing with energy and improve flow. I wanted to explore 
how the role of the narrator, the use of autobiographical material within this 
genre, as well as characterisation the setting of the car and the town contribute to 
creating the' natural voice'. I will show some of the limitations I experienced 
incorporating some of these techniques when writing' Small Trip'. 
2. Employing Kerouac's method of writing 
When Kerouac was asked how long it took him to finish his book On The Road he 
answered 'three weeks'. He had battled for years to find his voice as a writer and 
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had experimented with many different styles. His friend William Burroughs' 
book, Junky had impressed him with its stark, honest and often shocking first-
person narration. Burroughs' writing style in Junky cuts straight to the point when 
describing heroin addiction and the behaviour, characters and consequences of its 
use in 40's America. 
Kerouac had a different way of expressing his thoughts on to the page. 
When he had finished his first draft of On the Road, the thought of editing a novel 
that he had written from the heart infuriated him. Kerouac abandoned planning the 
structure of the novel and instead concentrated on the flow of the text - it is 
thrown onto the page as a stream of consciousness thread, that bends more to 
rhythm and tone than to grammatical structure. In her introduction to On the 
Road, Ann Charters writes: 
A rapid typist, Kerouac hit on the idea of typing non-stop to get the 
'kickwriting' momentum he wanted. Like the poet Hart Crane, he was 
convinced that his verbal flow was hampered when he had to change paper 
at the end of each page. Kerouac taped together twelve-foot-Iong sheets of 
drawing paper, trimmed at the left margin so they would fit into his 
typewriter, and fed them into his machine as a continuous roll. (Charters, 
page xix) 
In Naked Angels, John Tytell speaks of Kerouac's departure from his 
previous writing style: 
Kerouac began his marathon linguistic flow in early April, drinking 
cup after cup of coffee to stay awake, typing his 250-foot single paragraph 
as it unreeled from his memory of the various versions he had attempted 
during the past two years, but writing now with a more natural freedom, 
somehow organically responding to the Zen notion of "artless art". Finally 
he had found a voice that was much less literary and imitative than that of 
The Town and the City and a way of departing successfully from the 
earlier novel's conventional restraints, which he now saw as a kind of 
literary lying. (Naked Angels - page 68) 
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Because I wanted to achieve a similar effect with syntactic drive, I also 
experimented with how and when I would write. I found that the optimum 
amount of words per day was 1000 - after the 1000 mark the writing would 
become tired and lose some of its energy. Because I wanted to sacrifice all 
structure, planning and plot for 'Small Trip', I would simply sit down and write, 
allowing spontaneity and instinct to take over. This draft would then be re-written 
once, after a week, and then making only slight alterations, usually based on the 
flow of the words after reading it aloud. John Tytell says of Kerouac' s writing: 
With his rejection of revision and the traditional idea of the 
writer's selectivity, Kerouac was deemphasizing the element of process in 
writing, and attempting prose that would communicate unequivocally 
through the sheer ignition of felt energy. (Naked Angels - page 144) 
I wanted the story to undulate with highs and lows and to avoid conventional 
ending. When I sat down to write my next 1000 words my head would be clear 
enough for me to incorporate any feelings, inspiration or ideas I had mentally 
noted in the past week - thus keeping the writing fresh and energetic. One of the 
consequences was I never knew where the story was going to go until it got there. 
This was the situation with the character of Lucy and the moral dilemma of a 
sixteen year old girl, about to sit her GCSEs and pregnant. At first this twist in 
the story proved to be a problem and I only resolved the story thread by deciding 
that the pregnancy was an elaborate and desperate attempt by a mentally unwell 
person, for some attention. Because there was no structure, no plot, I would 
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sometimes find that I was almost digging myself a hole - that the piece was going 
in its own direction and that I had no control over the characters or their 
movements. Of course, not having to adhere to any plan was also very liberating 
and definitely allowed me to write with an energy that would otherwise have been 
stifled. 
3. Experiments with syntactic drive and typographical effects 
'You must and will go on at all costs including comfort & health & kicks; 
but keep it kickwriting at all costs too, that is, write only what kicks you 
and keeps you overtime awake from sheer madjoy.' (Jack Kerouac in a 
letter to Neal Cassady, circa. 1951 - The Penguin Book ofthe Beats - Page 
209). 
With On The Road Jack Kerouac pioneered a new writing style that he 
called 'spontaneous prose'. Kerouac would allow his sentences to spread out into 
a poetic, sprawling, detailed description of what his narrator Sal Paradise was 
experiencing. In his search for 'honest' or 'pure' writing, Kerouac invites the 
reader into his narrator's head. Because thought processes in the human brain are 
not rigidly structured, but prone to random thoughts which intersperse with the 
logical, then the end result can become jumbled but flow freely onto the page: 
The piano hit a chord. 'So come onjust clo-o-o-ose your pretty little ey-y­
y-y-yes' - his mouth quivered, he looked at us, Dean and me, with an 
expression that seemed to say, Hey now, what's this thing we're all doing 
in this sad brown world? - and then he came to the end of his song, and for 
this there had to be elaborate preparations, during which time you could 
send all the messages to Garcia around the world twelve times and what 
difference did it make to anybody? because here we are dealing with the 
pit and prejudice of poor beat life itself in the god-awful streets of man, so 
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he said it and sang it, 'Close - your - ' and blew it way up to the ceiling 
and through to the stars and on out - 'Ey-y-y-y-y-y-es' - and staggered off 
the platform to brood. He sat in the corner with a bunch of boys and paid 
no attention to them. He looked down and wept. He was the greatest. 
(On The Road, pages 180 - 181) 
Alan Bissett takes it a step further in Boyracers and uses the juxtaposition 
of the stream of consciousness style, and typographical experimentation to convey 
disjointed thought patterns: 
My vision is shaky, dark, low-budget. Me, Dolby, Fran, Brian 
Mann, camped in the Callender Woods with bottles of Becks for rations. 
Frannie wielding his camera, going, 'Pout, baby, pout!' and we're having 
an outrageous laugh. 
But then there's this awful moaning. And the wind rises. And the 
leaves start blinking across the forest floor. Dolby and Fran's eyes, clear, 
stark white in the dark. They point to the space behind my shoulder, and 
Fran drops the camera. It whirs in the still, damp leaves. I start to turn, 
the wind picking its claws clean on my skin, and see 
her 
dangling from a tree. Danc 
ing like a doll on a child's mobile. Her bare feet flecked with mud. 
This is the Blair Witch - I know it's her. Except it's not. It's someone 
else. Someone terrorising me from the fringes of my mind. The creak of 
the rope taut on the tree as the body turns, slowly, terribly. The fear rising 
to my throats I become powerless to scream against seeing her 
and 
we 
're so pretty, oh so pretty 
Va-cant! 
'Dad!' I roar, turning over in bed and sealing the Sex Pistols from 
my ears, 'Keep it doon for fuck's sake!' (Boyracers, pages 44 - 45) 
Bissett gives another dimension to his prose with the splitting of words 
and sentences - allowing you to make sense of the narrator's mood, state of mind 
and personality, by giving you the words on the paper as they enter his head and 
at the pace they are meant to be read. Rosemary Goring, writing for The Sunday 
Herald puts it this way: 
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Bissett's style is infectious and playful, a rollercoaster stream-of­
consciousness-type giddiness and poignant flashback. Every conversation, 
every description is filtered through references to films and songs and 
television, as if life in Falkirk cannot be endured unless played out against 
a brighter backdrop. (The Sunday Herald, 23rd September, 2001) 
Although there is a familiar theme in Boyracers - the working-class 
bettering themselves in the face of adversity and the social divide - Alvin lives in 
a dead-end town, but aspires to something better - the writing never comes close 
to stereotype because Bissett avoids allowing the commentary to become 
predictable. There is not a clear untying of the knot or epiphany at the end of the 
novel- and nor should there be. Carl MacDougall writes: 
Were this simply a rites of passage novel, it would be good enough. 
He concentrates on teenage friendship, and the need to belong, the 
awareness that there is more to life than what they are experiencing, but 
this is all they'll get. (The Glasgow Herald, 14th October, 2001) 
Kerouac's On The Road is basically that - a description of being on the 
road, travelling, locations, meetings and relationships, and Kerouac cleverly 
avoids a neat, put-it-to-bed ending with his final paragraph allowing you to make 
up your own mind about what he was trying to say: 
So in America when the sun goes down and I sit on the old broken­
down river pier watching the long, long skies over New Jersey and sense 
all that raw land that rolls in one unbelievable huge bulge over the West 
Coast, and all that road going, all the people dreaming in the immensity of 
it, and in Iowa I know by now the children must be crying in the land 
where they let the children cry, and tonight the stars'll be out, and don't 
you know that God is Pooh Bear? the evening star must be drooping and 
shedding her sparkler dims on the prairie, which is just before the coming 
of complete night that blesses the earth, darkens all rivers, cups the peaks 
and folds the final shore in, and nobody, nobody knows what's going to 
happen to anybody besides the forlorn rags of growing old, I think of Dean 
Moriarty, I even think of Old Dean Moriarty, I think of Dean Moriarty. 
(On The Road, page 281) 
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In Albert Angelo B.S. Johnson uses all SOltS oftools in order to facilitate ease of 
understanding, trust in the narration and also to experiment with the very form of 
the novel. He cuts a strip out of two pages, allowing you to see a piece oftext, two 
pages early and out of context. He splits some of his dialogue into two sections, 
the internal voice on one side of the page and the external voice on the other. In 
explanation he writes: 
-----A page is an area on which I may place any signs I consider to 
communicate most nearly what I have to convey: therefore I employ, 
within the pocket of my publisher and the patience of my printer, 
typographical techniques beyond the arbitrary and constricting limits of 
the conventional novel. To dismiss such techniques as gimmicks, or to 
refuse to take them seriously, is crassly to miss the point. (Albert Angelo 
(Omnibus ed.), page 176) 
The writer is limited to words on paper when trying to get their thoughts, 
ideas and feelings across. By moving the words and changing the size of the 
space between them or staggering them down the page, devoting an entire 
paragraph to one word, or merging sentences - the writer attempts to invite the 
reader in - to share the writer's thoughts in as honest a way possible. In this I 
agree with Johnson. 
I have tried to merge Kerouac' s stretched sentences and syntactic drive 
with Bissett's choppy format and 90's feel, for my own piece, 'Small Trip'. I 
wanted to avoid the theme of the aspiring writer/young adult, and concentrate on 
the speech and thoughts of someone whose future is firmly in the now - no 
aspirations, special talents or abilities, while still sometimes capable of semi-
poetic speech. Like Kerouac, I wrote what pushed me and stuck in me sharply: 
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My round and I give the boy the order and as he walks away everyone 
decides they want more crisps and nuts and I chase and catch up and relay 
this and Colin is up first and takes it real serious and he is good and gets a 
strike and a volley of abuse from us who he calls jealous and sits smug 
behind his beer. I'm Still Standing is thrown at us from the VHl screens 
and an eighties Elton wears a boater and looks a nobber and Pete says he 
looks like Colin who actually gets up to check the screen just in case he 
actually does and Ade is graceful with the swing-crouch-release and a 
slight curve at the end of the shot means smack bang in the centre of those 
poor pins. Pete has hit the gutter and we all shout AAAHHH as the beers 
and snacks are unloaded and I am shocked at the cost and feel a little 
queasy handing over the cash but Pete's face cheers me up as Colin sings 
you're not very good football chant style, wagging his finger one inch 
from Pete's nose. ('Small Trip', page 56) 
The idea I tried to get across with paragraphs like this, was that of a small 
boy's energy when he describes the rollercoaster ride he has just come off, or his 
favourite scene ofhis favourite film - you can feel the energy spewing out and it's 
unstoppable, and in order to achieve that same tone of unbridled enthusiasm 
during a moment you allow the sentences to merge and become one. When I 
wanted a moment of clarity in Darren's thinking, I slowed the words on the page 
by using a similar method to that of Bissett: 
Someone has put Girls and Boys by Blur on the jukebox and I am draining 
another Guinness. Maybe I'm not having such a bad time. David's giggle 
is infectious and Gonzo is bobbing in time and the barman drops a glass 
and everyone is cheering coz we all love that ... 
but 
wait, 
this could turn. A skinny man in a rainbow bobble-hat dances with a 
gaunt-faced girl through the lower level and up the steps to ours and is 
swinging her round and David is gonna sink the black. 'Play the winner?' 
And his pound is on the table. His girlfriend dances/spins on. Her hair is 
a rag-tag-rat's-back. ('Small Trip', page 46) 
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I wanted this to read like a film scene that switches to slow motion in 
order to give the viewer the feeling that something is going to happen - that they 
should pay attention at this point. In an interview with Kathy Acker, William 
Burroughs talks of' ... seeing a film when you write,' and ' .. .in writing, the more 
visual, the better.' I always wrote as though I were describing shot after shot of a 
film sequence, simply because it is the way the story unfolded as I wrote. If I did 
not see it happening in my head, then it would not go down on paper. I needed to 
see each idea and sequence in clarity - as though I were watching on screen, so 
that I knew where each character was, and most importantly, so that I could 
experience (to an extent) what the narrator was experiencing. 
4. Is writing 'self mining'? 
When William Burroughs was being interviewed by his assistant, James 
Grauerholz, for the BBC's Arena programme in 1983, Grauerholz said: 'You've 
said that almost all of your work is essentially autobiographical.' To which 
Burroughs reply is: 'Yes, anyone's is.' 
Describing Burroughs' writing of Junky, James Grauerholz writes: 
He tried to tell the facts of what had happened to him, what he had 
done, and most of all, what he had seen and heard. With unusual 
frankness, he told a plain, unvarnished tale of his addiction, and described 
his homosexual encounters, too. (Word Virus, page 43) 
Because Burroughs allows the reader to come to their own conclusion, and 
avoids a judgmental or moralistic tone, then the book works as a factual account 
of Burroughs' experiences. Although very different in style to On the Road, 
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Junky is a book written with the same final objective in mind - that it reads 
honestly. In a letter to Ginsberg, Burroughs wrote: 
All arguments, all nonsensical condemnations as to what people 'should 
do' are irrelevant. Ultimately there is only fact on all levels, and the more one 
argues, verbalizes, moralizes, the less he will see and feel of fact. Needless to say 
I will not write any formal statement on the subject. Talk is incompatible with 
factualism. (Naked Angels, page 112) 
Tony Tanner describes Naked Lunch in his book, City of Words: 
Naked Lunch (1959) is a book with no narrative continuity, and no 
sustained point of view; the separate episodes are not inter-related, they co-exist 
in a particular field of force brought together by the mind of Burroughs which 
then abandons them. And the episodes themselves are experienced as a 
distribution of fragments rather than as internally organized structures: the most 
common form of punctuation is simply a row of dots separating image from 
image, voice from voice, and the book gives us a world beneath or beyond syntax 
and all that that implies. (City ofWords, page 114) 
Clearly Burroughs lent more towards the surreal when writing a novel 
such as Naked Lunch, but he never abandoned his idea of factualism and went 
back to Junky (or Junkie - the earlier and more heavily edited edition) for realistic 
and honest descriptions when describing the terrifying ordeal of withdrawal. It 
seems that although Burroughs and Kerouac often describe hallucinatory 
experiences, they never forget to keep the truth (as they saw it) as the focal point. 
In his book, Naked Angels, John Tytell says: 
Despite the confessional ardour of the book, Kerouac cannot be 
viewed through the exclusive lens of his fiction since he romanticized, 
idealized, and shaped his narratives far more consciously than he would 
ever admit. Essentially an observer, he stood apart from life, only too 
aware of his own tenuous connections with most people, feeling isolated, 
lonely, separate even from the family he loved. His friend John Clellon 
Holmes has remarked that Kerouac seemed almost completely contained 
within his own consciousness. (Naked Angels - page 53) 
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Other writers have also commented on the extent to which the writer 
incorporates - or separates - themselves in their writing. In an interview with The 
Guardian, writer Justin Cartwright says: 
The other day an Argentinian woman asked me how I get my inspiration. 
The implication of the question was that basically all you need to write a 
book is some inspiration, by which she meant a marketable idea. It was 
impossible to say that actually the process of "writing a book is similar to 
what goes on in a kebab shop: you carve bits of yourself away and present 
them in envelopes of pitta. The lettuce and the tomato and the hot sauce 
are style. This simile is - clearly - not going very far, but the point is that 
writing is not about a Great Idea which writes itself. Writing is, as Philip 
Roth put it, self mining. (The Guardian, 19th February 2005) 
Alain De Botton, interviewed for The Sunday Times, puts it another way: 
The weirdest thing about being a writer is that you never know when 
you're working. You can get up at 7am, sit at your desk for six hours and 
produce nothing, then achieve more between the cereal and bread aisles in 
Tesco than you have all day. 
There's an autobiography within every book which gets rubbed out. When 
I'm reading I always wonder: "When did the author have lunch?" I'd love 
to have arrows saying "Here the author had a row with his wife" or "Here 
was a bad day". In my case, I had a baby between chapters one and two of 
my new book, but the reader shouldn't know that. (The Sunday Times' A 
Life in the Day) 
Two writers with two very contrasting views. Cartwright is suggesting 
that you offer the reader 'bits of yourself , while De Botton is saying that when 
writing, the opposite is true - that writing a novel is almost a clinical operation. 
Before I 'Wrote 'Small Trip' I would have agreed with De Botton's theory, but 
now believe Cart'Wright's view to be closer to the truth. De Botton is saying that 
the 'Writer needs to distance himself from what is actually going on around him ­
to discipline himself to carry out the job at hand, without allowing 
autobiographical elements to creep into the piece they are working on. When I 
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started to get serious about writing, I found all my early work was based on 
characters that were different versions of me. I worked at separating myself from 
my narrator and my characters, inventing plots, sub-plots and storylines, almost to 
a clinical degree. It was when I started to write 'Small Trip' that I consciously 
abandoned this idea, and that in order to write something that I felt was honest, 
then I would have to write what I knew and this meant employing Philip Roth's 
idea of 'self mining' . 
This idea of trying to achieve an honest piece is, of course, massively 
flawed. Any writer who has attempted autobiographical writing will know that it 
is incredibly difficult to achieve a balance in tone between self-deprecation, self­
elevation and skirting around or brushing over that which is uncomfortable to 
address. When writing about family and friends - people that you love and that 
love you, it is incredibly difficult to reach a balance between honesty and 
emotion. I do not see this as something that can ever be conquered. A writer, no 
matter how sincere their intentions, will invent, skip and delete to some extent 
when writing about themselves or those close to them. The only thing I could do 
was write, read and then re-write. 
5. Into the narrator's head 
Both Kerouac and Bissett intentionally designed their narrators to be 
naIve and childlike in their perception of everything around them, so that the 
reader is caught up in the energy and enthusiasm that both narrators experience. 
This is a key element of Kerouac' s 'natural voice' which through the apparently 
transparent honesty of the narrator tells the reader about the other characters. In 
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fact the most exciting and unpredictable character in On The Road is not the 
narrator, but Sal's friend, Dean Moriarty. Sal takes a back seat to most of the 
action in the book and 'shambles after' the other characters, which allows him to 
be a relatively trustworthy narrator. If the character of Dean Moriarty were to tell 
the story then the tone would undoubtedly change and remarkable events would 
easily be discarded as exaggerated story-telling, but because Sal's descriptions of 
Dean are often in stark contrast to descriptions of himself, then it's easier to trust 
what we are reading to be an honest reflection of events: 
Dean and I sat alone in the back seat and left it up to them and talked. 
'Now, man, that alto man last night had IT - he held it once he found it; 
I've never seen a guy who could hold so long.' I wanted to know what 
'IT'meant. 'Ah well' - Dean laughed - 'now you're asking me imp on­
de-rabIes - ahem! Here's a guy and everybody's there, right? Up to him 
to put down what's on everybody's mind. He starts the first chorus, then 
lines up his ideas, people, yeah, yeah, but get it, and then he rises to his 
fate and has to blow equal to it. All of a sudden somewhere in the middle 
of the chorus he gets it - everybody looks up and knows; they listen; he 
picks up and carries. Time stops. He's filling empty space with the 
substance of our lives, confessions of his bellybottom strain, remembrance 
of ideas, rehashes of old blowing. He has to blow across bridges and come 
back and do it with such infinite feeling soul-exploratory for the tune of 
the moment that everybody knows it's not the tune that counts but IT - ' 
Dean could go no further; he was sweating telling about it. (On The Road 
- pages 187 and 188) 
Dean Moriarty is also perfectly complemented by Sal Paradise, a character 
happy to sit back and observe while Dean hogs the limelight and is the catalyst for 
the majority of the book's action: 
A tremendous thing happened when Dean met Carlo Marx. Two keen 
minds that they are, they took to each other at the drop of a hat. Two 
piercing eyes glanced into two piercing eyes - the holy con-man with the 
shining mind, and the sorrowful poetic con-man with the dark mind that is 
Carlo Marx. From that moment on I saw very little of Dean, and I was a 
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little sorry too. Their energies met head-on, I was a lout compared, I 
couldn't keep up with them. (On The Road - page 7) 
Alan Bissett's first book, Boyracers tells quite a different story, but in a 
similar vein. Bissett also uses a mix of fiction and autobiography and his narrator, 
Alvin, is a boy of fifteen, hanging around with three young men who are coming 
to the end of their teenage years. Like Sal Paradise in On The Road, Alvin is the 
narrator of the story and very much a background figure. As a result of this 
Bissett is able to use the character as a conduit for all of the action, without the 
reader doubting the narrator's intentions. The naturalness is constructed through 
his syntax: 
We sight a few aliens lingering at bus-stops, bored outside chip-shops, 
Frannie stubbing his finger against the window, going: 'Greedo ... and 
she's, hmmm, Yoda!' Frannie has a habit of rating women as Star Wars 
characters (even ifhe's been with more Jabba the Hutts than Princess 
Leias). 'What about her, Fran?' 'Her? Ugh! Did ye never see Vader 
when he took his helmet aff?' We start assigning each other Star Wars 
names; Frannie, we reluctantly agree, being Han Solo. 'Heddy-haw,' he 
grins smugly, folding his arms, his work on Earth done. Brian - imposing, 
hairy - is Chewbacca, and being the oldest, Dolby is the natural Obi Wan 
Kenobi. 'Ah suppose since Ah'm the youngest,' I pipe up from the back, 
'Ah'm Luke Skywalker?' 
'Naw Alvin,' laughs Frannie, hurling an empty crisp-packet in my 
face, 'You're an Ewok.' (Boyracers - page 5) 
In contrast in House Mother Normal B.S. Johnson uses the narration of nine 
different characters and is upfront in telling the reader that this is a writer's 
device. He introduces the novel like this: 
Friend (I may call you friend?), these are also our friends. We no longer 
refer to them as inmates, cases, patients, or even as clients. These 
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particular friends are also known as NERs, since they have no effective 
relatives, are orphans in reverse, it is often said. 
You if you wishjoin our Social Evening, friend. You shall see into the 
minds of eight old friends, and you shall see into my mind. You shall 
follow our Social Evening through nine different minds. (House Mother 
Normal (Omnibus ed.) page 5) 
Johnson then describes the same night in an old people's home, seen from 
nine different perspectives - nine different people with varying ages and stages of 
mental decline. Johnson devotes exactly the same amount of page space to each 
person (except House Mother), so if the narrator nods off, then we have a blank 
page. If a narrator suffers from severe dementia then we have a number of blank 
pages, groups of letters thrown at the page, and disjointed lines which are broken 
and fragmented. We are given a description of each narrator before the narration 
starts; their age, marital status, percentage of sight, hearing, touch, smell, 
movement, a score from a test for senile dementia and a brief pathology report. 
The reader is given all of this information in order to correctly gauge how 
accurate the description of the evening is going to be. Most of the narrators' 
daydream and reminisce about their past lives and family, which Johnson uses to 
give us an insight into each character, as well as an indication of their current 
mental state. He sets up the first character's narration as a template for the rest-
so that we can get a feel for what is going on outside the character's head, and as 
we read on, the characters become more and more mentally deficient, but the 
reader is not lost because we have the descriptions of the earlier characters. 
Then we come to the character of House Mother, the woman in charge of 
all of these people, and with her description we find that she is perhaps the most 
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mentally disturbed of all the narrators. At the end of her quota of pages Johnson 
writes: 
And here you see, friend, I am about to step 
[new page] 
outside the convention, the framework of twenty-one pages per person. 
Thus you see I too am the puppet or concoction of a writer (you always 
knew there was a writer behind it all? Ah, there's no fooling you 
readers!), a writer who has me at present standing in the post-orgasmic 
nude but who still expects me to be his words without embarrassment or 
personal comfort. So you see this is from his skull. It is a 
diagram of certain aspects of the inside of his skull! 
What a laugh! 
Johnson placed so much importance to the layout of the page, the page 
design and the typographical positioning - sometimes strips are cut Crom pages to 
reveal text on subsequent pages. His techniques reveal how every character sees 
things differently, especially when you add factors such as the influence of drink, 
drugs, emotional state, environment and even personal opinion. They are 
interesting in the way they depict alternative mental states of a narrator. However 
used so overtly they are appropriate to 'Small Trip' which aimed for a more 
natural voice. 
Following On The Road and Boyracers 'Small Trip' is told in the first 
person by a relatively unremarkable character: Darren. Darren's voice is not that 
of a confident leader, but rather someone who will walk b\!hind the group and take 
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it all in. His descriptions of what he is seeing, experiencing and thinking are 
designed to put the reader at ease so that they can trust this person's view as an 
honest account of what is actually happening, or rather, what the narrator sees to 
be happening. 
Darren could be perceived in many different ways; a bumbling fool, a drug 
addict, a misfit, a paranoid, naiVe, child-man, and all of these perceptions would 
be relatively accurate. More than anything else however, Darren is the young 
post-nineties, pre-September 11 th male, with no idea of how to feel comfortable 
in the modem western world. He is confused by the mixed signals thrown at him 
by modem culture. He fills shelves in Sainsbury's, lives in a run-down rented 
room in a house owned by an elderly couple, one of whom is an alcoholic. He is 
not at ease with himself, his life, or where he is going. Smoking marijuana is 
certainly doing him no favours mentally, and there are many occasions when 
paranoia colours the narration. He falls for one of his sister's friends and starts up 
a relationship, even though she lives 400 miles away. When he does finally meet 
her after they have both agreed to take the relationship to the next level, he simply 
does not know what to do and allows Mary to take the lead . 
.. . and we both sit on the sofa and keep glancing at each other and I don't 
know what I was planning to do when I got here but it wasn't sit quietly 
and have a cup of tea, but it's nice and Mary's living room looks nice with 
the light coming in through the window and the tv in the comer and the 
videos and cds stacked neatly and not much else really and the walls are 
all canary yellow with no pictures at all and an oval mirror hanging above 
the gas fire and I know what I can say - I can mention ... and no, it's gone, 
so ... run away? (,Small Trip', page 128) 
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In 'Small Trip' I wanted to approach the subject of Darren not knowing 
where he is going in life, but I wanted to avoid placing all of the blame on a loss 
of masculinity, so Darren does not have the void-filling obsessions of a Hornby 
protagonist, or the constant longing to become a younger version of his own 
father. Darren struggles with the modem world, but it is not simply that he is 
searching for something to validate his masculinity - it is more about recognising 
that he does not fit in, and that if he disguises this fact, then he may find life a 
little easier, but at the risk oflosing his identity. 
Social acceptance is not a craving which disappears with the end of 
adolescence. It may decline in one's later years, but the desire to 'fit in' (at least 
in some aspects of life) will always be there nor it is just a modem concern. 
Jeffrey Weeks writes: 
The construction of recognisable, and still current, definitions of masculinity 
proceeded rapidly in the last decades of the nineteenth century ... While women 
were increasingly associated with weakness and emotion, by 1860 men no longer 
dared embrace in public or shed tears. A whole series of male clubs sprang up 
which emphasised the elements of male bonding. (Sex, Politics and Society, page 
40) 
The character of Darren is not a hesitating, hornby-esque, 90s, loveable lead, but 
someone who finds the world a very difficult place to fathom. Darren is looking 
to be led - to be told the way, and he allows Pete, Mary, Harriet, even Rona to 
take the lead in any given situation. So it could be argued that this is not Darren's 
story, that he is just someone there to observe everybody else's life. Darren acts 
only as an observer - he does not avoid the subject, but at the same time he does 
not venture an opinion. His narration is focused on how the other characters cope 
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(or not, as the case may be) with each revelation from Lucy drawing a reaction 
that eventually leads to the fragmentation of the group - a process which 
accelerates with Pete and Colin moving into the flat. Colin believes his sister's 
version of events before anyone else's, and this is the break-up ofthe group. It 
was important that everything stay unresolved - what eventually happens to Lucy, 
to Colin and his family, to Ade and Pete. Chapter 6 starts: 
And bang - a bag packed with my life so far and Sainsbury's can fuck off 
and no leaving drink for me coz they don't know I'm not turning up yet­
but on this train and making a move while I still can ... ('Small Trip', page 
125) 
Darren just goes and we don't know exactly what he has left or what he 
will do once he gets to Scotland. There is just a middle where the reader jumps 
into someone's consciousness, stays for a while and jumps out again. 
6. From Moriarty the iconic character to 'Small Trip' the group piece. 
Kerouac used the character of Dean Moriarty to fuel his narrator, Sal Paradise. 
Much of On The Road is devoted to Dean Moriarty, and the narrator Sal Paradise 
makes no secret of his admiration of this character - often not falling short of 
idolatry: 
My first impression of Dean was of a young Gene Autry - trim, thin­
hipped, blue-eyed, with a real Oklahoma accent - a sideburned hero of the 
snowy west. (On The Road, page 4) 
None ofthe other characters in Kerouac's On The Road comes close to 
Moriarty. Kerouac often writes with affection and admiration when describing 
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characters other than Moriarty in the book, but at best they corne across as 
unpredictable, interesting and eccentric. Take for example the character of 'Old 
Bull Lee' - actually based on William Burroughs: 
Bull had a sentimental streak about the old days in America, especially 
1910, when you could get morphine in a drugstore without prescription 
and Chinese smoked opium in their evening windows and the country was 
wild and brawling and free, with abundance and any kind of freedom for 
everyone. His chief hate was Washington bureaucracy; second to that, 
liberals; then cops. He spent all his time talking and teaching others. Jane 
sat at his feet; so did I; so did Dean; and so did Carlo Marx. We'd all 
learned from him. He was a gray, nondescript-looking fellow you 
wouldn't notice on the street, unless you looked closer and saw his mad, 
bony skull with its strange youthfulness - a Kansas minister with exotic, 
phenomenal fires and mysteries. He had studied medicine in Vienna; had 
studied anthropology, read everything; and now he was settling to his 
life's work, which was the study of things themselves in the streets oflife 
and the night. He sat in his chair; Jane brought drinks, martinis. The 
shades by his chair were always drawn, day and night; it was his comer of 
the house. (On The Road, page 131) 
Although there is definite admiration in the description, (some may even 
describe it as hero-worship) the energy Kerouac uses to describe Moriarty is less 
obvious and we are given the impression that Old Bull Lee is more of a father-
figure than an all-out hero. Burroughs talks of Kerouac in an Arena special, first 
shown on the BBC in 1983. He says, 'Everything that Jack says needs to be taken 
with considerable reserve. He was always writing fiction and he liked to think of 
me as a teacher. He pushed these categories on to people.' This definitely 
suggests that Kerouac had a habit of romanticising, exaggerating, or just changing 
the image of the characters in On the Road, to perhaps better suit the story or the 
image he was trying to project. Ann Charters writes an introduction to On the 
Road and talks of Kerouac' s willingness to change certain details: 
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Kerouac softened or eliminated references to Cassady's criminality, 
omitting the fact, for example, that before boarding the Greyhound to 
Denver his friend had stolen the portable typewriter in New York that he 
took back 'to start writing' in 1947. (Introduction to On the Road by Ann 
Charters. Page xx) 
This is what Burroughs means when he talks of Kerouac, ' ... always 
writing fiction,' even though he was surrounded by exciting characters, Kerouac 
felt the need for invention within his description. A programme in 1997 on 
BBC2 called, The Works, ran an edition exploring the character of Jack Kerouac 
after he had written On the Road, entitled On the Road to Desolation. Joyce 
Johnson, Kerouac's one-time girlfriend, talks of the writer having two very 
different sides to his personality, describing one of these sides as, 'deeply 
conservative.' Kerouac was fascinated with street-life throughout America, and 
also fascinated with Neal Cassady - his inspiration for the character of Moriarty 
in On the Road. Kerouac used Cassady as a lens through which he could look at 
this other side of life - life as a misfit, life on the road. He desperately wanted to 
be carefree and at ease with himself like Cassady, but always found himself to be 
the observer - a compassionate, intelligent, but ultimately unstable, sad and lonely 
figure. It is this side of Kerouac that is highlighted through his character of Sal 
Paradise, a vulnerability that I could relate to as a person and wanted to illustrate 
with the character of Darren in 'Small Trip'. 
However, I wanted 'Small Trip' to be a group piece rather than a 
celebration of an individual character. Because the focus is spread over a group, 
there was less temptation to celebrate one character, as Kerouac often did with 
Moriarty. I did not want Darren to be viewing life through 'the lens' of any 
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character - as I felt this would detract from the honesty of Darren' s voice. 
Because Darren is often surrounded by a group, there are more opinions shared, 
more voices heard, and as such, a clearer view of who Darren is. In contrast to the 
character of Sal Paradise, Darren interacts with a variety of characters throughout 
'Small Trip' and although often taking a backseat, does not rely on a central 
character as the catalyst for all of the action in the story. 
For the character of Pete in 'Small Trip' I have taken Moriarty's ability to 
take charge of any given situation, not because he pushes himself forward as such, 
but because people are looking to him for inspiration. The other three characters 
of the gang, Ade, Colin and the narrator, Darren are happy to 'go along' with what 
Pete has decided to do. Of course, Pete as a character is wildly different from 
Moriarty, I didn't want any of the characters to be iconic as Moriarty is, or even 
especially unique. What I was aiming for was the everyday strangeness you can 
experience on a bus, simply by listening to a conversation or watching someone's 
mannerisms. Everybody has family members, friends or work colleagues that 
under close inspection are crawling with peculiarities, strange habits and views 
which are unique to them. 
Colin is the driver in 'Small Trip', but certainly not the captain of the ship. 
He is designed to fit into a certain category of modem man. Douglas Coupland's 
characters in Generation X do everything they can to avoid becoming part of the 
advertiser's target market. Colin is a modem advertiser's dream. His thought 
processes revolve around credit cards, promotion at work and men's magazines. 
Because ofthis he has been designed to act as a sign of the times - not quite an 
Orwellian 'prole', but certainly someone eager to be spoon-fed a diet of liquefied 
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21 st Century culture. I was aware of the dangers of over-simplifying Colin's 
character and producing something predictable, which is why it is his sister, Lucy, 
who suffers the episodes of mental-illness - although this tum in the story came 
very late on in the piece. 
Ade on the other hand becomes an in-joke towards the end of 'Small Trip'. 
I wanted him to be a consistent presence - a reminder of the real world for the 
others. Also I wanted Ade to be with the other three men because of their 
company, and for them to like him for the same reason. It is also a help to have a 
character present who is not using a mind-bending substance, should the narration 
and speech from the other characters become too abstract. Originally his character 
was the commonly used 'still waters run deep' type who spends the majority of 
the story taking it all in, adding it all up and I decided to play with the idea a little 
and make his statements more and more (or less and less, depending on how you 
interpret it) profound, before having Pete and Darren turning to him for the 
answer to a problem and Ade having no input at all. 
7. Place and the effect environment has on individual expectations and 
ambitions 
This novel [Boyracers] is unusual in the way it delineates a place and the 
effect environment has on individual expectations and ambitions. The 
future is to be the same as their parents'. (Carl MacDougall, The Glasgow 
Herald, 14th October, 2001) 
A lot of the action in 'Small Trip' takes place in Colin's car. It is an enclosed 
space where the rest of the world is just a changing view outside the windows. 
Bissett also uses a car as a central location in Boyracers (as the title may indicate), 
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and he lets us know that this is a pivotal prop by giving it a name, Belinda - an 
identity, almost a character. Bissett captures perfectly the feeling of sitting in a 
car with your closest friends, and having what seems like the whole world 
stretching before you with limitless possibilities. Take for example a section from 
the opening chapter of Bayracers: 
The low growl of Belinda's undercarriage as Dolby shifts her into fifth and 
our mad singing at the dusk - mine, Brian's, Dolby's, Frannie's - Hallglen 
receding behind us like stars at warp speed cos it's Friday, seven-thirty, 
time for Top ofthe Pops and tramps like us, baby, we were born to run. 
The Glen Brae carrying us down down into the belly of the town, where 
the houses are big as two hundred grand mate, where one day we'll play 
pool and drink cocktails, champagne supernova, where a woman, a rich 
woman, is bending down to weed her garden and her arse flashes up in the 
air, then is gone. We whistle loudly, like a release, like the end of a shift. 
(Boyracers, page 1) 
The excitement the narrator is feeling is not because the car is travelling at 
high speeds, it is not because they are travelling through an especially exciting or 
beautiful area, but it is a young man describing the feeling of belonging - of being 
part of something, and this is what I was aiming for: 
We're turning off of the motorway and a moment of slight panic pops in 
me as we pass a stationary police car in a lay-by. Colin is looking around 
like a Crimewatch actor before flooring the pedal for the underpass - a 
tradition that will never get tired and we're Whooping and screaming coz 
the wheels have left the ground slightly and it's just like a roller coaster as 
Morrison tries to break on through to the other side and our bellies cannot 
catch up with us and we're up the other side, tum off and into Stevenage 
Leisure Park Complex car park, past grimreaperbomberjacket-bouncers, 
teenagers with MacDonalds, Kentucky Fried Chicken buckets and Parker­
coated skinheads staring with down-turned mouths, crumpled chins and 
big-buckle shoes. Neon lights flick and the sound of a passing train, 
screeching boy racer tyres, baseball caps and broken London lingo. 
('Small Trip', page 54) 
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Bissett opens his novel with: 
like rebel angels, bright, sensually attuned to the flux and flow of mortal 
Falkirk, Belinda our chariot, our spirit guide, the wind rushing up and past 
her face thrust against it like some wide-o Helen of Troy. (Boyracers, 
page 1) 
This is not the description of an everyday run-about, bought in order to get 
you from A to B. This car is part of the group - part of the gang. Bissett even 
uses Belinda's demise near the end of the book as the catalyst to the fragmentation 
of the group. Alvin's bond with his three friends - a bond which is blocking his 
progression out of Falkirk and on to University, is irreparably changed. 
So there Belinda is left, her bonnet crushed and curled like petals. Her 
windows cracked. Her headlights drawing slowly down on the world. 
We stand there for a while just looking at her. 
Then Dolby utters, monotone: 
'Let's go afore somebody calls the polis.' 
We head into the drizzly night, boxing our shoulders. Only once 
do I glance back at Belinda, to see her broken, alone. Dolby's hands are 
tight in his pockets, his face giving nothing, but I can feel him shutting 
down. Some part of him dying with Belinda. (Boyracers, page 235) 
The car, Belinda, was the glue that held the four characters together. It 
gave them an escape from a small Scottish town, the freedom to travel, a location 
with ever changing scenery, the feeling of safety and belonging, but most of all, it 
gave Bissett the perfect setting in which to explore four characters interacting with 
each other. Christopher Whyte writes: 
The most rounded female character in the book is without doubt the car, 
Belinda. (Scotland on Sunday, 14th October, 2001) 
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This quote can be taken two ways, on the one hand it points to the I 
importance the car, Belinda plays in Boyracers. In 'Small Trip' Darren refers to 
I 
~ 
Colin's car as their 'womb', and this description is a fair indication of how <"; 
important the car is to the group dynamic. It offers Darren all of the feelings of I 
~ ,
freedom, safety and belonging that I have mentioned above, and also sheds light i!lI 
on the relationship between the four young men. For instance, the seating pattern 
never changes - Colin is the driver, but only in the sense that he chauffeurs the 
other three about. Pete sits in the front passenger seat and as the leader of the 
gang needs to be up at the front where all the action is, where decisions are made 
and where he can control the music, and thus, the atmosphere. Ade is the quiet 
member of the gang, reserved, sober and intense. He is happy to take a back seat 
in the car, in conversation and in the action. Darren, low in the pecking order, is 
also in the back seat, and as narrator for the story, ideally positioned to observe 
the other three characters. The car is where Darren can escape to, where he feels 
happiest, safest - and with the whole group together, a bubble is manufactured. 
We only really see how vulnerable Darren is when he is taken out of the car - out 
of the protective bubble, and into the real world. 
Christopher Whyte is also making the point that perhaps Bissett is guilty 
of the marginalization of women within his novel- something of which the Beat 
writers were constantly accused, and something which I was very aware of when 
writing 'Small Trip'. Is this a fair point? Should Bissett have addressed this lack 
of 'rounded female' characters, perhaps with a strong sister/girlfriend, that Alvin 
can turn to for advice? Would it have added to the integrity of the novel by 
ticking another box on the critic's 'How to be a Really Good (Politically Correct) 
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Author' check-list? I think Christopher Whyte is missing the point a bit here - the 
fact that Alvin has lost his mother in this book, and when she was around it was as 
an alcoholic who needed the care from her own children. Alvin is a fifteen-year­
old living with/caring for an unemployed father who is prone to the odd nervous 
breakdown, a brother who left him for the bright lights of London, only to return 
having failed miserably to earn a living, and three male friends with dead-end jobs 
and dim-looking futures. He lives in a town in Central Scotland where most of 
the job prospects come from the local oil refinery, and the sort of people who 
escape to University seem to him almost other-worldly. Maybe, this is not the 
sort of environment where a young teenager meets and gets to talk to many 
'rounded female' characters. 
Sainsbury's was the location with which I wanted to show the 
hopelessness of Darren's situation. 
The smoking room is full ofdim eyes focused on tips of cigarettes, 
tubular metal free-standing ashtrays, and a half-eaten Cornish pasty with a 
fag stubbed out in its middle. Ash drops to the floor. No-one can think of 
anything to say and so the only sound is the gentle suck on a cancer stick 
and the tick-tock oftime running out. Two crows jump about on a tree out 
of the window, knocking raindrops from twigs and leaves, laughing at us 
in our smoky little hell. A stupid, near-mute checkout girl burns a hole in 
her chair, finger pushing on the filter of her cigarette. I do not 
cry. ('Small Trip', page 52) 
I wanted to get across the desperate feeling of absolutely no future. I 
wanted to avoid the familiar character who works at something in order to leave 
his dead-end town and move on to better things and a brighter future. The setting 
of Sainsbury's was designed to show Darren's lack of confidence, ambition and 
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self-worth. I also wanted to make it evident that although stacking shelves in a 
supermarket should be a simple job that offers the minimum of hassle, there is 
always someone eager to flex their managerial muscle: 
He's not happy with the length of stubble on my face. His name is 
Terence. Who the fuck tells people that his name is Terence? He's told 
me that if! come in in this state again then he'll send me home to tidy 
myself up. It is not, the repetition of cans on shelves, of fluorescent tube­
lit aisles, of smiling when a customer is rude, of the dead faces that have 
worked here for years and never had a day off sick - it is the small-minded 
with that little bit of power that will drive you in the end. Little prods and 
jabs, over the edge. (,Small Trip', pages 50 - 51) 
In 'Small Trip' I often hint at Darren having a troubled 'home life'. He 
visits home once, and this is a painful experience for him. It is clear from the 
conversation that he does not get on with his father, but I have left the reader to 
make their own mind up as to why he doesn't live at home. 
Darren lives in a rented room. His landlady, Irene, is an alcoholic who 
gets drunk on cooking-sherry and verbally abuses Darren, while George is 
enthusiastically polite. The house stinks of smoke, old people and animals. Next 
door is a house-full of students which Darren has met and hates. 
This is grim. A Saturday night and I am crosslegged on a dirty carpet 
listening to a party next door where they keep playing Travis and their 
cover of Britney's Kiss Me Baby One More Time and they don't seem to 
get that it's a fucking joke and I have a towel under the door and no beers 
and I'm smoking this j with no tv and I don't wanna listen to any music 
coz I won't be able to drown out the students next door and I am trying 
desperately hard not to imagine kicking their fucking door in and walking 
through the party slaughtering as I go and laughing and slaughtering and 
hearing them plead for mercy and just shaking my head and telling them 
i.; 
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no, simply because you have played this song one too many times and now 
you must pay - PAY I TELL YOU! ('Small Trip', page 73) 
There is nothing more annoying when you are sitting alone, miserable and 
bored, than listening to other people having a good time, especially if you dislike 
the people. 
I wanted the setting of Stevenage Leisure Park to be indicative of the 
binge-drinking yob-culture, which the tabloid media are hyping as a modern 
phenomenon, but which has actually been going on for years. Many pubs are now 
being designed to cram as many punters in as possible by doing away with nearly 
all seating, because it takes up valuable standing room, and offering plenty of 
buy-one-get-one-free type deals on spirit-based drinks. In Stevenage Leisure 
Park, there are two of these bars, two night clubs, a number of restaurants (mostly 
fast food), a cinema and a bowling alley. There is a massive mix of people 
moving from building to building, and always a feeling of tension as gangs pass 
gangs and drunk teenagers shout to and at each other. 
The four characters visit a lot of pubs in 'Small Trip'. I have always been 
fascinated with the different atmospheres, relationships, characters and 
conversations you find in different pubs. I wanted to show the four characters in 
different settings, outside of the car, and also to put them in situations where 
people are drinking and feeling aggressive and looking for someone to target. I 
also wanted to indicate that these four men look different, without pointing it out 
as an obvious departure from the norm, but by allowing a response when they 
walk in, and having them be approached by patrons in various circumstances. It 
has always been a popular theme to have a character as an outsider and I was 
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inspired by the film Easy Rider, and how people react to someone who does not 
(in their eyes), look normal. 
Chapters one and two of 'Small Trip' are not included in the 25,000 word 
piece of fiction to be considered by the examiners, but Darren's first train journey 
is in chapter two, and it is this journey that I refer to later, when Darren is on the 
train again. The setting of the train was to show the extent of Darren's 
vulnerability when he is not able to look to any of his friends or family for 
guidance, support or reassurance. Darren is sitting next to an 'old woman' on the 
train from England to Scotland, and straight away he is convinced that he has 
upset her in some way. Darren falls asleep after eating toffee containing some 
kind of drug and has a dream. He wakes up to find the train conductor telling him 
that there has been a complaint, and asking how much he has had to drink. We 
are never told exactly what happens while Darren is dreaming, but Harriet has to 
take charge of the situation once the train arrives in Glasgow: 
'What were you thinking? You should have seen the state of you. I had to 
speak to the train conductor to make sure he wasn't going to take matters 
further. 
'That poor little old lady had the fright of her life. She almost 
injured herself getting out of her seat. Frail little old dear like that, and 
you would have been held responsible.' (' Small Trip', page 20) 
I wanted to show Darren's inability to function, when not 'looked after', 
by his group of friends. Even the simple act of travelling by train is turned into a 
potentially disastrous event that needs 'fixing' by someone other than Darren. 
The first description of Rona's flat is in chapter two of 'Small Trip', and 
although Darren returns to Rona's flat, the best description of the decor is here: 
I,,·· I I 
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The floor is laminated (for ease ofpoo and wee removal), the wallpaper is 
neutral, tasteful and the walls are dressed with mirrors and black and white 
photographs of the family. A goatskin rug lies in the middle of the floor, 
hiding a large red wine stain. From the ceiling hangs an ancient 
chandelier, covered in dust and far too big for the room. Because it hangs 
so low, even a short-arse like me crashes into it, setting off tinkling alarm 
bells, like you're trespassing in some fairy wood. But it's also like a 
farmhouse living room. Minor repairs are everywhere. The leather 
furniture is beaten and saggy. The cushions and tables all have teeth 
marks - a reminder that in here it's ok to run riot, occasionally, if you 
must. (,Small Trip', pages 30 -31) 
I wanted to show that Darren and Rona get on well, and to suggest that the 
reason for this is that they both view the world through the eyes of a child. Rona 
would have trouble looking after one dog, so she has four, three of which are very 
large. She has built a family around her - but a family she can control, as head of 
the pack. I wanted to set an atmosphere that would let Darren feel that he was 
relaxing, when in actual fact he never knows what is going to happen next. 
People are coming and going, smoking cannabis and drinking freely while the 
dogs run riot. This is Rona's (and while he is a visitor, Darren's) playground, 
where the constraints of a normal life are thrown off in favour of a child-like 
chaos, perhaps because it is an easier option than becoming an adult. 
Pete's flat was designed to have an undercurrent of tension about it, 
especially because no one knows what to make of Brian, who keeps popping up 
and letting himself in. I've left a lot of question marks over the flat; why was 
Pete's uncle so keen to let it, rent-free to a nephew he hardly knows? Why can 
the four never find the same unity or atmosphere in the flat as that which is so 
evident in Colin's car? Is the real reason for Pete moving, to get Colin out of his 
parent's house, or away from his sister? 
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The only place that feels comfortable for Darren in the flat is the balcony ­
which of course, is actually outside the flat. This does not feel like a place where 
Darren belongs, and it is also a place where the group does not gel as it did in 
Colin's car. There is tension between Colin and Pete, and because they are not 
trapped together, as they would be in the car, Ade and Darren take advantage of 
an escape-route and remove themselves from the situation by standing on the 
balcony. It is here that we see the group start to fragment and lose the closeness 
and strength they had as a unit. 
Pete's house was a setting designed to show his character as the father­
figure of the group - taking care of Darren when he visits, of his own father when 
he returns from the football, drunk, and also the unspoken way he can 
communicate with his younger brother Ray. I also wanted to show that Pete is 
still like a child in the way in which he has to smoke in secret, and that he is not 
really supposed to have Darren staying in his room for the night. 
Welwyn Garden City is a town split in half - the 'haves' and the 'have­
nots', separated by a white bridge. It is a relatively new town, and in the fifties 
and sixties offered people working in London the opportunity to live within 
commuting distance. People speak with almost-London accents, even Darren 
finds himself doing it when he speaks to Mary on the phone. Just as the town of 
Falkirk in Boyracers, is neither Edinburgh or Glasgow, and Welwyn Garden City 
is not quite London, these places suffer from an identity crisis which is passed on 
to the inhabitants, and usually results in the feeling that unless you move on, you 
are destined to stay in a non-progressive, almost vegetative state. Leon 
McDermott, in an interview with Alan Bissett writes of Boyracers: 
'f 
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A breakneck dash through the backstreets of Falkirk and its satellite towns, 
a comedy, almost a tragedy, a caustic look at what has passed for culture 
in the last decade, Boyracers is the story of four teenagers, Alvin, Frannie, 
Dolby and Brian. Amusing themselves by tearing along the roads of their 
hometown in a car called Belinda. They're bored with where they live, 
but they are, seemingly, stuck there. (The Big Issue, 13 th October, 2001) 
When I work-shopped 'Small Trip', a number of people commented that 
perhaps Darren's view of Scotland is slightly rose-tinted. I would agree with this, 
because it is intentional. I wanted Darren to have the idea of Scotland as a 
Utopian getaway - for his only experiences of Scotland to be holidays, an escape 
from life in Welwyn Garden City. He is the centre of attention while there - a 
novelty. His meeting with Mary and subsequent romance is never built up in his 
own mind - his self-esteem is unaffected, almost as though Darren believes that 
he would never be found attractive by Mary were they both in England, but 
because he is in Scotland (and in his own mind, a place where the usual rules do 
not apply) then anything is possible. Darren feels that because he is in a different 
place, he is a different person - a new and improved Darren that has a future with 
possibilities. 
To make Scotland a rosy place where Darren can simply shake offhis 
stagnant prospects and find a blissful new life with Mary and his sisters would be 
lazy on my part and provide me with a predictable ending - something I was 
desperate to avoid. I also wanted Darren to be aware of the anti-English feelings 
that are still quite common in the Glasgow area of Scotland. I wanted the 
character of Stevie to be indicative of a young man in a poor area, high in 
unemployment, high in crime, and with off-licences on every corner. I wanted a 
: Ie 'UIII e 
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final paragraph that the reader might think is positive, but also might realise that 
perhaps Darren can see cracks in the foundations of his Utopian getaway: 
Harriet and Lynn have left so Mary puts one together and Stevie is lying 
on the floor, face up and Rona is eating a Pot Noodle and all the dogs are 
in the bedroom eating cooked bones, probably on the bed, but who cares 
coz I'm not sleeping in it tonight and Stevie chokes as he pours beer into 
his mouth without sitting up and Rona is calling him a dick and Mary is 
laughing so that all the tobacco on her lap is dancing and the boxer runs in 
licks Stevie's face and runs back out again and he's still choking and 
trying to sit up and Rona's shouting at him coz now she can't see the tv 
and the family from Greenock upstairs turn up the record of Johnny Cash 
and Stevie stops choking, I can hear Johnny Cash, and Mary passes me 
the joint and tells me to spark it and I feel like a lot of little beads on a 
very thin string. (' Small Trip', page 129) 
Visiting a place for your holidays and actually living in place - earning a 
living and putting up with neighbours, bosses, cold and damp weather, relatives 
that no longer see you as a special visitor to be made a fuss of, then you quickly 
lose your rose-tinted spectacles. I wanted to hint at this reality hitting Darren with 
the above paragraph, while still leaving the ending of the story with ambiguity. 
8. The 'natural voice' and the relevance of Kerouac's method today 
Kerouac wrote On the Road in a very different world to the one we live in today, 
and some of the language in the book confirms this. His book has been heavily 
criticised as well as highly praised. Many of the people who read the book and 
felt it spoke to them, seemed to miss what Kerouac was trying to achieve as a 
writer, focusing instead on the term, 'Beat' and linking this to an alternative 
lifestyle - an excuse to rebel against society. Maybe this is one of the book's 
weaknesses - that Kerouac's intentions were too subtle, that because of the 
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constant references to drink and drugs the reader loses sight of the bigger picture. 
I believe that if Kerouac had known how his book would have been received, 
before he had written it, then he would have produced quite a different piece. 
Kerouac was not appealing to the young liberals to rise up against the 
government. He was not looking for governmental revolution. He was not 
looking to embrace the Hippy culture that was just around the corner. Kerouac 
was looking for a new way in which to write - a new way of expressing himself 
through fiction. 
The energy, characterisation and syntactical flow of On the Road work 
wonderfully well, and in my opinion have aged very well- in the fact that they 
still work. Although this book was written more than half a century ago, 
Kerouac's writing does not seem dated or tired. His typographical experiments 
work, because he understands flow and rhythm. His narrator, Sal Paradise has 
frustrations and passions and interests that twenty-somethings still experience 
today, but most importantly, he has a voice you can believe in. 
Kerouac's syntactical drive and Bissett's typographical experiments 
influenced me greatly and 'Small Trip' is my effort at achieving a marriage of 
these two styles. As I have mentioned earlier, there are definite weaknesses with 
this type of fiction and 'Small Trip' is a great example ofthat. Because of the 
way I wrote 'Small Trip', concentrating on energy and flow, I consciously 
sacrificed plot structure and any real drama, and because of this I feel that maybe 
the reader never really gets to know, or properly empathise with Darren. I also 
feel that some ofthe characters (especially some of the male ones) lack depth and 
sometimes do not stand out as individuals as successfully on paper as they did in 
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my own mind at the time of writing. 'Small Trip' works relatively well as a short, 
experimental piece that fulfilled its original purpose, but in order to get it 
published, which is what I intend to do, it needs an extensive re-write. I would 
start by concentrating on plot - perhaps giving Darren some back-story. I would 
have a beginning, middle and end, and perhaps make use of denouement. I know 
that for this piece I did everything in my power to avoid these tools/methods, but I 
now believe that employing some, if not all, would serve to make 'Small Trip' a 
richer and more marketable piece, without detracting from the spontaneous 
energy. I wouldn't want to lose the syntactic drive of the piece, and I believe the 
typographical effects I have used could easily lose their meaning, but only if they 
are used too much or without reason. 
Self mining was at times a painful and nerve-wracking experiment, but 
one which I will gladly go through in order that I achieve as natural a voice as 
possible. If writing well means writing what you know, then there can be no 
better way than putting yourself down on paper. 
Almost all of Kerouac's writing was autobiographical, and although it is 
often said he was creative with actual events, he did achieve a natural voice, and 
in my opinion, never more so than in 'On the Road'. Sal Paradise is self­
deprecating, but not to the point where it becomes tiresome. His descriptions are 
detailed and his language (although sometimes poetic) never suggests that he is 
anything other than a simple observer - an honest, almost pure, natural voice. 
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Small Trip 
and I put it to my lips and I'm excited and scared at the same time which rumbles and 
bumbles in my belly and the first draw is the worst and the best at the same time and 
the wheels keep turning and the stereo's going and of course it's the Doors because 
it's Friday and at eight we listen to nothing else coz it lets us know that we might not 
know and makes us feel excited but safe at the same time and Pete is doing the 
rhythm bits with his hands and turning and laughing and I choke before having the 
joint whipped away with a tut and a sniggle by Colin who should be looking at the 
road and I suppose shouldn't be smoking while driving anyway coz it slows your 
reactions down and the music - music continually thumping and Morrison's losing it ­
like probably rolling around on the floor and the crowd going wild and whooping like 
Americans do and hanging on to every word - words that probably don't mean a thing 
but who knows? 
Who 
knows? 
Colin's mobile starts to beep and he looks at Pete, who's looking back at him. Colin 
is telling him to find the mobile and Pete is looking blankly back and telling Colin 
that it's his mobile and Colin's saying that he's driving forjuck's sake and can he 
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please pick it up before .. .and it stops. 
Ade sits in silence with his contemplative face and his mind on deeper things. 
He blinks - but only just. And for a moment his expression 
sobers 
me, 
but I don't let it because the wheels are still turning and the joint's still burning and 
Colin is shaking his head as Pete speaks to him in a Joe Pesci voice asking him 
whatsamattawitchoo. 
'Did you phone Cam?' Ade asks at Ade volume and Colin doesn't hear him. 
'Did you phone Cam - Colin, did you ring ahead?' 
The stereo is adjusted, and Joe Pesci is slapping Colin's arm. 
'Did I what?' 
'Did you ring ahead? Does Cam know we're coming?' 
'No.' And the volume is up again and Ade shakes his head and taps a 
cigarette on its packet, Hollywood-style. 
We meet the motorway and the continual hum of tyres on tarmac makes me 
want to doze. My eyes slide across the litter in the foot well - FHM, Coke cans, 
grains of tobacco and cigarette butts dance with the vibration. Britney smiles at me, 
holding a snake, with the tip of her tongue touching her top lip. Ade's cigarette 
crackles. Colin and Pete trade punches in front, and Colin gives up and allows Pete 
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to replace Jim Morrison with Belle and Sebastian. 
Colin jabs the brakes in time to the tune and we all cheer and giggle like 
schoolboys on a geography trip - even Ade, who lets the Ade face slip momentarily. 
As we approach the magic roundabout, all laughter stops. This is a giant roundabout 
- surrounded by smaller roundabouts -like a 70's cartoon flower, and no-one in the 
world can approach it with any confidence. The fear is clear to see on all the other 
drivers' faces as they pass, stall and engine-rev. Pete turns down the volume ­
worried that Colin is stoned and has to navigate the many petals surrounding the 
centre - and he makes it and the volume is restored so that we can hear about a boy 
whose best friend is a girl. 
Cam's flat sits above a greengrocer's. In the daytime it looks pretty with its 
white coving and Victorian curves - but now it is night - summertime nearly-night 
that is neither dark or light, and the building looms - stoops and watches while we 
finish the joint in the car. 
'His lights aren't on.' Ade has adopted a told you so tone, along with raised 
eyebrows and tightly pursed lips. 
'Maybe he's got his blinds drawn. Come on.' Pete is the first to get out of the 
car and Colin hides the stereo under his seat and follows him across the road. I look 
at Ade and he tuts without making a sound. 
I jump slightly as Colin locks the doors with a push on a button and a beep. 
Pete rings Cam's buzzer and smiles at us. We stand around watching Ade 
lights a cigarette. Colin is texting and Pete leans back, looks up at the window and 
presses the buzzer again. 
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'He'll have his music on too loud. He's probably ... ' but Pete is cut off, a man 
with white hair and a walking stick clears his throat, pushes past us and unlocks the 
door. We follow him up the stairs. He goes into the flat on the floor below Cam's. 
We walk past and up to Cam's door. 
It was me that introduced Cam to the rest of the boys. I'd met him when I 
used to work in a factory that made electric cables, and I used to deliver to his work. 
One Saturday I had to deliver to his flat and we got talking about dope and he said he 
could get skunk - cheap, and a friendship was born. 
I knock on the door and the music inside is turned down. Cam opens the door 
slowly, peering round the edge with his mouth slightly open. 'Oh, alright boys.' We 
all walk in. 
Cam's flat is like the inside of one of those hippy shops that sells didgeridoos 
and dream catchers. Cats run about everywhere. His living room is massive and 
always dark. He has a Persian-type rug that hangs from the ceiling. The rug looks 
ancient - dark brown, with swirls and lines and threadbare patches from previous 
owner's feet. It has a hole cut in the middle from which a spherical light hangs from 
a long rod - it hovers just above head height. Plants line the walls and pack out 
comers. Most are dead or dying, but Cam insists that ifhe didn't have them then the 
place would stink of smoke. The place does stink of smoke. Posters, flyers, 
newspaper clippings, photos and postcards cover every centimetre of wall - in fact it's 
impossible to see what colour the walls actually are. 
Soon we're all sorted and happy with our bags of sticky skunk. We pass one 
of Cam's joints round the semi-circle of beanbags. Cam has Cornershop playing and 
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the sitar twangs and tings and I follow the shapes above my head which are beginning 
to merge. Ade sits awkwardly - smoking a cigarette and waiting for me or Pete to 
make a move. Cam is not in a talkative mood and stares open-mouthed at the 
soundless pictures that flicker on the tv screen. He probably has the arse about us not 
calling - or maybe just drunk/stoned. But always stay for ajoint - that's the rules. 
There's a loud banging on the door and Cam's mouth snaps shut. He leaps up and 
looks around the room, stuffing his scales into the back of a beanbag.. He disappears 
out into the hall. We all put our bags of grass in our pants and Ade looks at me with 
his lips pursed again, and his arms crossed. 
There's talking in the hallway and Pete flaps his arms about to try and 
disperse some of the smoke. When Cam comes back into the room the lines on his 
forehead tell us to worry. He returns to his beanbag in silence and lights a cigarette. 
There's audible movement - perhaps a cat, perhaps a ... 
'You gonna offer me a fuckin drink Cameron or what? Who the fuck are 
these cunts?' Cam's brother. I'd met him once before, and quite frankly - the bloke 
terrified me. And right now he was standing at the door with his hands on his hips 
and his bottom jaw jutting out. His moustache is bristling with rage and I say, 
'Perhaps we better be ... ' 
'Oh, you wanna leave now I've turned up do ya?' 
'No, no I jus ... ' 
'Gatta problem with me have ya pal? Hey?' 
'No ... ,' I'm shitting myself, if! don't get out of here in the next few minutes 
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I'm gonna literally shit myself and then any shit that's left will be beaten out of me 
by Cam's fucking brother, ' ... no of course not. It's just that. .. ' STOP TALKING! 
STOP FUCKING TALKING! 
'Just sit down Paul. I'll get you a Stella from the kitchen. These boys were 
just about to leave when you knocked on the door. You know Darren anyway. You 
met him in the pub that time.' 
We get up very slowly and Cam's brother eyeballs me, walks straight for me 
and sits on my beanbag. He says, 'Bye-bye girlies!' his voice high and shrill- doing 
an impression of a little girl, and we fly down the stairs to Colin's car - our womb. 
'What the fuck are you trying to do to us Darren?' Ade is seething. 
'Hold on. How is any of this my fault? I didn't know Cam's mad brother was 
gonna visit, did I?' 
'I've still got Cam's joint.' Colin slowly turns, smiling. 
I shouldn't have smoked those last few puffs before the car. I know that when the 
wind hurts, it's really taken effect. The door handle was a problem, and even now as 
we travel along the motorway - it feels like a country road. I'll think about the first 
episode of The Office. Even in the womb, I sometimes need to swim towards 
another. The first episode of The Office is familiar enough to bring me back down, 
and relieve my throat from the feeling that a fishbone is trapped just below the 
surface. I've realised that to reveal a whitey, is to encourage attention and 
claustrophobia. Stoneddddd ... 
.. 
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... because professionalism is ... and that's what I want. 
I wonder about the plants that grow at the side of the motorway. I remember on a 
holiday in Scotland, when we all got out of the car and scrambled up a hill and my 
dad picked up a sheep pellet - a sheep poo, and put it between his teeth so that me and 
my sisters screamed. The grass was so different up there. It still had green - life in it. 
And as we walked back to the Morris Minor, I noticed how the grass deteriorated and 
browned, like it had just given up - just fucked the wind and the exhaust fumes - the 
shit - and said, "maybe I just won't bother then." 
We get to Colin's favourite spot. I'm scared of the people watching, in the big 
houses. Can they hear us giggling? Are they phoning the police now? Maybe they 
are. 
'Open your doors.' Colin says this like John Wayne. I think ifhe said this in 
any other accent - did any other impression - then we'd all just carryon chatting, or 
listening to the stereo. But he doesn't - he follows the rules and so do we. 
Open. Synchronised. 
The water rushes under the car - inside the car, 
you 
~p------------------------------------------------------------------. ­
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can't 
tell. 
Coz as the doors open - and if Colin is squarely parked - and it is Colin - so he is ­
then you are just a duck standing in that weir, wondering if the locals are going to 
phone the police - and wondering why the joint you've nicked from Cam is so much 
stronger than the gear you willingly/gladly pay top dollar for. 
Ahh Finchey; bloody good rep. 
Colin chooses this moment to put Moon Safari by Air on. It's a fantastic 
choice because I don't know whether I'm too stoned, or not stoned enough. This 
album always calms me down - couple it with the water and it's like sleeping with 
your eyes wide open. 
Colin knows he's made a good choice with the music and because ofthis he 
feels confident enough to start whingeing about his credit card debt and his job. Pete 
has decided to blatantly ignore him. He isn't trying to avoid eye contact, or 
pretending to concentrate on something else - he's looking straight at Colin and 
humming along with the stereo. And Colin is determined to finish, whether he's 
being listened to or not. 
I roll another and suddenly feel sad that I've never learnt to play an 
instrument. Ade turns to me and says, 'Do you know why PlayStation games are so 
addictive?' 
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'No.' 
'Because they're just like life. You're not thinking about the end of the game 
- you're thinking about getting to the end of the level you're on. And when you do­
when you get to the end of the level, it's instantly forgotten as you start a new one.' 
Colin is still trying to get his point across, but Pete is now flicking his ear in 
time to the tune. I ask for something else to be put on and light my joint. Colin tries 
to put some Smashing Pumpkins on but has his hand slapped away by Pete, who puts 
Donovan on. 
Colin starts the engine and we all close our doors. We pull away and Pete 
beeps the hom - coz he knows it scares me. I pass the joint and the car is whipped 
around the countryside. Donovan tells us about the colour he likes best. I decide that 
ifI'm gonna learn an instrument then it's gonna have to be a mouth organ. A rabbit 
jumps out in front of us and Ade makes a strange noise like he's stubbed his toe. 
Colin is calm and steers around the rabbit. He smiles at Ade in the mirror. Ade 
answers with a flick of his eyebrow. 
We're at a junction. To our right is Luton, to our left Welwyn Garden City. 
'Let's go to the John Bunyan for a swift one. There's still time.' 
Ade nods and Pete nods and Colin turns right instead of left - John Bunyan it 
is. I'd first come to this pub when I was a little kid. It was summer and we'd all had 
ploughman's lunches and run about on the grass as my dad drank his beer and my 
mum spread pickle on a lump of cheese. Every time I came to this pub I was looking 
for the smell of that day - not of cheese and pickle, but of the grass and the summer 
and of being a kid, when everything is massive and the future is just five minutes 
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away. 
Donovan is ejected. We know where we're going now and we need an 
appropriate soundtrack. We can't just fall out of the car like cartoon characters when 
we get there. The thing about smoking dope is that you never know when the 
paranoia is gonna hit - and when it does, you get, well, paranoid and think that 
everybody is looking and in fact have a very good reason to and ... anyway Ade 
suggests The Beatles and Pete chooses C02 of The Red Album. We skip Help­
obviously, and go right to You've Got to Hide Your Love Away. 
The joint has done the rounds and Colin has it hanging out of his mouth, 
which really fucking annoys, coz he's just letting it burn and no one is gonna get 
another go and even if they did it would be fish-lipped. I'm sure he does this because 
he thinks he looks Humphrey-Bogart-cool, as it bobs up and down when he's 
speaking - in fact he keeps looking at himself in the mirror right now while telling us 
all again that John Lennon is actually still alive. At least you can rely on Pete. He's 
just about to tell him ... 
'Smoke it!' 
'I am smoking it.' 
'You're not. You're letting it burn and watchin it wobble. Fuckin smoke it or 
pass it!' 
If you were riding in this car for the first time, you might be worried. I mean, 
Pete is clenching his fists. Colin is puffing and blowing smoke at him and Ade is 
crushing, releasing and crushing an empty cigarette packet. And because of the dope, 
my left leg is doing a little dance, while my right eye flickers. 
II 
There are a few cars parked in the car park - a few more than I expected, but 
then it is Friday. The gravel crunches under my feet and I wish the last song we 
listened to before getting out of the car wasn't Nowhere Man. 
The smell is not here. 
Pete opens the door and it creaks like a Hammer Horror effect and of course all heads 
turn. It's at times like this that I know we need a leader. We're all standing in the 
middle of this little pub, with guilty-as-hell faces, shuffling feet and nervous, scratchy 
little fingers looking for the bar in our shoelaces. 
'What can I get you gents?' 
I feel hot - hot-hot-hot. Very ... 
'Bottle 0 Bud, two pints a Stella and a pint of Guinness please mate.' 
Thank fuck. Thank fuck for Pete. He is the leader. And now Ade has found 
a table. Everything's gonna be ok. Keep your head down and drink your pint. 
The table is in the corner and I can start to calm a little. Colin is trying to f1ip 
and catch beer mats. Ade gets up to help Pete with the drinks. I wish Colin would 
stop doing that. 
'Stop doing that will you Colin.' 
'Why? It's fun - watch.' Flip - catch. Flip - catch. Flip - miss. Heads - flip 
-turn. Pints - flip - are - put - catch - down. All eyes are on us and Colin is fucking 
oblivious to it. 
'Right, I hope no one wanted crisps coz you should have said something when 
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I was ordering the drinks. Stop chucking those beer mats about Colin. The 
landlord's getting the arse.' 
Pete resumes control. 
A man at the bar is talking loudly in a London accent. He has told the same 
story three times now, and each time he gets a laugh when he turns to see a cow, coz 
he's standing in a field and he comes from London and there ain't no fields in 
Camden and hello Mary Poppins, I've been sweeping chimmenys. 
A man in a three-piece, pinstripe suit is sitting at the bar staring over at us. 
have my back to him, but both times I've looked around he's staring. He has a large 
pair of hom rimmed glasses and hair a bit like Samuel L. Jackson in Pulp Fiction. 
His cheeks are bright red - flecked with dark red and he sits with his legs wide apart 
like he's desperately trying to air his crotch. His socks are blue with little golf clubs 
on them and I just know he's gonna say something - has to say something. It's at 
times like this that I really think about giving up the dope. We're just sitting in a 
little country pub, having a quiet pint - and yet I feel like a criminal, living outside the 
law, and now the little bag of skunk is making my balls itch and if I scratch them then 
everybody'll see and think I've got a dose of. .. 
'Ade I'm telling you. She was looking at you like I don't know what - Colin 
am I wrong?' 
'1 didn't really... ' 
'What? Back me up here will ya. That girl was eyeing up Ade and I said to 
you look she's eyeing up Ade and you said ... ' 
'No, I'm not sure that ... ' 
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'Colin don't make me hurt you in front of these good people, coz I don't want 
to be doing that when we're all supposed to be relaxing. But if you don't back me up 
on this one - so help me.' 
Ade sits unaffected by this conversation, twirling his brass Zippo lighter. 
Colin is refusing to look at Pete who is gesturing like an Italian football coach. I'm 
feeling a bit disturbed by the fact that no one else seems uncomfortable sitting in this 
pub being stared at, just like Dennis Hopper, Peter Fonda and Jack Nicholson in that 
cafe in Easy Rider. Maybe they do, but they're just better at hiding it. It's not easy to 
hide being uncomfortable when your leg has a dance all of its own. 
'Does anyone remember the bit in Easy Rider when Jack Nicholson, Peter 
Fonda and Dennis Hopper all go into that cafe and no one serves them and all the 
locals are talking about them - you know, making bigoted comments about long-hairs 
and those sorts and ... ' my voice is high and shaky, but quiet. 
'Darren.' Pete's voice is not high, shaky or quiet. 
'Yes?' 
, Whatsamattawitchoo?' 
'Don't you feel a little uncomfortable?' 
Colin has just clicked. Just like Pete, he can't discuss a film without 
becoming a character in it. 'Darren, do you mean that when we camp out later 
tonight, one of us is gonna get clubbed to death?' 
Just like whenever you feel sick and really need to be left alone, there is 
always somebody standing really close, breathing on you, asking if you're gonna be 
sick - whenever I feel uncomfortable, and the fellas pick up on it, they have to talk 
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loudly. Pete is looking up and scratching his chin. He does this when he tries to 
remember a character in a film, before launching into a loud impression that just 
makes matters ... 
'You name it and I'll throw rocks at it sheriff.' 
They're into their double act and Ijust know Colin is gonna ... 'I don't think 
they're gonna make the parish line.' 
Everyone is looking. Everyone knows we won't make it to the parish line. 
slurp at the Guinness and the white froth tickles the end of my nose. Perhaps 
everything is ok. 
'Where are you boys from then?' 
It's the man. I'd almost forgotten about him sitting there in his hair and golf 
club socks, watching/listening. His legs are even wider apart now and ... 
'Now George.' 
Why would the barman say that? Why would the barman say that like that ­
like he's calming the situation down? Is this a situation? Isn't that the sort of thing 
that a cowboy says to the unknown gunslinger? 
'What? I'mjust making conversation Brian. That's right isn't it boys?' 
He is - he's talking just like a cowboy. All he needs is one of those little 
cigars and ...why is Pete smiling at... oh don't say anything Pete, you've done so well 
tonight. .. 
, Are your legs alright?' 
He does this. He can't fucking resist. He's gonna punish this bloke for 
speaking to us - for entering the circle. And this is not the place - surely he must 
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know that? 
'What do you mean - are my legs alright?' 
'Well if you stretch them any wider, you're at risk of losing that barstool. 
And I can't see Brian there bein too pleased about having to pull it out from your 
arse. No one's gonna want to sit on it then, are they?' 
Colin is giggling at the table. Ade is looking down and shaking his head ever 
so slightly. My face is cooking. My t-shirt sticks to my back. Pete is staring at the 
man. The man is staring back, with his head tilted to one side, his eyes squint - not 
sure if he's heard Pete right. Incredulous. 
Silence. 
We stand. The man's face is redder - the flecks brighter, but his expression has not 
changed. 
'Well that was nice. Thank you Brian for those delicious drinks. Nice to 
meet you George, and I love your range at Asda's.' 
Pete has the final word. Pete beams. Colin is choking with pent up laughter. 
I walk a mile through that tiny pub - back to the car and away. Quickly away. 
2 
IfI worked in the City as some sort of broker, or say I was a doctor or something, 
then begging for time off would not have been a problem. I stack shelves at 
Sainsbury's. I earn four-twenty-five an hour and have to ask to use the toilet. And 
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yesterday I was called up to the office and told that my holiday form was not filled 
out properly and consequently adequate cover has not been found. I feel ashamed 
now, of the way I had to simper, and cower and plead, for a few days off to see my 
sisters. A shitty job really hits home when the people in charge remind you oftheir 
position within the company whichforees them to make decisionsjor the good of 
everyone. 
The sun is strong against these big train windows, and I'm glad of the can of 
Guinness, and coach B - the smoking coach - I am a frequent visitor. 
The countryside whizzes past outside and I wish I had the window seat, but 
the old woman sitting next to me looks far too stem to give up her seat. Throughout 
the journey she has tutted, sniffed, puffed and panted. I don't know why, and I have 
gone through every possibility in my head. Is it because I smell of smoke? Have I 
nudged her with my elbow? Is it because I'm drinking Guinness? Is it my hair, (I 
know that it annoys a lot of people, but I still haven't worked out why)? Maybe it's 
just a nervous condition. I remember that for a while I couldn't stop flaring my 
nostrils. And the more I tried to stop, the more I had to keep flaring them right out, 
like a hippo returning to the surface. I'm gonna ignore her because the more I smile 
at her, the more noise she makes. Maybe I knocked her with my knee when I was 
sitting down. Ignore her. 
I know ... 
I'll just slip to the toilet here. Luckily I don't have to pee again, because to pee in a 
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train toilet is neither fun nor practical. I'm in here to swallow a little something that 
Pete put together for me. He's always been a fan of hash-cakes, ever since a trip to 
Amsterdam where he reckons he lost a whole day after a white-widow hash-cake. 
I've never been a fan, because you can't just stub something you've swallowed out 
when you think you've had enough, but Pete is a very persuasive person - and it was 
a gift. Anyway, it's not a cake just some green in toffee. Although it does taste 
strong - organic, and the taste goes right up your nose. 
And back to my seat watching my feet/elbows/knees - and she tuts. Just as I 
thought, Pete's special toffee has no effect on me whatsoever, so I'm gonna get my 
head down and drown out this woman's tics with my walkman and The Beatie's Blue 
Album. One more sip from the can, and that sun's hot - especially on my neck. It 
seems to be melting the toffee and pushing it down my throat. I wonder if it will be 
sunny in Scotland. My eldest sister is collecting me. She's the sensible one. My 
middle sister is a bit mad. But my little sister's madness is sometimes too horrific to 
watch. I remember when she had her tongue pierced, and every time she opened her 
mouth to say something the stud would click-clack against her teeth. Click-clack and 
blah-blah ... and ... 
Ob-Ia-di, 
ob-Ia-da - an incredible calm. The train is slowing right down. We're passing 
through what looks like a hippy commune. There are tepees and little mud huts. A 
large fire snaps and cracks at the little children dancing around it. There are young 
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people, with beards, smoking pipes and sowing seeds in the dust outside. They're 
walking up and down and chanting - but I can't make out what they're saying. The 
green hills and fields are gone and we are in barren - Arizona landscape territory. But 
no one wants to be disrespectful because we know that we're right on top of them ­
the people who this place belongs to. The old woman next to me winds the window 
down, just like you would in a car, coz she wants to buy some beads and this really 
beautiful girl is leaning in through the window and I feel a little bashful because I can 
see right down her top - and she doesn't mind at all. The skin between her breasts is 
as brown as the rest of her and I can imagine her walking around naked - just doing 
her thing. Her hair is tied back with a silk scarf and I can't quite read what's written 
on it. The train is moving again and I've lost sight of the girl. We're really gathering 
speed now and the old woman is winding up her window. She breaks the beads she's 
just bought and they drop to the floor and roll around - jump to the rhythm. Here 
comes the conductor. He's carrying a sitar and anyone who hasn't got their ticket has 
to listen while he sits on their lap and plays Norwegian Wood - really fucking badly, 
coz he's a sadistic twat who thinks he's a bit cool coz he wears his cap back to front. 
And now the stupid old dear next to me is clapping and grinning at him, and it's 
making me feel ill coz he can't play and she's got no rhythm and the train is just 
getting faster and faster and someone is handing me wallpaper and telling me to get 
on with it - and this isn't my job. How the hell am I supposed to paper the whole 
carriage? And there's no paste and everyone's shouting at me to lick the back, like a 
big postage stamp, and every time I try, the stupid old bitch keeps ripping it with her 
clap-clap-clapping. Her nose is running. And the pattern -I don't believe this! The 
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pattern is of me in nothing but a pair of white Speedo swimming trunks, and every 
time I lick the back of the paper the Speedos go see through, and everyone can see my 
nadgers and big clumps of pubic hair sticking out from the sides - like black do11' s 
wigs. And oh no! It's that beautiful hippy girl and she's looking at the paper and 
then back at me - wondering why I'd pose for such a shot, and here comes my dad, 
rolling his shirt sleeve up and he's gonna wallop me for this - but it's not my fault 
dad. Dad it's not my 
falling 
two fingers from all on the carriage - they don't give a shit. The old bitch must've 
opened the train's trapdoor and now I'm free fall into the darkness, but it doesn't feel 
that bad compared to the carriage. The roots and earth around me are slowing, and a 
mole gives me the thumbs-up and this is a hole I can dig man. The damp smell 
reminds me of playing football and falling face down. I can slowly turn so that I'm 
facing upwards and just lying on thin air. I can't see the carriage now - stiffs. Fuck 
'em. 
'Young man.' 
Let 
it 
'Er, young man.' 
-
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be. And now someone's holding my hand, and I'm sure that it must be that hippy girl 
coz it's so soft and kind and I don't even need to look round - just keep looking up 
and enjoy this fall. I've never felt so safe in my ... 
'Young man. Wake up Sir, you're ... ' 
The face of authority. The hand on my shoulder, and ... 
'Sorry. I must've dropped off for a .. .' 
'We've had a complaint Sir.' 
I am looking straight into the eyes of my father/aggressive train conductor, 
who has his hand firmly on my shoulder - shaking the shoulder. 
'Sir, how many of those have you had to drink?' 
'What, the Guinness? That's it. That can. What are you saying? I've been 
asleep.' Where is the woman who was sitting next to me? How did she squeeze past 
without waking me and how long have I been asleep? 
'I'm going to have to ask you to either calm down or get off at the next stop 
Sir.' 
'Calm down? What the fu .. .I've just been asleep. I must've been dreaming. 
What did I do?' 
'Are you going to remain calm Sir?' 
Everybody has sideways glances and sniffs for me. 
'I'm .. .I'm calm man.' 
Doncaster. York. Edinburgh Waverly. Motherwell. Glasgow Central. And I think 
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I'm being pulled and pushed into a car, and the road is very bumpy and I recognise 
this flat, and pushed into a bedroom and I could do with a little nap. Voices outside 
the door. The hand is back, but it does not lead me - just closes my eyes. 
, What were you thinking? You should have seen the state of you. I had to speak to 
the train conductor to make sure he wasn't going to take matters further.' 
My big sister sits on a chair facing me. Her head won't stay still - it floats and 
bobs about. My stomach is bubble-frenzy. My middle sister, Rona is sitting next to 
me and can hardly keep the laughter in. Every now and then she will prod me in the 
side when she thinks Harriet isn't looking. I don't know what to say. I just keep 
shaking my head which feels full of marbles and litter. My glass of lemonade 
bubbles and crackles - I'm sure I can hear tiny voices coming from it, calling me a 
wanker. I feel oily behind my eyes. 
'What do you mean, take matters further?' 
'That poor little old lady had the fright of her life. She almost injured herself 
getting out of her seat. Frail little old dear like that, and you would have been held 
responsible.' Little laughter noise to my left. 'You would have been held 
responsible, ifhe'd have taken matters further. I'm glad you're staying with Rona, 
because I can't afford to have you drinking yourself into a stupor here - I've got 
things to do and they don't involve babysitting my little brother. Do you 
understand?' 
'Yes Harriet. Sorry.!. .. ' 
'Ok. I'll see you both later. I've got to get on.' 
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I'm still none the wiser about what happened on the train. Rona keeps 
digging me in the ribs and laughing. Harriet's flat is immaculate and the transition to 
Rona's car is a dramatic one. Harriet lives on her own. Rona lives with four dogs. 
She has a boxer, an alsatian, a rottweiler, and a chihuahua, as well as various rabbits 
and guinea pigs and things. She lives in a two bed-roomed flat. She is as mad as a 
box of frogs, and for the next few days I will be her guest. 
We step into the 4x4. Bonhill is surrounded by green and brown hills, some 
fog-covered. We're heading for an area known as The Halden (pronounced 
Howden). Now Bonhill is definitely rough, but The Halden's rougher, and yet my 
sisters have lived up here for years and never had any serious trouble. They love it, 
and have made more friends - proper friends, than they could've ever made down in 
England. It's a good life if you know how to live it. 
Brown metal grids cover windows and break up the uniformity of the grey 
blocks. The Vale (the local shops), hasn't changed a bit. Even the characters are the 
same; drunks walking with their hands in their pockets and never quite falling all the 
way over, junkies with bull terriers and sucked in cheeks, teenagers pushing prams 
with fags dangling - ash falling onto Kappa tops. Shops boarded up and burnt out ­
natural stone walls frame hills, dotted with sheep. The sky is dangerous-dark grey ­
threatening. Rona's driving hasn't improved and I stamp at my invisible brake. 
'What the fuck were you on? You should've seen the state you were in. 
nearly wet myself. You were a right dribbly-bubbly.' 
Rona is lapping up the fact that she's not the one in trouble. We all fear that 
disappointed look and the many lectures memorised by Harriet for just such 
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occasions. 
'I just had one can, but Pete made me this ... ' 
'I knew he had to be involved. How's he doing?' 
'He's alright.' 
'Are you still hanging around with Colin and that?' 
Rona is actually asking how Ade is. She won't mention his name because 
they had a thing going quite a while ago and she's still hurting from it. I know that if 
I mention his name her stomach will flip. 
'Yeah, same old crowd. Same-ole, same-ole.' 
Rona's flat is the predictable chaos I love. The dogs run around, fight, lick 
me, fight, and chew their toys and bones. Rona told me to hold my breath as I 
walked into the block because the little girl who lives upstairs pees and shits outside 
her front door. Rona won't tell the parents because they're from Greenock. If that's 
the only trouble she gets from her neighbours in this area, then she's doing ok. At the 
moment she's making a cup of tea and pretending to wash some cups. She actually 
uses just as much energy pretending to wash them, as actually washing them, but 
Rona's Rona and she won't change. My cup of tea still has the teabag in it, and for a 
moment I wonder how many times it has been used and by how many people ... 
'We're taking you out tonight.' 
'We?' 
'Yeah. Me and Stevie.' 
'Who's Stevie? Isn't Stevie a girl's name?' 
'Well his name's Steve, but up here they always add an e to everybody's 
.... 
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name, like davey and ... anyway I wouldn't be telling him he had a girl's name if I 
were you.' 
'Do they call you Ronnie?' 
'They call me Rona, else they get punched full force in the face.' 
'Whatever. Who's Stevie?' 
'He's a friend. He's coming round at nine. You'll meet him then. Want a 
Pot-Noodle?' 
This is all I need. Rona has shitty taste in men. I was shocked when she got 
with Ade, but I don't really know what happened there. I can't believe that fucking 
toffee Pete made me. What the fuck did he put in it? What the fuck did I do to that 
little old lady? I wonder if her tic has gotten any worse. I might have cured it. If 
we're going out tonight, it will be in Dumbarton, and I'll have to watch myself. It's 
not the sort of place I want to be walking around looking for a lift home with an 
English accent. I want to ask about Lynn, my little sister, but I'm scared of the 
answer and hardly in a fit mental state, with bad green circumnavigating my head. 
I'll just finish my cup of tea and snooze with the dogs. 
The licking is the first thing to wake me. Lynn's voice. Is it Lynn's voice? It sounds 
like her old voice - before the mania. I know that she was seeing Harriet's doctor up 
here, but ... 
'Alright Darren. I hear you're still accosting defenceless old ladies in your 
spare time. ' 
Lynn is standing in the doorway and the dogs are going wild all about her. 
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But it's as if they're not there. She stands calm - smiling - serene. I feel like crying 
when I see her hair, thicker now and washed and tied back into a neat bun. Gone are 
the tracksuit bottoms with the tiny burn-holes and candle wax stains. I breathe in. 
My eyes nearly water and I say, 'Alright Lynn. I s'pose it would kill you to make 
your big brother a cuppa tea.' 
And we have a cup of tea in unwashed cups and laugh and nothing can touch 
me now because everything is gonna be just fine thank you very much for asking, and 
I will go out tonight and go out of my way to get on with Steve, or Stevie or 
whatever, because sometimes you see things that make you really see everything else. 
And everything that seems like the most important thing in the world at the time - at 
that moment, is actually fuck all to do with the grand scheme of things and means shit 
when you see your little sister climb out from a hole so deep, you thought you'd lost 
her forever. 
Lynn's off and Rona smiles at my smiles. She fills me in on the slow 
progress with Harriet's doctor and how they're all seeing him now, and that he's up 
for just a chat if that's all you need and his willingness to help and he sounds very 
cool and again I get a rush of gladness - I am glad. Everything is cool. 
A knock on the door and I know who this is gonna be, but I don't feel too bad 
because me and Rona started at the drink about an hour ago - and I'm sure he can't be 
that bad. The dogs go mad - a good sign. A bit of banter at the door - his preparation 
to meet me. MTV blasting Sabotage by The Beastie Boys. Cans of Tennents all 
around like guests at our party. The air is sweet with the smell of cannabis resin. I'm 
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using Rona's cereal bowls as ashtrays and shake a little at the prospect of. .. 
'There he is, my stupid little brother.' 
Rona has her hand on the shoulder of a six foot man - straight out of the 
eighties. He has a long black ponytail, a Budweiser sweatshirt (tucked into his jeans), 
a black leather belt with oversize ( almost pirate-like) buckle, holding up Levi 50 I' s 
(obligatory hole in the knee - present and correct), and black suede Adidas Samba 
(tied with a double-knot). This man's favourite programmes will be The A Team, 
Miami Vice ... 
'Howyoudoin.' Handshake with a mottled hand. This man is a heavy drinker. 
'Darren beat up an old lady on the train.' 
'Rona, I didn't beat anyone up. She must've had a panic attack for some 
reason and ... ' 
'Beatin up old ladies eh? Well, we all indulge from time to time.' 
It worries me this comment, and the Anne Robinson style wink that 
accompanies it, as this reformed New Romantic kicks back on my sister's sofa, puBs 
the ring on a can of Tennents and rests a faded Samba on his bare knee. This man's 
favourite bands will be Deacon Blue, Crowded House, Bon 10vi .. .ifRona switches 
the channel to VH 1 at any point, I will have the proof that this man knows nothing of 
the 21 st century. 
The past hour has been painful. Rona left the room almost immediately after eighties 
man arrived and we were left to our own devices. We slurped through quite a 
quantity of Tennents and I took as long as I could to roll each joint. This way I didn't 
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get too stoned - too quick, and I could also avoid conversation, eye contact and the 
need to match him beer for beer. His socks are white with BMX written on the sides. 
I tell him about Sainsbury's - just a stop-gap job and he tells me about joinery and 
how it's not quite carpentry. We both do a lot of nodding and looking away. Every 
now and then Rona will come in and pinch some of his Tennents and he'll say, 'Get 
your own fuckin can ya ... ', and then she'll disappear into her bedroom. She finally 
orders a taxi. She desperately wants me and Stevie to get on. 
At long last we step into the taxi and Rona sits in the front and the boys have 
to sit in the back, and behave. But this taxi driver has The Rolling Stones up loud, 
and he doesn't give a fuck as Paint it Black comes on with a thundering drum beat. If 
we told him to tum it down he'd probably smash the taxi straight into the nearest wall 
coz he's so into the song that his head is going like a woodpecker's, and Stevie 
knows him and joins in with ferocious tapping on the door handle and I can't help but 
let my feet go as if I were standing dancing to it and there are loads of people on the 
street walking and talking and eating chips and deep fried pizza slices on the way to 
town and everybody's up for it, coz why not? 
'That's £3.20 hen.' 
We step out and my head feels a little lighter. I feel disappointed because 
Let's Spend the Night Together has just come on the cabbie's stereo and I want to sit 
in the front with him picking up fares and nodding our heads and not giving a fuck, 
coz it's his cab and his town and his fucking Rolling Stones tape. But we're here; 
The Back Room, notorious for years as the only place to go in Dumbarton - wild and 
free on a good night, a bit fucking dangerous on a bad one. I've not been here since I 
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got turned away at seventeen. A big placard saying Northern Soul Night and I 
prepare myself to be disappointed. Dirty looks from the bouncer - sleeves rolled up 
to the elbows revealing many a snake, a skull, a panther and I love mum. So do I 
mate. Glitter-balls and paper chains foyer, but the music sounds familiar. Could it 
actually be some Northern Soul? Is that Jackie Wilson and I've Lost You? Coz 
Rona's right there on that dance floor, afro-like curly hair everywhere and disjointed 
movements like a fit-throwing Tina Turner, and Stevie belly-laughing, pushing, 
pushing me in the back and I'm grooving man to Dobie Gray - Out on the Floor. 
And it is outta sight coz Rona is gay abandon personified - her audience is Stevie who 
must've seen her lose it this way before, ordering drinks without taking his eyes off 
of her. Baggy trousers and slip-on shoes skate around me. Pringle wool illuminated 
momentarily in split-second reality shots of light. Fags glow. Stevie's found us a 
table and a faded Samba rests above the hole in his jeans - spectator ofthe many 
bodied vortex on the floor. Someone just bumped into me without a scowl, but a 
raised open hand, smiling eyebrows and a sorry pal. This is what it's all about, the 
unity of a good time and the ultimate release as Johnny Jones & The King Casuals 
throw a different slant onto Hendrix's Purple Haze, and they all get it - eyes shut 
with delirium as the beat and the horns take you round the middle to jiggle you about 
and shake it all out - shake it all out man and blow that mind with a gust of this. 
Yeah. And Stevie-Boy's up and doing the strangest dance, like he's really into it but 
can't quite let go, so he's holding tiny invisible maracas - shaking them Monkees 
style and jumping/skipping/shuffling - all one movement. But the grin is the biggest 
I've seen in Scotland, even when Rona whips him in the eye with her hair, and she'll 
p 
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do herself a mischief if she's not careful. 
And a seat. A sip ofTennents. I'm alarmed at how much I'm sweating, but 
it's been a long time since I danced like this - felt a beat like this. But look at the 
people old enough to know better, with mod haircuts, Fred Perries and memories of 
when Northern Soul was a new departure from Motown. This is their night, and we 
make mental notes of their moves, because they are the original and have maintained 
their difference. 
A big screen behind me shows grainy film of a 1970's woman in cork-block 
shoes, paisley-pattern dress and Farrah Fawcett hair, flowing on her own - just getting 
out there and feeling it. And Booker T & the MGs and Time is Tight is like water 
rushing behind my eyes and even the fool with the bottle-ender glasses telling me that 
The Blues Brothers is his favourite film, can't ruin it - this good mood that's rushing 
inside me, coz this is my bag man. This is my bag. 
Stevie and Rona cuddle, and again I'm glad. At least he had a dance. At least 
he bought the first round. At least he hasn't undone that ponytail. The boy with the 
bottle-enders is back and he's wondering if I know his mate called Rob, coz he's 
from Newcastle - my neck of the woods and I'm trying to explain where 
Hertfordshire is in relation to Newcastle and the 260 miles don't seem to make a 
difference, so I say that yeah I do know Rob, and I think he's a great bloke and ... 
'He's no a great bloke - he's a tube, and he owes me money.' 
And he's gone. 
The OJ has changed and so has the music. This bloke's interpretation ofNorthern 
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Soul is early nineties, cheesy-house and it's our cue to leave. Stevie seems to be 
shaking everybody's hand and Rona is trying to flick his ear but missing. She turns 
her attention to me and I manage to duck three slaps before we get to the door. And 
one more step to the outside ... breathe 
In 
cool 
air. 
And the whole night seems to be just below my throat - just behind my chest. 
A bench. 
'You ok pal?' A second's concern from Stevie, but he's found another hand 
to shake. Rona has her arm round someone, but I just need to hug my knees and 
focus on the fag butt just in front of my feet, and hold it in. Damn you Tennents 
lager. Damn you OJ with good taste in Northern Soul. Damn you cannabis res ... 
'This is my little brother. And I think he's gonna chunder. Are you gonna 
chunder Darren, or shall we go and get a kebab?' Rona's hair is right in my face, and 
fag butt and focus, and fag butt. She's holding someone's hand, but as soon as I take 
my eyes away from Philip-fag-butt, I'm gonna... oooh, the churning - here it comes ­
and I've missed my shoes. 
'In fact if you're not up to anything tomorrow, pop round and we'l! get a 
Chinese - yeah?' 
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'Ok. I'11 ring you tomorrow Rona. Nice meeting you Darren. Hope you feel 
better soon.' The hand attached to Rona has a lovely voice, but I'm not quite finished 
and I can't look up until. .. uagh. 
I've tossed and turned for the last two hours. I'm too tired to get up and too ill to fall 
asleep. The dogs have twisted my body into an unnatural shape. The boxer is curled 
into a ball on my shoulder. The alsatian is on the floor, but manages to lick my right 
foot every two minutes. The chihuahua is on my crotch and the rottweiler is stopping 
any blood circulating through my left leg. They love me. I can taste sick. 
The mornings at Rona's are always a pain. If my nan were still alive she 
would describe them with one word - a kafuffle. You see, the dogs hardly ever get a 
decent walk. They either just run about the garden for a bit, while Rona feeds the 
rabbits and that, or they go down the local shops, or whatever, and they have all this 
pent up excitement, so first thing in the morning when you put them out for a wee, 
they go fucking mental. They race around, bark, fight and often won't come in until 
you have to go outside in your pants and drag them in. And then they're recharged 
and spend the next hour biting each other's legs, pinching each other's food and 
jumping on your lap (yes the rottweiler and boxer and alsatian) and 
crying/licking/sleeping. All the while, all you need is a cup of tea. 
I have a boxer sitting on my lap, having her back feet bitten by a rottweiler. 
have my cup of tea - warm and reassuring, and Trisha is lecturing some arse-wit 
about drink and drugs. Rona's living room wants to be posh. It wants to be a scaled 
down version of something you might see in quite a well-to-do household. The floor 
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is laminated (for ease of poo and wee removal), the wallpaper is neutral, tasteful and 
the walls are dressed with mirrors and black and white photographs of family. A 
goatskin rug lies in the middle ofthe floor, hiding a large red wine stain. From the 
ceiling hangs an ancient chandelier, covered in dust and far too big for the room. 
Because it hangs so low, even a real short-arse like me crashes into it, setting off a 
tinkling alarm bells, like you're trespassing in some fairy wood. But it's also like a 
farm house living room. Minor repairs are everywhere. The leather furniture is 
beaten and saggy. The cushions and tables all have teeth marks - a reminder that in 
here it's ok to run riot, occasionally, if you must. 
There's movement from Rona's bedroom. 
'Howyoudoin.' Stevie opens his first can of Tennents. He is standing in the 
middle if the room while the dogs mob him. He doesn't spill a drop. 
Rona is in the kitchen boiling the kettle and swearing. 1 expect she's trodden 
in some chihuahua piss. Trisha is whipping the audience into a frenzy - there could 
be a lynching, live on tv. I sip at my tea. Stevie sips his Tennents. Rona is handing 
me a second cup of tea. 1 feel good with one in each hand. Rona sits next to me and 
turns Trisha up. 
'Alright you piss-head?' 
'I can't believe 1 was sick.' 
'I can't believe you were sick in front of Mary.' 
I don't know a Mary. Trisha is interviewing a member ofthe audience who is 
just repeating what Trisha has already said. Stevie is laughing because the boxer just 
bit his bum while he was bending over to stroke the alsatian's belly. 
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'Who's Mary?' 
Stevie decides to enter into the conversation between sips and pats and bites, 
,She's the girl you were sick in front oflast night.' he returns to the fight. 
'It's best just to ignore him in the mornings. Mary's lovely and she's coming 
round for a Chinese tonight. Rona is winking and nodding. I feel dread. 
'You're not setting me up with anyone Rona.' 
'I know. I'm not setting you up with anyone. But you'll like her.' 
'You're not setting me up with anyone Rona. Remember last time with that 
fucking loon.' 
'She had a lovely way with animals did Esther.' 
'She stubbed fags out on her arms, Rona!' 
Stevie is belly down on the floor with the boxer on his back and the chihuahua 
licking Tennents from the top ofthe can, 'I know a girl called Esther.' 
'No Stevie, it's not that one. This Esther was the one that bit Liz Cameron's 
I ittle finger off at new year.' 
'Oh aye. She's a header by the way.' 
Yes, by the way, she was a complete header. She carried a Stanley knife in 
her handbag. She told me she had it there just in case she had to cut any string. Ah, 
that old chestnut. 
The day has been a pleasant one. After a bath, and drying myself with a towel so 
stained that it looked like a map, we sat in the back garden and watched the dogs run 
wild, and Stevie get drunk. The little girl from upstairs passed us and disappeared 
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round the comer. Rona told me that she was probably taking a shit by one of the 
rabbit hutches. Stevie had tried to climb one ofthe large conifer trees and me and 
Rona had thrown small stones at him and told him that it was probably an angry 
squirrel throwing nuts. We dressed the chihuahua up in dolls clothes - it got the 
hump. We passed ajoint round and told silly jokes. Me and Rona made fun of 
Stevie's ponytail. Lynn came round and stayed for a Pot Noodle. She made fun of 
Stevie's ponytail before she left. We walked the dogs down to the shops and stocked 
up with Tennents and vodka and cigarettes. I didn't ask about Mary again. I was 
resigned to the fact that she was coming round and I was going to be nice, but distant. 
Cool, calm and collected, with sweaty palms. Don't fart, burp, tell dirty jokes, 
condescend, patronise, give away any personal details, act silly, get drunk or too 
stoned, throw a whitey, get all passionate about a subject and start shouting your 
point, give her the creeps, or let her give you the creeps. Just behave. The clock goes 
tick-tock and I think I'll have a Tennents. 
I'm sitting on the sofa. Rona and Stevie have gone for an afternoon snooze 
with all the dogs. Busta Rhymes is on MTV telling me he has Rhymes Galore, 
Rhymes Galore and last night is coming back to me in little pieces - pleasant little 
pieces, some of them. And a knock at the door - small, polite, a knock mindful of 
sleeping dogs. Get rid of the spliff-butts and put down the Tennents. I hope it's not 
the Greenock family from upstairs, or the little girl knocking just before she squats 
and shits on my shoes. The horrors that could be waiting for me don't bear thinking 
about and I'm sick of the drugs/my imagination, giving me a hard time - just look 
normal, whatever that looks like. 
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Open it. 
'Hello. I'm Mary. We met last night, but I think you were feeling a bit ill.' 
'Fuck.' 
'Sorry?' 
'No ... er, come in.' I just said fuck. She's amazing. She's a petit 
amazing... why did I say fuck? 
'Is Rona not about?' 
'She's taking a nap. Would you like a drink?' Amazing. 
'Yeah, go on then.' 
She's sitting where I was just sitting. She's gorgeous. She'sfucking 
gorgeous, and she's Rona's mate - so there's probably something seriously mentally 
wrong with her. A glass - I need a glass, don't give her lager straight out of the can. 
Come on man, get it together. Why did I just say fuck to her? Maybe she didn't 
notice - be cool. Cigarette - don't light it in front of her, she'll see you're shaking. 
You're taking too long. You're taking too long just to get a drink. Think of some 
witty stories and get in the living room. Don't rush. 
'So Mary, um ...do you live locally?' You're a dick. You're a hopeless dick. 
'A couple of blocks away, yeah. Do you mind ifl roll aj?' 
'No, go right ahead. I was just about to do one when ... ' She looks 
completely different to anyone I've ever seen up here - or anywhere. Her hair is so 
short - almost No.4, and scarlet. She's got to have a boyfriend. I can't get over how 
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her eyes, nose and ears fit so well. And those lips - fuck me! She's what Audrey 
Hepburn would be if she was in her early twenties now and lived in Scotland and 
liked to dye her hair scarlet and have it cut really short and ... 
'Sorry, have you got any Rizla?' 
'Yeah. Here,' gently does it - FUCK! 'oh I'm sorry! Are you ok?' How the 
fuck did you manage to hit her square in the face with a pack of Rizla? A trained 
ninja couldn't make a throw like that. You need help. Where the fuck is Rona? 
Where is Stevie, when you need a drunk to take the spotlight off of you? 
'It's ok, I needed something to wake me up. Good shot though.' 
'Thanks. I was on the Rizla throwing team at school.' I've never seen a nose 
so perfect before. It looks like a small Greek nose, the type you see on those vases. 
'So what do you do Mary?' 
'I'm a hair stylist.' 
'Like a barber?' 
'Like a barber, except I cut women's hair as well as men's, and I put people's 
hair up for special occasions, and ... it's boring really.' 
'No. I think that's cool-like you're an artist. I'm an artist too.' I love the 
way she rolls joints. Delicate fingers, and purple nail varnish. 
'Oh right. What do you do?' 
Oh shit. I fucking work in Sainsbury's. How is that being an artist? I'm a 
piss-artist, but that's not really gonna impress her. One can of Tennents and the 
bullshit is flowing. 'Well I haven't quite found my thing, but I know there's 
something burning in there - you know, waiting to get out.' 
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'I know what you mean. I worked in a carpet shop for a while, and I was sure 
that wasn't my thing, but I got used to the money and just used to live for the 
weekend. But sometimes you've gotta take that plunge. I'm much happier now­
doing something I enjoy. Do you wanna spark this?' 
'No - you go for it.' She even offered me first go on the joint. I want to live 
here. I want to be here every time she comes round for a visit. I've got to impress 
this girl. Every time she smiles I nearly choke. Oh no. Oh no, not now. Why are 
they waking up now? I don't believe Stevie hasn't even pulled his trousers all the 
way up yet and he's in the middle of the room. 
'Mary, howyoudoin?' 

'I'm ok Stevie. Er, I think your fly's undone. How are you?' 

'Aye.' 

And now I'm sitting next to her. I know I've had a few drinks and quite a lot to 
smoke, but I just know this evening has gone well. And I can't stop grinning because 
I'm sitting next to her and a couple oftimes our legs have touched and it's not been a 
problem, or uncomfortable - but cool. And I can smell her perfume. It's not 
overpowering or cheap smelling. It's subtle and delicate - it's this girl in a bottle for 
fuck's sake. I'm starting to fall in love with everything about her - the smallest 
things. The frayed edges on the bottom of each leg of her jeans - she must wear them 
round the house, with no shoes on so they scuff against the floor. She's wearing a 
tight, tie-dye t-shirt. I fucking hated tie-dye - really fucking hated tie-dye, up until 
now, but now 1 see the point of it. Each ear is pierced three times, and in one she has 
--- ----- -------
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a small silver hoop at the top of the lobe, and in the other nothing at all - which is just 
perfect, somehow. And right in the middle of the back of her neck is a small 
birthmark, it could be hair dye, but I don't think so, and it looks like a tiny apple. All 
night, whenever anyone has spoken to her she's listened intently, stoned or not. 
When Stevie has taken the piss, she's come back with one liners that are witty 
without being cruel. The dogs all love her. Rona really loves her and yet she's not 
got any visible scars, she's put her fags out in the ashtray, and I'm sure she doesn't 
carry a knife. When we ordered Chinese, she picked what she wanted within about 
two minutes, and she didn't just pick at it - she cleared her plate, and had rice 
crackers. 
Rona has really enjoyed ripping the piss outta me tonight. She knew I'd like 
Mary. And as soon as she sees me take any sort of interest in a girl, she feels it's time 
to start talking about me as a kid. For a long time Rona was the baby of the family, 
and when I came along and changed that, she got the right hump. She used to take 
me out for walks in my pram and my mum always wondered why I would be crying 
when I came back. She followed us one day and saw that Rona was walking me to 
the end of the street, and then poking me in the eyes and smacking my legs. Rona 
wasn't allowed to take me out anymore, but the torture didn't stop there. As I grew 
up Rona found new, more subtle ways of causing me pain. She quickly found out 
that I believed everything she told me. She used to convince me that I was suffering 
from a different terminal illness on a weekly basis. I called her bluff one day and 
refused to believe that the blue veins in my feet were an early symptom of leprosy, 
until Rona walked me to a nearby phone-box and pretended to call an ambulance. I 
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was so stupid that instead of realising that Rona was taking a sadistic pleasure at my 
expense, I came to believe that she was a medical expert. Every time I felt a twinge, 
found a spot or got a headache, I went to Rona. I remember running to Rona after a 
small fly had bounced off of my eye, and after her expert opinion spending the next 
few weeks convinced it was only a matter oftime before the fly's eggs hatched, and 
its maggots ate my eyeball. 
And every time Rona has recounted such experiences tonight, and cackled and 
pointed, Mary has smiled at me - not a sympathetic smile mind you, just a sweet you 
didn't deserve that smile. And even though Stevie is looking at me in a completely 
new way - as though he can't quite believe anyone could be that stupid, Mary just 
keeps smiling. 
'I'd better be making a move.' 
Shit! Oh shit. Oh don't go. 'I'll walk you back.' 
The night is warm. It's two in the morning and neighbours stand in communal 
gardens, shirtless, laughing, smoking, joking. I have the alsatian to my right for 
protection, and Mary is to my left and we bump into each other and stroll - unhurried. 
No stars but a slip of a moon. I want so much to hold her hand. The Smiths are 
singing in my head. I am a melancholy fourteen year old with spots and a crush. 
am forgetting how my accent sounds and how I walk and what is the real me and am I 
trying too hard to impress but I must get this girl to like me before I go back to 
supermarket shelves and the real world. The alsatian is laughing at me in his own 
little way. Every time I look down, he looks up and half wags his tail. My belly is 
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full of nervous laughter, Tennents-fizz, Chinese takeaway, cannabis-fear ~ pulled 
guitar-string tight. And don't do it man - she'll think you're a weirdo and coming on 
too strong and the beer has made you bold enough to make a tit of yourself -last 
minute desperation ... 
we 
hold 
hands. 
And everything is groovy, coz even ifit'sjust the beer that's making her grip 
my hand it doesn't matter because it's a mutual agreement that this is the night and 
everything is background music egging us to go on - to go, go, go and when she looks 
at me she's already smiling coz it's just as simple as us both feeling good and we 
don't have to discuss a thing coz we're just bobbing to and fro and going with the 
motion and every now and then I'll have a little giggle but she doesn't mind or even 
ask why -leading me to the steps of her flat and I know not to ask to go in because 
it's best to leave it as it is and get to know each other by writing and phoning and 
describing our very different ends of Britain and moaning about silly little things and 
getting excited and feeling a rush coz you might have seen something cool that most 
people would think was just nothing but you know means something and you know 
when you talk about it in a letter you'll get a reply saying yeah, yeah, ofcourse that's 
how it is and aren '[ you cool for seeing it, like it would be wasted on the rest of the 
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world so you need to keep these things just between the two of you and when you 
meet up you can smile at each other because it's your little in-joke. A moment 
properly appreciated. 
And I'm looking straight at her and she's still smiling, and our hands are still 
entwined but hang in front of us like beads on string. And a kiss - her tongue licks at 
my top lip like a kestrel wing flicker ... 
3 
Writing to her already. Too keen? I'll leave it for a couple of days before I send it. 
I've drawn the little old lady sitting next to me. Don't know why my seat is always 
next to a little old lady. I wonder ifthe boys are up for going out tonight? Can't wait 
to tell them about Mary and get called a bull-shitter coz they think I'm useless with 
females unless they have fur and four paws. 
Getting ready for the train this morning was hellish. The dogs all thought 
they were going out and bouncing off of my head as I tried to get-it-together-to-go­
home. The thought of going back gives me a sick feeling like a pot-plant growing in 
the pit of my stomach - tickling my throat with its leaves and branches. If I was 
going back to something ... 
I'm standing on platform 3, in drizzle, and I'm having trouble just willing myselfto 
pick up my bag and walk to the taxi rank. I've got work in the morning and George 
and Irene's now - my thirty pound a week digs. Let's hope she doesn't get fucked 
tonight. 
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I light a cigarette, brush a dog hair from my jacket, pick up my bag and walk 
through the shopping centre, past teenagers eating chips, making fun of my flares, 
talking loudly in deep voices that don't match their bodies, asking me for cigarettes, 
telling me to go fuck myself when I say no, and shouting after me as I put my bag 
into the taxi boot and tell the driver to take me to the close where I live. 
Key in the door and tum slowly and softly and push - silence. They must be 
at Asda, looking for those cooking-sherry specials they run from time to time. The 
smell of smoke and old people slaps my face and for a moment I'm gonna have to 
stand here and mouth-breathe and just get it together and don't start crying. Just get 
it together, and you'll feel better once you've rolled one. 
My bedroom is un-changed, apart from the window that I'd left open has now 
been shut, my radiator has been turned down to the lowest setting and one of Irene's 
cats is looking at me as it rubs its matted fur on my duvet. It runs out and I'm not 
sure if I heard it sneering at me. Can you hear a sneer? 
I roll one. Even though George and Irene smoke like troopers, I always 
smoke out of the window. Their grandson, William - a baseball cap wearing little 
shit, hangs round the house a lot and would soon pick up on the smell of grass and 
then he'd be in here all the time. And anyway, there's always the fear, and that can 
ruin a smoke. 
The ash is falling on George's lean-to. A fat woodpigeon claps its wings and 
lands in the garden below. The wanker students are having a soiree in their kitchen 
next door. I've been round that house, years ago, long before I moved in here. I used 
to hang round with this prick called Nathan, or Nat as he made everyone call him. 
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Nat had suggested one night that we should go and see some of his friends that I 
hadn't yet met, and that I just had to meet this gorgeous girl he knew. It was when I 
used to work at a place that let me take their transit van home. Anyway, we get round 
there and this skinny, long blonde answers the door and Nathan's all overexcited and 
almost tripping up as we go into this grotty dark living room and the first thing she 
asks me is if that's my van outside, before turning to her fat mate and asking if they 
have anything that needs moving or taking to the dump - I mean, we weren't hardly 
in the door and already she's making moves on my fucking van. Her mate was 
sprawled across the sofa like the bastard daughter of Noel Coward and Jabba The 
Hut. She was one of those people who stretches her words out, like she's got 
something really important to say but you're gonna have to wait to hear it. And she 
had big bulbous eyes that flicked you up and down as she spoke. I wanted to leave 
straight away, but we had to wait there for hours, listening to their bullshit stories as 
Nathan drooled over the javelin with blonde hair and a personality deficiency. Her 
fat-cunt-of-a-mate smoked all my grass. They kept hinting that we were keeping 
them up as well, and every time I said to Nathan that we should go he'd tell me to 
chill Bruv. I could have killed him that night. I would like to have throttled him in 
front of them - slowly, telling them to flip a coin to find out who's next. 
They're flouncing about right now, impressing themselves with class-A drug 
wit. I wonder how many times they've seen me hanging out of this window and 
recognised me? Who gives a shit? I don't know why I worry so much about what 
other people think - people I don't even like and ... for fuck's sake, look at them 
poncin about in there. I need to see the boys. 
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Getting in touch with the boys is usually a matter of sticking to some very 
stringent rules. I always phone Pete, but never Ade or Colin. Quite often Ade or 
Colin will phone Pete, but never me. Ade never phones Colin or vice-versa, but if 
Pete can't be reached then we all phone Colin. 
But Pete was in. We're sitting behind his shed, sharing ajoint and looking across his 
garden. I've told him about the Scotland trip and we've had a laugh and now I'mjust 
enjoying the silence of sitting with my friend, feeling naughty coz we're smoking and 
his mum would go mad if she was in. 
'You wanna go out tonight Darren?' 
'Oh man, I really need to get out ofthat smelly house tonight. I've got 
fucking Sainsbury's in the morning and I think Irene and George might just push me 
over the edge. I fuckin hate coming back to this town.' 
'Tell me about it. I thought we could go to The Magpie, play some pool, you 
know. Go for a smoke in Colin's car after?' 
'The Magpie! Fuckin hell Pete, I mean, what the fuck? You wanna pick a 
rougher place don't ya? How long is it since we've been in that hole?' 
'It's been a while. It's just that David rang me last night and ... ' 
'You're joking!' 
'No. He wants me to go for a drink with him tonight. You and Colin are 
invited.' Ohjoy. His dad will be in there as well won't he. He's gonna start huggin 
everyone again. This is not what I had in mind. Pete knew David from long ago and 
used to look after him. I haven't got anything against him, it's just that David is such 
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a bloody full-on task to be around sometimes, and every time he's in town we have to 
go to The Magpie and meet his waster of a dad and it's just a hassle and I'm feeling 
quite vulnerable right now, what with the trip and all ... 'Don't look like that mate. 
It's just a few drinks. You know I can't say no to David when he rings. Colin will 
pick you up at seven, ok?' 
Colin has The Happy Mondays on the stereo and the engine is running. Pete is sitting 
in the front. We are outside David's house and we've beeped the horn, knocked on 
his door and beeped the horn again, until a half-naked David has waved from one of 
the upstairs windows. Colin is rolling another joint. The Mondays are singing about 
Loose Fit clothes and I do not feel like getting stoned, yet I'm pulling on the end of 
this joint like it's my first in years. The windows are beginning to steam up and the 
damp outside is making me ache. In front of us is parked the shabbiest FiestaXR2 I 
have ever seen. The windows have been blacked out with that do-it-yourself sticky 
stuff that bubbles. A sticker on the bumper says How am I driving? Call 0800 eat 
shit, now. I know without asking that it's David's. 
'I hope David doesn't kick off tonight.' Colin is saying this to Pete and Pete 
is sighing loudly, refusing to look at either of us. He knows that he didn't have to 
rope me and Colin into coming along. David is his mad mate. Colin ejects The 
Mondays, he replaces them with Love, Forever Changes - obviously as an attempt to 
calm the whole situation. We've been out with David many times before and he 
always seems to attract the attention of some nutcase or he has some sort of episode 
and becomes aggressive/emotional/neurotic - annoying to the point of head-fuck. 
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Two boys in hooded tops are sitting on the kerb, sharing a fag and watching 
us - flicking the ash like pro's and probably wondering why we look so miserable. 
Love is ejected. The Wedding Present is put on. It seems that Colin is struggling to 
find the right soundtrack to our panic. I hope The Magpie isn't too busy tonight. 
Maybe if we keep our heads and the beer-count down, we can just ignore the nutters 
around us. They might not even notice us. We just have to keep David calm, and the 
topic of conversation shallow and forgettable. 
David is walking towards the car. He is grinning and a woman stands in the 
doorway behind him, shouting and swearing at him. This is the norm and David is 
stepping into the back of the car with a serene look, a nod for us, a wink for us and 
we're off. 
David is filling us in on the last few years of his life, speaking quickly, his excitement 
often on the verge of a scream - his jobs, girls, money, digs, superfastfuckincarman, 
fights and the lights of Margate. Colin is parked outside the pub and none of us are in 
a rush to get out of the car. I'm not listening to David, I am cupping my knees and 
trying to swallow my fear. No matter how many times I've been to this place before, 
I am never prepared, and feeling stoned doesn't help. 
Doors are open and we are up and out of the car. The street is dark-dark. The 
only sound is muffled jukebox!laughter/pub-talk, and David. The tree I am steadying 
myself against is slimy and cold and if it could talk it would only tell nightmarish 
stories. We move as a group to the door, which is boarded up and has been for as 
long as I can remember and David is gripping the handle and turning to us and talking 
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and gesturing and opening the door and the smoke and pub smell is mixing with his 
words and rolling behind my eyes, slipping past my nose and down my throat. And 
we are walking in, to the sounds of traditional Irish music from the jukebox and the 
landlord is singing with the red-nose at the bar and that means they're both pissed. 
The horror - the horror of this place and the turning glitter ball on the ceiling and the 
turning heads and the putting down of pints and the checking us out coz David is still 
speaking loudly and' ....who wants a fucking beer - let's all have a beer. I'm havin a 
snakebite coz it's all [ drink now - yeah those fucking purple nasties - you know the 
score Pete and how comes you're not racking those balls up when you know I want a 
game - huh'?' 
This is The Magpie pub, split into two levels. We are on the upper level with 
a few round tables and a pool-table. On the lower level there is a tiny, battered old 
stage, two pool-tables, a jukebox and more round tables. We do not use the lower 
level, except to put something on the jukebox. It is the domain of the dealer, the 
hard-nut, the nutcase and the names you hear on the street or read about in the local 
paper and hope never to meet. I can hear the barman's wife complaining that the 
flush-levers on the men's toilets have been stolen twice in three weeks. I am holding 
onto the bar and looking straight ahead and I wish I didn't have a smoke and I am 
walking with my pint and spilling and looking down and sitting at the comer table. 
Irregular lines of Guinness slide down my glass as my pint, but not my stomach, 
settles. Colin is looking at me and smiling. Pete is lining up a shot on the pool-table 
and David is high~pitched giggling at the soundless tv that hangs in the corner. The 
Muppet Show is on. 
IlCE to 
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Someone has put Girls and Boys by Blur on the jukebox and I am draining another 
Guinness. Maybe I'm not having such a bad time. David's giggle is infectious and 
Gonzo is bobbing in time and the barman drops a glass and everyone is cheering coz 
we all love that ... 
but 
wait, 
this could tum. A skinny man in a rainbow bobble-hat dances with a gaunt-faced girl 
through the lower level and up the steps to ours and is swinging her round and David 
is gonna sink the black. 'Play the winner?' And his pound is on the table. His 
girlfriend dances/spins on. Her hair is a rag-tag-rat's-back. 
David is chalking his cue with an overstated ferocity. Bobble-hat man is 
telling rat's back to get him a Stella. He is watching David, who is still chalking. 
The chalk is clouding and green-spot-peppering David's left trainer. The tv is 
showing an old episode of Cheers, when Dianne was still in it. I can see Carla taking 
the piss out of Cliff, but I have no idea what she's saying. The barman's wife is 
arguing with their daughter, who has a frog-shaped head and no visible neck - just 
shoulders. David is discussing the rules with bobble-hat man and it sort of reminds 
me of a conversation I once saw two eight year olds having about which is better, the 
swings or the roundabout. 
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'Wanna go outside for a smoke?' Colin is holding up a little something he 
had prepared earlier. A smoke would not be a good idea right now - in fact it's 
probably the last thing I need, especially the way Colin rolls his joints - thick and rich 
and syrupy, like a spoonful of malt straight out of the jar. .. 
'Go on then.' Pete has made the decision for all of us. Might as well go 
along. Outside must be less scary, and I've had a few beers - courage in a glass. We 
stand and David is bent over the table with the cue going back and forth, back and 
forth and his tongue is writhing around like a tightly held worm. I can't look at Colin 
coz I know he'll make me laugh. Pete is index-finger-signalling our intentions to a 
do what you want, I'm trying to concentrate on this game-faced David. 
A freezing, clear, star twinkle-twinkle night. Three boys leaning against a pub 
wall, desperately trying to look nonchalant, shoulders rubbing, sharing small pockets 
of warmth and breath dispensed in clouds of sweet smelling panic and moisture and I 
do not want passers by, slow moving police cars, staggergrowlin drunks, the interest 
of anyone leaving/entering this pub. I wonder what Mary would think of a night out 
like this. Would she fit right in, laughing and joking - one of the boys? Would I like 
that? I'd probably be showing off, talking shit and trying to impress, sneaking looks 
at every part of her. I might be the type that gets jealous of his mates. Maybe they're 
the sort that get jealous of their mate spending time with someone other than them. 
We've been hanging round, just the four of us, for so long now that any change could 
be disastrous, like removing a species of fish from a river and all the other fish start to 
suffer and die coz something vital is missing and the whole river changes and begins 
to die without the balance of. .. 
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'I rang the council the other day.' Pete wakes me up with this. 
'What areas did you put down Pete?' The council always offers young single 
blokes Hatfield, and this would be a downer for everyone concerned. Hatfield is 
awful - really fucking bad, and if Pete moved there without a car he'd be totally cut 
off in a place swarming with crims and lowlife scum just waiting to jump him and ... 
'Don't worry I knew they'd throw the old Hatfield chestnut at me so I told 
'em Welwyn's my only area, and of course they're all oh well we can't guarantee 
that we'll be able to find you anything in the foreseeable future ifyou're not flexible 
with your choice ofareas. So I said I'd risk it thanks, and I've been chasing them 
every week. You never know, something could be just round the comer. Come on 
we'd better get in, David will be chatting to strange women. And by the way, when I 
do get a place you two won't be coming round.' 
Colin stops his far-off thoughts for a second. 'Yeah me and Darren'lI be 
round all the time mate. And we'll treat it like a fucking toilet. Am I right Darren?' 
'Damn straight. I'm gonna curl one out in your living room on a regular 
basis.' Ah, toilet humour, it doesn't get any better than this and I'm glad Mary is not 
here to hear. 
Through the doors, back into the ... oh no. Oh fuck. The rag-tag girl is right in 
David's face screaming at him and ...oh please no, bobble-hat man is on the floor 
with green chalk all over his face and a small drip-drip of blood from his nose and 
grab your fucking nutcase of a mate Pete and Colin start the car coz why did we leave 
him alone in the first place when we should know he can't be trusted. Gaping 
disbelief mouths follow us to the doors and Pete's having trouble dragging David 
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away who's quite happy to stand in that pub and smile at the screaming girl and 
people are coming up from the lower level and the barman can't quite take it in coz 
he's pissed and his wife is out the back and his daughter is upstairs and red nose has 
fallen on the floor again and it's not even like we're pissed or were loud or ... I mean 
WHA T THE FUCK HAPPENED? Colin can't start the engine and here they all 
come out of the pub and they're shouting and pointing and a woman walking her dog 
has stopped and is staring and David waves at her with quiet giggles and rolling 
what's all the fuss about eyes. Pete is with him in the back and is head-in-hands 
disbelief and my eyes go from the pissed-up barman trying to open the car doors, to 
Colin's sweaty red puffing face, to the fingers twisting at that fucking key which will 
not start the engine ... wheel-spin and away. 
'Who fancies a MacDonalds?' David is rubbing his hands together. Colin is 
eyes straight ahead furious. Pete is wide-eyed can't fucking believe what he's 
hearing silent. The Guinness in my stomach is in two minds whether or not to make 
an appearance. 'You boys haven't got the hump with me have you? Pete what's up?' 
'What's up? What is fucking up? You - you is what's up David.' 

'Don't you even wanna hear what happened before you start getting all snippy 

with me Peter?' 
'Oh, please do tell, David. I'm sure your actions were totally justified.' 
'Well yes, actually they were, smart-arse. That prick didn't even know that 
it's only one shot on the black when there are no other balls on the table, and he took 
two, and anyway he smelt funny so I lumped him.' 
'And what about all the chalk on his face?' Pete is talking calmly through 
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pursed lips that look like they are being held together by thread. David is giggling, 
shaking his head with his hand up to just give him a second to compose himself. 
'Well before I lumped him, I,' (more laughter) 'chalked him a little bit.' 
It did not hit me at three, four or five this morning, when I kept jumping out of bed 
thinking I'd slept in. It didn't hit me when I walked the thirty minute walk into the 
town centre and managed to tread in dog's muck. But as I stand here, outside the 
entrance of Sainsbury's, banging on the door for someone to let me in, I can feel the 
creeping depression starting at the back of my heels and climbing. Soon it will 
spread throughout my body and I will be a walking, crumpled hopeless. The fear of 
what I saw last night is added to the mix, and I want to be a ball in the corner, 
hugging myself with small whimpers and a stick to clean the dog's muck off of my 
shoe. 
I'm sitting in the staff canteen watching Sponge Bob Square Pants and I have already 
upset the floor manager. He is the double of David Brent and not just in looks, which 
I should enjoy coz I love The Office, but this bloke is a real wanker. The first week 
of him starting here there were rumours buzzing round about him being transferred 
coz they couldn't sack him but had to move him because of the amount of staff he 
had sacked/made cry/mentally broken and flushed from the workplace like used toilet 
tissue. He's not happy with the length of the stubble on my face. His name is 
Terence. Who the fuck tells people that his name is Terence? He's told me that if! 
come in in this state again then he'll send me home to tidy myself up. It is not, the 
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repetition of cans on shelves, of fluorescent tube-lit aisles, of smiling when a 
customer is rude, of the dead faces that have worked here for years and never had a 
day off sick - it is the small-minded with that little bit of power that will drive you in 
the end. Little prods and jabs, over the edge. 
'Alright Darren. How was Scotland?' This is AI. We didn't speak to each 
other for months when I first started, but ever since he caught me doing an impression 
of Gareth Keenan we have exchanged quotes from The Office and shared a mutual 
delight in the more imaginative graffiti that brightens the toilet walls. 
'It was good, but I missed this place too much.' 
'You're not wrong. We're very lucky to work here. I saw Terence having a 
go at you.' 
'Yeah, he wants me to grow a little goatee like his.' 
'I like his little beard.' 
'He should wear tighter trousers though - you know, to accentuate his little 
bum.' 
And it's the only way you get through a day here. I'm worried about the letter 
I sent to Mary, and the tape that I did her. Some of the songs could give her the 
wrong impression of me and my feelings and ...why is it all such a minefield? Why 
does she live so far away? Right now she could be chatting to some young, hip bloke 
with all the chat and a nice carlflat and he'll be making her laugh as she clips and 
snips at his just right hair that is new but instantly recognizable as just different 
enough to make a statement and cause a whisper to go through the in-crowd that this 
man is made of the right stuff. I have nothing to offer a girl like this, and the fact that 
p 
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I'm sitting here thinking about her would probably scare her far, far away coz it was 
just one evening and one kiss and a casual promise to keep in touch with 400 miles 
between us. Ade works in a bank and has prospects. Colin is a trainee accountant 
who keeps failing his exams, but will pass one day and have prospects. Pete works in 
a shop called Menswear and folds clothes and puts shop-lifters in headlocks and the 
owners think the world of him. He chats to pretty girls in the Bodyshop next door and 
makes them laugh. I'm the only one with a no-hope, bottom of the barrel, piece of 
shit job that is a boil on my cv, barely pays my digs money and I'm in the red every 
month for the sake of a few beers when we go out. My polyester trousers are making 
my legs itch and my balls sweat. It is ten in the morning and I am here 'til four. 
What the fuck is going on? 
The smoking room is full of dim eyes focused on tips of cigarettes, tubular 
metal free-standing ashtrays, and a half-eaten Cornish pasty with a fag stubbed out in 
its middle. Ash drops to the floor. No-one can think of anything to say and so the 
only sound is the gentle suck on a cancer stick and the tick-tock of time running out. 
Two crows jump about on a tree out of the window, knocking raindrops from twigs 
and leaves, laughing at us in our smoky little hell. A stupid, near-mute checkout girl 
burns a hole in her chair, finger pushing on the filter of her cigarette. I do not 
cry. 
4 
Leaving the phone box, I have to look back. I am elation surging, grin-throwing my 
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way to Pete's house. She likes the tape and the letter and me, and is sending me a 
tape and a letter and 400 miles never sounded so close. Tonight is to be a celebration 
for the end of the month pay packet, and the end of the week no work in the morning 
feeling. I know from her voice that she is sincere and shy from the attention and she 
tells me to ring her more often coz we might just as well admit that we like each other 
and have been thinking about each other and I make her laugh and the letter she's 
writing isn't finished but it's long, very long. She has a lot to share with me. I am 
her favourite boy. 
Yeah. 
Colin is flicking through the tracks, he'll be trying to find LA Woman but can never 
remember how it starts and finds it and loses it again and we all have to shout 
COLIN, THAT'S THE ONE! Pete is in the front but is kneeling on the seat facing us 
with his right arm round the headrest and his left arm swinging about trying to slap 
me and Ade. And Colin's finally found it, shouting Yeah like Morrison and 
drumming his fingers on the car ceiling C02 he can't keep it in any longer - we're 
going to Stevenage bowling and a few beers and a smoke on the way back and that 
guitar man, it just makes you wanna go-go-go. Chuck the volume up and we swerve 
and Colin tap-taps the brakes 'til Pete turns round to put on his seat belt and dance 
like a sixties go-go girl, pursing his lips and turning the rear view mirror so me and 
Ade laugh and make wanker signs at him. The yellow lamppost lights strobe in 
through the windows and a car blasts its horn and overtakes, fist waving and middle­
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aged hatred lip-synching insults at Colin. I'm dropping tobacco everywhere and I'm 
wondering whether I'll need two fags to fill this joint. 
The End is on. Stark contrast and perhaps Colin has sprung this on us a bit. 
None of us want the mood to change, but it seems wrong not to listen this one out. 
Pete is on his phone. He keeps turning the music down and scowling at Colin when 
he turns it back up. He's being cagey and avoiding eye contact with any of us. This 
is a girl. Colin is raising his eyebrows to Ade's knowing roll-of-the-eyes-and-nod 
combination. We're turning off of the motorway and a moment of slight panic pops 
in me as we pass a stationary police car in a lay-by. Colin is looking around like a 
Crimewatch actor before flooring the pedal for the underpass - a tradition that will 
never get tired and we're whooping and screaming coz the wheels have left the 
ground slightly and it's just like a roller coaster as Morrison tries to break on through 
to the other side and our bellies cannot catch up with us and we're up the other side, 
tum off and into Stevenage Leisure Complex car park, past grimreaperbomberjacket­
bouncers, teenagers with MacDonalds, Kentucky Fried Chicken buckets and Parker­
coated skinheads staring with down-turned mouths, crumpled chins and big-buckle 
shoes. Neon lights flick and the sound of a passing train, screeching boy racer tyres, 
baseball caps and broken London lingo. 
Colin drives slowly towards our usual space at the far end of the car park so 
we can pass round a joint and prepare ourselves for shoes that have been worn by a 
thousand people and gum-chewing staff who do not try to mask their contempt with 
manners. We are playing people watching. As soon as you spot someone you have 
to tell their story, where they live, work, sexual preferences, you know. It's Pete's go 
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and he is scanning, spotting and the target is 6ft, tight white jeans, black Reebok 
Classics with gold trim, big gold chain, severe no guard shaved head ... 
'He's local, supports Man United, fits exhausts and tyres and will rip your 
fucking head off if you're on your own and he's got a few mates with him.' 
The joint is short but not yet finished and I feel big as the four of us walk, 
shuffle, dribble a Coke can and breathe in cold damp Stevenage expectation of the 
night ahead. A long line of giggling schoolgirls/boys are queuing for the under 
eighteen's disco and billboards of films showing throw melodrama, horror, sex at us. 
Two skinheads square up and begin to push and have we got time for a pint on the 
swivel chairs before we're due to bowl and in through the swivel doors past the fruit 
machines and U2 are pumping out and the bar is packed with nervous men trying to 
woo and loud speaking underagers chancing it at the bar and bald men in bright 
Christmas jumpers tapping the bar with money in their hands and drawn out looks at 
their watches, white haired Lacoste wearing business men ordering real ale and a gin 
and tonic for the little lady. Two girls in their early twenties sit bored as their 
boyfriends focus on a game of pool that means so much to them, and yes the swivel 
chairs are empty and sitting on them you can look across all the alleys and perv with 
your beer that Pete has just gone to get which gives him an excuse to talk into his 
mobile to the secret on the other end in privacy, then avoid mentioning it when he 
comes back with a tray of not only beers but crisps and nuts, dry roasted - never 
salted! We have our backs to the bar and pool table. To our left and down some 
stairs are all the arcade machines that are best avoided if you've drunk too much and 
you're feeling too competitive, and straight ahead through the glass screen a couple 
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watch their little girl follow her bowling ball towards the pins and shout for her to 
come back. A group of women in their late thirties with eighties hair, waistcoats, 
triangular jeans and Arran-knit jumpers laugh behind their hands as one of them chats 
to the fidgeting boy who's come to take their order. The next alley is full of girls 
who know they look good and hair flick at regular intervals, sip their drinks through 
straws and smooth their clothes against their bodies with French-manicured nails. 
Hoop earrings and delicate gold chains catch the light and momentarily glint. Colin 
is twirling full circles on his chair. Ade lights a cigarette and Pete is tap-tapping a 
text message with one hand as the other feeds his mouth prawn cocktail Walkers. 
And bring your pints boys and let's go and get our shoes with the fraying 
laces and pick a ball that doesn't hurt your fingers and is heavy enough to be a man's 
ball from the library-book-type shelves that line the wall. Press the service button 
straight away and a quick fag while Pete types silly words in the machine, Pete is 
penis, Colin is colon, Ade is anus and 1 am nob, coz not much rhymes with Darren. 
My round and I give the boy the order and as he walks away everyone decides they 
want more crisps and nuts and I chase and catch up and relay this and Colin is up first 
and takes it real serious and he is good and gets a strike and a volley of abuse from us 
who he callsjealous and sits smug behind his beer. I'm Still Standing is thrown at us 
from the VHl screens and an eighties Elton wears a boater and looks a nobber and 
Pete says he looks like Colin who actually gets up to check the screen just in case he 
actually does and Ade is graceful with the swing-crouch-release and a slight curve at 
the end of the shot means smack bang in the centre of those poor pins. Pete has hit 
the gutter and we all shout AAAHHH as the beers and snacks are unloaded and I am 
a 
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shocked at the cost and feel a little queasy handing over the cash but Pete's face 
cheers me up as Colin sings you Ire not very good football chant style, wagging his 
i 
finger one inch from Pete's nose. I 
I 
'Well, ifit isn't Darren. How are ya, you little gaybien?' And I can't help but 
:1 
grin. Arms crossed, feet wide apart, ill-advised Levi 50 I' s stretched beneath a beer-
belly that is trying to escape a Fred Perry. Jonesy - a legend in Welwyn Garden 
befriended me because our dads used to play football together. He was a little kid at 
my school, a couple of years above me and I remember him hanging around with the 
rough crowd in his year who used to slap him about, but by the time he was eighteen 
he had filled out and was on a mission to find everyone who had ever slapped, spat at 
or called him a name. I haven't seen him in years. 
The boys are shaking his hand and even though they do not know him, they 
all know of him and are quite happy to smile and nod when he describes the pleasure 
of washing blood off in the shower and realising that none of it is his own . .. the thing 
is I always go for their bollocks first, and then you look like the fuckin hero as 
everyone comes out the pub to see you stampin on his head. But he does not have 
time to stay long, someone catches his eye and with a slap round the back of my head 
he's off to spread a little happiness and panic in another lane. Ade is shaking his 
head at me and I am shrugging away any responsibility as Colin takes our orders for 
refuels and Ade is arguing that he'll get this one coz Colin's driving. 
And the air is really cold and cuts right through my head. The sky is clear and the 
stars are making me dizzy each time I look up at them and then down at my stumble­
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tumble feet. Colin is sober and always takes the opportunity to rough one of us up at 
this time of night. He has Pete in a headlock and Ade is kicking the struggling fuck­
wit for slapping us in the car earlier. 
'Yeah! Kick the cunt!' And bewilderment. I don't recognise this voice, and 
it sounds vicious. Colin has released Pete and is looking behind me as Pete leans on a 
car to get his breath back and Ade is hand-on-my-shoulder-turning me to see six 
hooded tops with legs that are splaying wildly as they walk and the fag is dropping 
from my mouth as they are breaking into a run straight at. . .I'm on the floor and at 
least two are kicking - one in front and one at my back. I can only hear one voice and 
it's the Kick the cunt voice who's chanting Grass me up will ya over and over, but the 
loudest sound is the sound of trainers on tarmac and the low grunt of someone being 
winded ... and I'm up and I can't see out of one eye and I'm just screaming and 
swinging and kicking and I've caught that shit in the crotch and I'm in a headlock and 
I can smell beer and pubs and fags and CK One as the zip scratches my cheek, but 
only slightly, and now being pulled and I'm gonna punch and no it's Ade who's got 
hold of one of 'em by the balls and is slamming his forearm into a face screwed into 
hate and bared teeth tinged with blood and another shout that is YEAH like enjoying a 
roller coaster shout and Jonesy is grinning at me and fighting two at a time head­
butting and kneeing someone in the head and is Pete on the ground coz - no he's up 
and at 'em and what the fuck? 
They 
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scatter. 
Jonesy has his arm round me. He is ruffling my hair like a proud father whose son 
has just scored for the school football team and Ade is lighting a cigarette and Colin 
is checking Pete's eye and telling him that it's the blood - there's nothing in it but the 
blood. If anyone asks me if I'm alright I might just cry so I'll smoke a cigarette 
instead and try to disguise the whimper in my chest as sucks and puffs. 
'You boys wanna hunt 'em down or what? I can get a few boys down here in 
about twenty minutes if you wanna finish this properly. Best nip this sort-o thing in 
the bud - knowwhatlmean?' 
We are thank you Jonesy and nah just leave it eh? And Jonesy is grins and see 
ya later boys and a slap round the back of my head and thanks for the entertainment 
and I can't stop looking at someone else's blood on my jeans. 
The drive back. The only music that Colin is allowing is Belle and Sebastian. Colin 
is going through the fight step by step and none of us seems to know what the fuck it 
was all about. 
'It's coz I caught him shoplifting last month. He had an armful of jeans and I 
followed him out of the store and it turned a bit nasty but I got the jeans back and by 
the time the boss came out he'd legged it and I thought no more of it. Sorry boys.' 
But none of us blame Pete and we are a nah, bollocks, fuck 'em, yeah cunts, did you 
see 'em run once Jonesy joined in collective. All of a sudden the self-pity dissipates 
into beer-fuelled singing and boasting of our fighting prowess and we're all boys 
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together and fight one of us and you fight us all and good is on our side and jean­
thieves everywhere take note coz we're out and about and Belle and Sebastian sing 
about The Boy With the Arab Strap and I have to keep telling them that Belle and 
Sebastian are Scottish and so is Mary and the band all hang about quite close to 
where she lives and they all know it and want me to shut up but I can't coz the 
adrenalin's still going and my hands are really shaking and the blood that is looking 
up at me from my jeans 
is 
not 
mIne. 
Find the keyhole. Find the keyhole. Find the fucking ...ah, in and tum and ever so 
quietly coz the light's on so they must still be up and at this time of night she's bound 
to be pissed and ... 
'Is that Darren? Is that Darren? I said is that ... ' 
'Hello George, Irene.' George sits in the corner patting his black Labrador 
Bess, who has her ears back and pants loudly. Irene is on the sofa and her head is 
lolling slowly from left to right and then back again. Her right eyebrow moves up 
and down as if there were a puppeteer working it with a string. A half-empty bottle 
of cooking sherry sits next to her. It has dried drips of red on the label. George is 
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desperate to say something - he's smiling and ... 
'Is that a shiner Darren?' 
'Yeah. I fell over. I'm just gonna use the toilet and pop off to bed, I'm 
shattered. ' 
'Ok Darren. Night mate.' The toilet door is right by the living room door and 
I can hear everything, standing here trying to pee as Irene talks at the top of her voice 
about some bastard leaving the toilet seat up and Bess looking at her funny and 
should be outside and all she wants is a quiet drink in the evening and ... fuck 'em. 
I don't even bother to look in on them as I pass the living room and I cannot 
pee in that toilet when I can hear that old bitch slagging me off and as I step into the 
bathroom and unbutton my jeans for a second time I will not feel guilty for pissing all 
over Irene's bath seat. I must've been holding it in for a while coz it seems dark and 
very strong as it drums against plastic and it speck-flecks the sides of the bath. 
Saturday. A Saturday off. My eye hurts and every time I think oflast night I get 
really paranoid. Smoking blow isn't gonna help but I've got time for a small one 
before Colin picks me up. The students next door aren't up yet. I'd love to chuck 
some of Bess' dog's muck into their garden. I wonder if we're being hunted now­
whether the word is out on the streets that we're police informants or undercover 
store detectives. I remember Pete telling me that someone who used to live up his 
street was meant to have given names to the police when he got arrested and after that 
people would park outside his house and shout abuse and there was graffiti about him 
sprayed all over town. That's the last thing I need. Surely grabbing some arsehole 
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whose nicked some jeans is different though? I mean what the fuck was Pete 
supposed to do? I'll wait outside for Colin. 
'Right, for the lastfucking time, and I mean it when I say the last fucking 
time, no one is after us. No one thinks that we're grasses. We are not being or ever 
going to be hunted, and I really think you oughta cut down on the puff coz it is frying 
your brain. Oh and by the way, I'm Colin, not just a voice in your head.' 
'There's no need to be snippy with me man.' 
'Darren, I'm feeling fragile enough today as it is, I'm battered, bruised and 
once again I'm designated driver and I don't need you filling my head with worst­
case-scenarios and bloody conspiracy theories about some fella who used to live up 
Pete's street. Ok?' 
'Ok. All I was saying ... ' 
'No. Leave it there. We got jumped, had a bit ofa school playground fight 
with some thugs, who legged it, that's it. Get in the back, shut up and we'll pick up 
Pete.' 
Colin gets like this sometimes. I think maybe he's tired. 'Are we picking up 
Ade as well?' 
'No Ade is gonna eat a can 0 beans and fart himself there.' Yep, bit tired. 
And Pete and Ade are in and we're off to Cruise Hill - the best group of shops 
to mooch around ... around. There are pet food wholesalers, massive pet shops, 
freshwater and marine aquariums, nurseries with ponds and tropical plants and one of 
the nicest burger vans I've ever come across. Colin has Erasure on really loud and 
although no one has spoken for the last ten minutes, there are plenty of heads nodding 
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to the beat. 
Past the houses that cost megabucks. Each one different. Mock Tudor white 
and black, executive red brick, bam-style brown brick with beams and an oak tree, 
Jags and Mercs on the drive, hammocks and giant Wendy houses and miniature 
electric cars in gardens strewn with expensive toys and patio heaters, wooden garden 
furniture and Pimms with friends. The trees either side of the road are reaching out to 
each other so that it's like driving through a massive tunnel of leaves and branches 
and birds and sunlight broken into flashes and stripes. Erasure are singing Voulez 
Vous and I can see Andy Bell and the quiet one on the keyboards marching up and 
down dressed in drag like freakishly masculine Abba girls. I can't believe Andy Bell 
can look so much like James Cagney and yet be so different. I wonder how well 
Andy Bell could playa thirties Chicago gangster? I know Jimmy Cagney would be 
great in Erasure. 
Colin is choking. He's waving his hand in front of his face as if a wasp is 
attacking him and Pete is looking at him disgusted. 
'I can't do it. I don't (cough, cough, gasp, cough) know how you can smoke 
those things, they're fucking (cough) evil.' 
'How many times do 1 have to tell you? You don't take the fucking smoke 
down, and every time you're taking the smoke down. What are you?' 
'What's the point, oh my eyes are streaming, what's the point of smoking it if 
you don't take the smoke down? Tell me the point of. .. ' 
'It's a fucking cigar you silly bitch. You don't take the smoke down. You 
really are a special needs child aren't you. Your mum told me you were years ago 
- -
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and I didn't listen, and now I'm lumbered as your unpaid carer. Here Ade have a go 
on this, it's a Hamlet, I don't want it now silly-bollocks has slavered all over it. I 
might look into getting you a social worker Colin, coz just lately pal, you're really 
twisting my pip.' 
And it seems Ade is well used to cigars, puffing at it without touching it with 
his hands, filling the car interior with the sickly-sweet smell ofrich old golfers. 
Pete's mobile is beeping and he's just looking at it and as Colin looks into the 
rearview mirror with his eyebrows raised and Ade turns to me with a smile and I just 
know that Colin won't be able to resist ... 'Why don't you answer it Pete?' and the 
ribbing starts. 
'I don't recognise the number.' 
'Well if you answer it then you'll know who it is and you can save the number 
for future reference can't you Pete?' 
'I never answer it if I don't know the number. ' 
'Gis it here, maybe I'll recognise ... ' 
'No you're alright. Just keep your eyes on the road you nosy bastard.' 
Ade has the cigar in the comer of his mouth like Hannibal in The A Team. 
He's puffing at it with an audible urgency and Colin keeps looking at Pete and 
smiling and Pete is looking dead ahead and flushing slightly. I've never known him 
to be like this about a girl before. When he's fancied girls in the past you couldn't 
shut him up about them. 
'Maybe she'll ring back later, hey Pete?' Colin is loving this. Ade is 
chuckling and enjoying the cigar a bit too much and I'm hoping that the smell of the 
~ {•····• .. --------------------.~ 1
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burger van in the car park will not trigger an adverse reaction when we get out. 
And past crowds and crowds of people, like a little mardi-gras, carrying pot plants 
and bags of goldfish, pond plants, fencing panels, small mammals in boxes with air 
holes and pictures of rabbits on the side. Small children drag parents and parents 
drag small children while teenagers saunter behind and look bored, text, choose ring 
tones and sigh. Into the car park and the burger van is busy and all fall out of the car 
like cartoon characters coz we're excited. Pete cannot escape Colin's smile and tilted 
head as a heavily pierced woman with purple hair passes with a small glass tank and a 
terrapin. Her boyfriend is completely bald, without eyebrows, dressed in black and 
has a small tuft of hair growing under his bottom lip and he's laughing a deep oafish 
laugh and tapping the glass as his girlfriend tells him to fuck off and kicks at him 
with platform shoes. Ade drops his cigar, small semicircular foot movement and it is 
out. 'Looks like that little fell a will soon be entering hell,' and I wish Ade was 
wrong. 
Past a trickling pond and through the doors. The noise is terrific and it echoes 
around this massive warehouse with sparrows swooping above our heads and barrels 
containing birdseed, pigs ears, dog chews, cuttlefish bones, horse feed and peanuts. 
Into one of the side rooms and budgies huddle for warmth, chipmunks zip about a 
cage while a chinchilla sleeps. A grey parrot asks me how I am and I tell him I'm 
fine and into the aquarium through the condensation soaked doors and the damp, 
jungle heat wraps around me like a sickness. Angelfish slice through water pricked 
with tiny bubbles. A flat fish sucks at the glass of one of the tanks, which line the 
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walls to both sides of us. Colin is nose against the glass excited and trying to follow 
each movement of every fish with his finger. He says that the puffer fish has my hair 
and upsets Pete by pointing at a parrotfish, pointing at Pete and then pointing back at 
the parrotfish. Ade is quiet and I'm too scared to ask if that cigar has made him feel 
ill. His coat oozes the smell of it. The floor is uneven and damp and my cords suck 
up water behind the heels of my trainers. An assistant is trying to catch a guppy for a 
small boy who shakes his head every time one is caught and held wriggling against 
the glass. He knows which one he wants but I wonder if it is in that tank. A treasure 
chest opens to reveal a large bubble which wobbles to the surface and pops. Into the 
marine section and the colours are blinding. White sand is displaced and a small head 
appears/disappears - reappears. Small shrimps with neon stripes and sweeping 
antennae take stock and sift for food with tiny mouth parts that do not stop. A small 
octopus feels its way across rocks and glass and coral and the movement of its 
tentacles takes me back to the whip of a half naked Roman on a galley ship as the 
slaves push and pull and I'm sitting on the floor in front of the gas fire eating Quality 
Street with my mum as she sews my dad's trousers. 
'It's too bloody hot in here. Let's go,' and Ade is head down making for the 
door and through the people and cold air, gravel crunch walking to the next shop 
which sells freshwater fish and pond liners, pumps, fake herons, fake ducks, fake 
tawny owls and Ade is bright white breathing slowly and looking away. In through 
the doors and over to a massive indoor pond built up with bricks so you can sit and 
look at the koi carp as people pay at the till. These fish are as long as my arm, gold, 
silver, flashed with colour and they move slowly and suck at the surface, unworried 
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by the people and movement and Pete is giving me a funny look as I role up my 
sleeve to slip my hand in and see the fish gather and gently mouth my fingers before 
turning away uninterested in anything not edible. The man at the till is looking down 
his nose and I am wiping my arm on my cords and feeling silly. Ade sits next to me 
and looks better than a minute ago, but sighs quite a deep sigh and stretches his arms 
out in front of him, turns to me and says, 'Big fish,' and I am nodding. Pete waves us 
outside and have we-had-enough-now looks are thrown between us and head towards 
the car and time for a smoke maybe? 
It's just becoming dark and the street lamps are red, the sky is clear charcoal 
grey and not a word is spoken as we all just sit in the car and let the engine run and 
the heater warm up and I hope this is not the day/night over with, but I don't want to 
be the one to ask what we're doing next so I just put one together as Ade opens his 
window just a crack and sparks a cigarette and Pete texts and Colin looks through a 
wallet of cds which makes a light slapping sound each time he turns a page. 
'Who's hungry?' Pete is facing us but his head flicks between the nods and 
rests for a while on Ade who is shaking his head and wants to wait a while - so we all 
will, coz it ain't over yet and we're off. Past a man with a ponytail shouting at his 
son who can't open the van doors and just pull the handle coz this thing is killing my 
arms but he can't do it and he's bound to get a slap after we've passed and a small 
boy cuddles a puppy that looks around, licks his face and sniffs the air and the boy's 
parents smile and hold hands walking behind. Past the memorial for the first 
Zeppelin ever shot down over Britain and Pete wants to go to the pub and Colin is 
having none of it as he slides a cd into the stereo and Air give a background to the 
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squabble and Ade drains the last from his cigarette and the joint is finished and ready 
to go so I pinch off the paper end and Pete twists a piece of Colin's arm skin before 
being punched in retaliation and ejecting Air for The Happy Mondays and the volume 
is cranked and it's now that I spark the joint and now that Colin gives in tilting his 
head back and sighing and snatching the joint from my lips. Pete is Bez-dancing in 
front, just like he used to when we were in his bedroom at fourteen with his mum 
shouting for us to turn that music down and we pretended to be stoned and cool in our 
hooded tops and baggy jeans and love-beads off Stevenage market. 
And in we turn to The Wheatsheaf with a blackboard advertising all day food 
and I get passed the joint that has been sucked to a brown colour and we turn the 
music down as Colin rolls the car into the far corner ofthe car park and I start to 
shake and my leg is jumping about because of the fear and I've never been in this pub 
before. It stands alone with a beer garden in front and to the side and upstairs 
windows with yellow net curtains and a pub sign swinging slightly and with a creak. 
'You alright Darren? You look like you're gonna cry.' Pete's concern masked 
by a smile. Ade and Colin walk towards the heavy wooden door with hands in 
pockets and gravel scuffing urgency. Pete rubs my back and talks to me like a father 
to a baby being winded, until I tell him to fuck off and pull myself together enough to 
follow. Small potholes with tyre marks and dirty, oily water look up at me, willing 
my feet to fill them and the traffic speeds by. 
The pub is bigger on the inside than it looks on the outside. It's not beams 
and low ceilings, but comfy chairs around low tables and easy-on-the-eye pastel 
coloured walls - inviting. Pictures of horses being shod and fields being ploughed 
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hang next to com-dollies and harnesses and copper pans. Two men sit at the bar and 
both are dressed in country clothes, those green and brown and checked clothes that 
farmers and geography teachers wear. One ofthem is smoking a pipe that smells like 
liquorice and smouldering leaves. I see our camp before Pete gets to the bar and 
make for a semicircle of leather armchairs and two-seater sofa in front of a snap­
crackle-and-spit fire and sit on the sofa, take my coat off and watch the flames eat 
into a log and everyone wants the same, steak sandwiches and we divvy up the 
money and send Ade to Pete with our orders and the drinks start coming over just as 
my belly begins to rumble. 
The sandwiches are magical, bread soft in the middle and crunchy crusts that 
send up little clouds of flour as they brush against my fingers and the frying steak 
soft, juicy and garnished with a mustard I've never tasted before and no one talks as 
they eat - each of us deep in concentration, savouring every chew, even Ade who has 
colour now. I'm filled with a strange feeling as I look at my mates, Colin with both 
cheeks full to capacity and having trouble swallowing, Pete trying to drink his pint of 
Stella with crusts hanging out of his mouth and Ade chewing, separating his 
sandwich, picking little pieces of fat from the steak and throwing them into the fire 
with a nod when the flames crackle, and I feel close, very close to them like this is the 
most important time in the world and I'll never find friends like these again. 
'Can I have the rest of yours Darren coz I didn't have any breakfast this ... ' 
Colin is actually reaching for my sandwich. 
'Fuck off. I'd rather chuck it in the fire than give it to you. Begging dog.' I Yes, close to these boys. 
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'Bloody nice those,' Pete rubbing his stomach - exaggerated circular motion 
but we all agree with grunts and hums and it's my round. 
'Can I have a pint of Guinness, two pints of Stella and a fresh orange juice 
please?' and she starts the Guinness first which is a good sign and at least my leg's 
stopped shaking and eating a bit has left less room for panic to rattle around inside 
me. I don't know whether I should phone Mary tonight. How long do you have to 
pretend not to be keen for? If I set myself a beer line, a four pint barrier, then I could 
ring her - what the hell is Pete doing? He's got Colin in a headlock and ... 
'Do you wanna tell your friends there to calm it down a bit, son?' 
'Oh, yeah. Er, they're just mucking about. I'l! ... ' 
'If you wanna muck about, go and do it in the car park will ya?' And her voice seems 
to be getting deeper the longer that Colin stays in that headlock and Pete is pulling at 
a little clump of his hair and the geography teachers/farmers finish pints and walk out, 
looking back at me and then shaking their heads and now my leg's shaking and I've 
got to carry these pints over yet. Walk casual, but give Pete the look so he'll...he's 
just grinning and Colin's yelping each time he pulls that little bit of hair. 
'Oi! Please stop it you two. The Landlady'S getting the right hump.' And 
they are innocent faces staring back at me with what-have-we-done eyes and a tiny 
upturn to the edge of Pete's mouth. Ade is drag-of-fag and sip-at-pint disapproving 
look and cross ofthe legs when Colin grabs Pete's phone just as it starts beeping and 
I can feel myself smiling, but I'm scared. Colin has his finger up at Pete's face, 
which is narrowing of the eyes and pursing of the lips coz he wants to answer that 
phone and we all know who it is and Colin is holding it up in the air and waggling it 
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just a little bit and it beeps and beeps and ... 
'Hello Pete's phone, Colin speaking, how may I help you?' And Pete grabs 
and walks with sorry about that and no he's just a drunk in the pub that grabbed my 
phone. How are you? and out of the doors. Even Ade giggle-sips at his Stella and 
Colin is wide-eyed and can't wait for Pete to get back. 
, You've upset him, answering his phone.' 
'Oh shut up Darren, you big girl. What's he hiding from us anyway? 
Remember Lisa? And how he had to ring her before he could come out, or take a 
piss?' 
'If he catches you speaking about her like that then ... ' 
'She's a fuck-in-bitch. If you remember, Darren, she was cheatin on him and 
we had to hang around with a mate who used to stare into the distance and cry into 
his pint.' 
'He didn't cry into his pint, Colin.' 
'He was a mess, and now he's got someone ... it's her. I bet it's fucking her!' 
And if it is, then what the fuck do we do? Coz she was a bitch and she had Pete by 
the balls. Why the fuck would he go for her again anyway? 
And Colin is thinking the same as me with a look like he can't believe this is 
happening and Ade taps, turns and taps his cigarette on its packet, breathes in - about 
to tell us something, breathes out slowly, shakes his head and lights his cigarette, and 
he is right. 
'Colin, if it is her then I think we should just let him get on with it coz ... ' 
'Fuck off! If it's that bitch then I'm gonna tell him how it is. We're his mates 
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for fuck's ... ' 
'Keep your voice down, she's looking over again and she's already had a go 
at me when I was getting the round in.' 
'We are his mates, and we owe it to him out of loyalty and ... whatever, to let 
him know when he's falling for a bitch. Ade, am I wrong? Ade. Ade, am I wrong?' 
And Ade seems happy just to communicate through his breathing and his eyebrows 
and, what a downer. 
'We don't know who it is yet Colin so let's ... ' and Pete is walking back 
through the doors and we are all staring, reading, trying to read, his face, his 
mannerisms, is he holding himself differently? And Ade is escaping by sweeping the 
air over our glasses with his pointing finger and to the bar. Smart move. Pete is 
walking and not looking at anything but his beer, and seated and looks at me and 
Colin and he's gonna say something and I'm gritting my teeth. 
'Alright?' and a slurp from his Stella. But I know that Colin will not hold it 
111. The look in his eyes is pre-fight anger. He is drinking his orange slowly, picking 
up one of Ade' s cigarettes, not tapping it, but lighting it and never taking his eyes 
from the side of Pete's head. And now Pete is looking back at Colin and Colin sips, 
stares, smokes ... 
'What ya staring at weirdo?' 

'Who was that Pete?' 

'Your mum. She wants me to pop round later, so don't rush horne tonight 

will you?' 
'Who was it really, Pete?' 
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'What is this? What's up with Colin everyone? Has someone spiked his 
Britvic or what? Can I have a private phone call without your permission Colin?' 
'I'm just asking who it was. Why don't you tell us who it was?' and I should 
stop this because this is horrible. 
'Come on lads, Let's just...' 
'Shut the fuck up Darren and let Pete just tell us who he was on the phone to.' 
And all eyes on a standing Ade who is hands in pockets and down turned edges of 
mouth and no beers and a shrug of the shoulders and we know that we will not be 
served again. 
The car is cold. R.E.M Out OfTime is on the stereo and it's that song that 
starts off pretty slow and plodding and keeps repeating the word love and Stipe 
sounds quite creepy, but maybe only to me because everyone I know talks about him 
as this great bloke and maybe he is, but I think he has a certain amount ofcreepy and 
anyway this fucking song seems to just make the atmosphere in the car so much 
worse and Ade is smoking a fag and looking out of the window and Pete and Colin 
are staring straight ahead and not speaking like children in a mood and I just don't 
want a Saturday to end like this because I have to go back to George and Irene's and 
gag as I walk through the front door because of the smell and now I can't ring Mary 
coz I wanted to be on a buzz and not sound like a depressive moaning little twat who 
falls out with his mates and lives in a smelly house - and yes, I fucking love this track 
and I'm sure that someone will speak soon and at least we have a little time before we 
get back into Welwyn Garden Shitty. I'm gonna roll one. IfI get dropped off, then 
I'm gonna be dropped off stoned and fuzzy thanks very much. 
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This is grim. A Saturday night and I am cross-legged on a dirty carpet listening to a 
party next door where they keep playing Travis and their cover of Britney's Kiss Me 
Baby One More Time and they don't seem to get that it's a fucking joke and I have a 
towel under the door and no beers and I'm smoking this j with no tv and I don't 
wanna listen to any music coz I won't be able to drown out the students next door and 
I am trying desperately hard not to imagine kicking their fucking door in and walking 
through the party slaughtering as I go and laughing and slaughtering and hearing 
them plead for mercy and just shaking my head and telling them no, simply because 
you have played this song one too many times and now you must pay - PAY I TELL 
YOUl And I really want to ring Mary and ask her if she wants a lodger and I could 
get a job in a Scottish Sainsbury's and see my sisters all the time and cook for her and 
I don't even know if she lives alone. In fact what the fuck have I been speaking to 
her about? I know nothing about this girl apart from the fact that I fancy her and that 
when I speak to her on the phone I end up doing an impression of Dick Van Dyke in 
Mary Poppins. I could get Rona to give me some insider tips but then it would be 
Rona and she'd get it all wrong and just start speaking about guinea pigs or booze or 
something and I'd be no better off than just not knowing. They're fucking playing it 
again. Who the fuck is in charge of the stereo at that party? And they all cheer. I 
would have an assortment ofweapons - like a ninja, you know throwing stars and shit 
like that and those little darts that they blow at people and just ring the bell instead of 
kicking the door - no, I'd be dressed as a pizza delivery boy and go in with a box 
and ... I need to get out. My stomach is growling and the smoke is getting more 
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difficult to swallow and shoes on and coat and hat to hide in and throw the towel out 
of the way, down the stairs and George says something but I cannot hear you George 
and out of the door into a frightening Saturday night because I am out but I am alone 
and everybody else is with someone else and out or part of a group and out and 
people will be drunk and stagger-falling about looking for a small boy on his own and 
in his hat to shout and prod at and I wish I hadn't smoked that last one before I came 
out. And where am I going exactly? Just walking to the end of the street and see 
how I feel when I get there and don't go and phone Mary coz it's still the early stages 
and what if she's out - that would be the worst. I don't want her to be out 
tonight. .. stop, light a cigarette - coz if she's out tonight then that would just show 
how far away from me she actually is, and I've created this whole thing - this whole 
relationship in my head and I wonder if she's feeling anywhere near the same as me 
about us liking each other or am I just someone she met once or what? I need to 
phone her now and I feel sick with panic but don't let on coz she'll know you're a 
bloody weirdo. It has to be the right phone box. I need privacy. 
Past my mum and dad's and I should see my mum soon else she'll be worried 
and chuck a left ... I could get a kebab. I'll see how many people are there first, and it 
does mean going into town, but there must be places to hide there. I'll ring her first 
though, she might be just getting ready to go out. It'd be great if she was going round 
to Rona's tonight and asking about me and smiling embarrassed when Rona asks if 
she likes me and I hope she hasn't gone out or I'll feel like shit and I am ajealous 
boyfriend already and we're not going out or, well, anything really - just a kiss and 
my obsession with her because she is the only amazing thing that I've experienced 
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lately and if I'm not careful I'm gonna blow it and be one of those people who keeps 
telling himself that she seems busy a lot of the time and is always phoning and 
speaking to someone else who is saying no she's not in and laughing a little before 
putting the phone down - to be that fool must be the most painful thing in the world 
and ... fuck me I'm a mess, and I'm not even pissed up. 
Pass The Orange Tree and they have karaoke and a woman in a floral dress 
kills Club Tropicana and I can see chinks of her hand waving to and fro as I pass the 
lead-effect bay windows designed to draw idiots in so they can laugh at and talk to 
and threaten other idiots. 
Through the Baywater flats - famous for drug busts, junkies, drunks and the 
mentally ill - binbagblackedout windows that are open in the cold so everyone can 
hear Eminem shouting about being miserable or from the top floor James Brown 
wants to get up like a sex machine and I wonder if that particular council tenant 
thinks of himself as a sex machine sitting on a toilet with his trousers round his 
ankles, looking for a vein that hasn't hidden itself away. It's got to be the right phone 
box, away from passing fools and teenagers with hoods up over baseball caps and 
tracky bottoms tucked into socks and bright white trainers. 
I 
Up Woodhall Lane and lowered Citroen Saxos scrape stainless-steel-jam-pot 
exhausts over speed bumps and humps and lumps in the road and head tum towards 
me with a rev of the engine and an Oil and laughter as I turn to look at two fingers 
from the driver and I am head down and watch my feet increase in speed - just get to 
a quiet place with a phone box and put yourself out of this misery and what the fuck I happened today? We ali love Cruise Hill and mooching about looking at animals and 
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smoking in the car and as soon as we have a couple of beers and Colin gets the hump 
with Pete and Pete gets the hump back and we are dropped off one by one without a 
word and a Saturday is fragmented into listening to a party next door and trying to 
find a quiet phone box so that I can tell a girl I hardly know what a sad bastard I am. 
Chuck a right - to the end of the street and chuck a left and I am walking up 
the path to Pete's front door but I will not knock in case his parents answer so I need 
some small stones and stand in front of the door and I have to curl the stone over the 
porch and hit the window just above it - what's he doing? I can see the light's on so 
why's he ignoring the stone? Don't ignore the stone Pete, for fuck's sake. And again 
he ignores the ... 
'What the fuck ... Darren?' Hair flat on one side suggests a snooze and he 
does not look happy so just get to the point. 
'Yeah. What you up to?' 
'What are you up to you weirdo? Why didn't you just knock the door?' 
'Er. .. ' 
'Go round the back and I'll be down in a sec.' 
It's a good question and I should've knocked the door and now I am standing 
like a fool next to a shed in Pete's back garden and he is coat grabbing and eye 
squinting and offering me a cigarette which I am lighting and we are behind the shed 
on upside down buckets sitting and the stars are out so I blow smoke at them and Pete 
pulls his zip up to his chin and I cannot think of a good reason for pulling Pete out of 
the warmth. 
'Your dad keeps the garden nice dunnhe?' 
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'Yep, he don't mind a bit 0 gardening, myoid man. Anyway what are you 
doing round here?' 
'I dunno... those wanky students next door are having a party and playing the 
same song over and over ... ' 
'Which song?' 
'You know that one of Britney' s that Travis covered and ... ' 
'Oh for fuck's ... ' 
'I know. So they're driving me and I'm sitting in feeling really hungry and 
you know what the kitchen is like in that house so I think I'll go and get something to 
eat and I smoke ajoint before I leave and I get mouthed up Woodhall Lane and I was 
looking for a phone box and I was passing and ...do you wanna come with me to ring 
Mary?' 
'Don't you think you oughta ring her on your own mate?' 
'Yeah, but what ifshe's out?' 
'So, ring her tomorrow.' 
'Yeah but, ifshe's out and I'm not and ... just come with me Pmjus saying 
hello to her quick and then I'll buy you a kebab. Go on mate.' 
'I've had my dinner.' 
'I'll buy you a small one then. Oh, come on - I'm on a right downer,' and 
rolling of eyes and huffing, puffing to the tune of I could really do without this right 
now and we are off, walking to town together and I feel better about the whole thing 
and maybe Pete will have a quick word with her and make her laugh and even ifshe's 
not in then at least I'm out with my mate, in a way, and I bet now there's two of us 
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we won't get mouthed and I hate eating on my own anyway. 
And pass the fish and chip shop that Pete's dad goes to when he's all pissed 
up after the football and another gang of boys with hats and hoods and compulsive­
spitting-disorder. Stop. Light a cigarette and give it to Pete and light a cigarette and 
catch a glimpse of Pete giving me a funny look coz I suppose that was a bit gay and 
on, scuffing at wet paths and the YMCA car park is full of cars with lights on and 
open doors and music blaring and merging to become just white noise and laughter 
and yeah Ifucking told him, you keep staring at her and I'llfucking take you outside 
and, yeah but listen, I'll take you outside and rip you another fucking arsehole! and 
what a great storyteller that boy is with the big ears and no one is listening to him. 
Over the bridge past Cereal Partners with the constant smell of Shredded 
Wheat and the noise and workers in overalls and haimets and cigarettes in hands. We 
once got threatened on this bridge when were fifteen. And Pete had stared at this 
bloke who I knew from junior school coz he had this really bad bum-fluff moustache 
and he'd told us that if we kept staring then he'd stab us both and we were righto 
mate and walked away and two weeks later he did stab someone in the head in 
Knebworth and went down for it, and we laughed at the time, but this bridge became 
different for me. Pass paper cups and vomit stains and lights that have been broken, 
over the tracks and trains taking people to London - to the clubs - to the lights - to the 
beautiful people, and through the automatic doors of the shopping centre - dead with 
shutters of shops down and cctv cameras turn to look at me and Pete stepping onto an 
escalator. 
'What are you gonna do first, eat or ring her?' 
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'I want to speak to her now, but it needs to be the right phone box.) 

'Which is the right phone box, Darren?' 

'A quiet one. Do you know a quiet one?' 

'Come on,' and off the escalator, trainers squeaking on marble-effect floor 

tiles and more automatic doors and another gang with imitation Parkas from 
Topshop, tum-ups and Reebok Classics and value bucket of gel hair, with scowls and 
what have these two come as? and we are head down ignoring with hate in Pete's 
eyes and guilt for dragging him outta bed in mine. 
Left to the kebab van. A bare-chested teenager shouts at and pushes a man 
with big hair and a beard. Another teenager pushes at the man's back then runs 
before he turns and the bearded man has hold of the bare-chested teenager's shirt and 
won't give it back and the Turkish man in the kebab van is laughing as the three of 
them push and pull and chase and get chased. Pete is looking at me and I am looking 
back, neither of us know what this about and we have both stopped at the same time, 
and two blokes in suits run past and break it up and the bearded man is saying they 
tried to nick his push-bike and the teenagers are having none of it and claiming that 
he nicked the t-shirt first and both the suited men are laughing as their girlfriends now 
pass us and catch up and want to know what's happening coz they've all had a drink 
and have got dressed up for the night out and ain't it all a big fucking laugh and hurry 
up and decide which one to beat up coz Tracy wants to get to the club and ... 
'Lucky you want to phone her first coz I think the kebab van looks a bit busy 
at the rno,' and Pete is gesturing towards a group of phone boxes to the left ofthis 
and I am exhaling loudly because this gets grimmer and dimmer and ... 
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'What about the one by the library?, 

'Come on then, Darren, before one of us dies, please. ' 

'Do you think we oughta intervene in the ... ' 

'Leave it to the wankers in the suits. No one will get beaten up coz that kebab 

man doesn't want to lose too much custom, and you should see the size of the knife 
he keeps under the counter.' 
Through the underpass - crude drawings of sexual positions, reefers, poetry 
from illiterates and if you want sex ring this number. Past the police station with 
lights on behind closed blinds, and the college and chuck a right, past the library and 
council offices and there - the right box and my heart is thumping and Pete has hands 
pushed deep in coat pockets and shoulders hunched and afucking hurry up, I'm 
freezing look and in. Little bit of paper with her number, in her writing and my heart 
wants to break through my rib cage and run off down the street. Change at the ready 
and just a twenty-p-piece at first and look down and type in the numbers in threes and 
it rings and 
rings ... 
thumbs up from Pete, but I shake my head through small Perspex windows and gather 
my change slowly, swing open the squeaky door and sharp intake of air before I face 
Pete - I'm glad that he is here coz ... 
'No reply?' 

'No.' 
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'Maybe she's out.' 
'Of course she's fucking out, Pete. Else, why would she be ignoring the 
phone?' 
'Maybe she knew you were ringing?' 
'Thank you. Thank you Pete. I would've felt like shit ifI'd had to make that 
call on my own, but because of your kind fucking words, I feel I can get through this. 
Thank you mate.' 
'Oh stop being such a girl. It's Saturday night for fuck's sake. She's not a 
nun is she?' 
'Sorry Pete, but what's your point?' 
'My point, you big Jessie, is that she's not in on a Saturday night and you're 
bound to feel a bit down coz you can't talk to her when you wanted to, but at the end 
of the day it means absolutely nothing, so get over it. Let's go and get a kebab, and if 
you want a little cry, you can always dry your eyes with the pitta bread.' 
'I could eat a kebab and give her a ring later.' 
'You could, if you want to give her the impression that you're a stalker, and 
hey, she might like that - some girls do.' Maybe the cold is getting to Pete. 
I won't read too much into Mary not being in, but I can't help imagining her 
skimpy-dress-dancing as fools queue up to chat and buy her drinks and take her home 
and ... bollocks. 
And in Threshers and me and Pete go halves on a bottle of vodka and some 
mixers coz he's invited me back to his as long as I don't make any noise and cheer­
the-fuck-up, but then, the vodka should help with that. I can't help thinking this is a 
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crisis; we are not all together, Mary is out in the unknown, I have nothing to do on 
Sunday apart from dreading Monday, and when I get back the students will be 
playing ajoke version of Kiss Me Baby One More Time. 
And kebabs are bought and there was no bearded man, bike, suits or 
teenagers, and Pete remembered to buy his little brother Ray some chips and instead 
of walking back we go halves on a taxi and synchronised footsteps on the stairs so his 
mum can't hear his visitor and his dad's still at the football and a gentle knock on 
Ray's door and all cross-legged in Pete's room, Rayon the bed, Pete on the bed and 
me against/in/on a beanbag and the sound of three boys eating, paper-rustling, tv 
channel-flicking, fizzy-drink-can-opening and slurping and behind your hand burping 
and send Ray downstairs for crisps and Ray take the rubbish with you and stop 
moaning coz we got you chips didn't we, and a can - and Kit-Kats Ray, bring the Kit­
Kats and tumblers and Who Wants to Be a Millionaire is on and Chris Tarrant has his 
finger on his chin and a smile and a dj voice and Ray's back already with every item 
remembered, but give him a hard time anyway and where have you been Ray and 
that's the last time f get you chips and out comes the vodka and it's holiday measures 
and let's drink it through straws and Ray doesn't drink but he's alright with his crisps 
and slag off Tarrant and slag off that woman who's just won 16,000 pounds coz of 
her glasses and stupid voice and at least she's used all her lifelines and yeah hope she 
gets the next one wrong and she oughta spend the money on new glasses and a new 
identity and fjust wish she 'dfuck offand channel flick and it's a weird program on 
channel 4 about medieval combat and this bald bloke who's a professor or something 
and he actually makes these weapons and he's an expert and he has all his students 
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come to these events where they have to re-create actual battles and it's the look - the 
look 
in 
his 
eyes 
that let's you know, deep down he's a nutter - he's the last person that should be 
allowed to become an expert in weapons and you see the fear on some of his 
student's faces when he's hacking at them and lunging and throwing them down and 
pretending to finish them off and I can easily penetrate the chain-mail with my axe 
and you know that some of them are scared of what he might do when the cameras 
finish for the day and there's probably an entire wing ofa hospital dedicated to the 
students who didn't learn their techniques properly and have come into class for him 
to hack off one of their limbs as an example to the rest of the class and the bubbles in 
my drink go up my nose. 
Pete's phone beeps and I do not look at him but hear the clickety-click of a 
message being tapped and Ray has a music magazine and is reading about The 
Libertines and I point and tell him they're shire and he tells me that he's been to see 
them and I tell him they're shite and I ask him what he thought of the gig and with a 
shrug he says it was alright and I wish he'd just call them shite and the message has 
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been sent and the phone is put to the other side of the bed, picked up again and 
fiddled with and then put down and I pour us both a drink and Ray opens the packet 
of Kit-Kats and the mad knight/professor kicks another student, one with broad 
shoulders and a pony-tail, to the ground and holds a broadsword or whatever above 
him - inches from pony-tail-boy's face and the rest applaud him and he does a little 
bow with his foot still on the boy's chest. 
Ray is out of the room and back and holds a rolled up sleeping bag and looks 
to Pete who nods, looks down to me and I nod and it looks like I'm crashing the night 
and will hear Pete's dad come home and fall on the stairs and spill his savaloy and 
chips everywhere and he'll be lifted from the stairs to the toilet, to his bed, and Pete's 
mum will sleep in the living room coz she always does. 
And Sunday. My mouth is dry and my head and neck have become one solid 
creaking, clicking dust-blown-carcass and Pete is asleep on his bed but he's fully 
clothed which means I slept through his dad coming home and being put to bed with 
his savaloy and chips and Chelsea scarf. Jeans on and pull up and stand and do it 
silently and kick the sleeping bag under the bed and just one more check that Pete's 
asleep and tum the door handle gently and onto the landing and watch the spilt chips 
and the creaky stair and shoes and jacket on and out the door to a Sunday morning 
quiet street - strong bright sunshine and yet cold enough to bite my cheeks and ... 
she 
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wasn't 
in. 
And along Woodhall Lane and it is quiet as a man with leads round his neck 
walks in front of two Collie dogs which look up at him and weave between each other 
but never get under his feet. Debris from last night's drinkers - dried vomit, broken 
beer bottles, empty fag packets with strips ripped from the lids for roach and a crow 
pecks at the remains of a kebab and tomorrow I have Sainsbury's and 100% polyester 
trousers and have you had a shave today Darren because it's either clean shaven or a 
full beard, nothing in between. 
Key in hole and turn and click and gentle push and squeak and creak and 
tippy-toe up the stairs and clothes thrown to make a pile and shiver and check water 
temperature and shiver again and in and lather and rinse and brush and spit and shiver 
and new clothes and ... 
'Hello, yes it's Darren. Er, yes I did. Thanks for letting me stay. Is Pete 
there please? Hello mate, are we going out or what? Well are you gonna ring Colin 
or. .. yep - I'll come round for you,' and we still have the Sunday to get everything 
fixed and I hope no one heard me using the phone and I'lljust roll a small one before 
I set off and I hope he does ring Colin. 
Sherrads Wood. Colin has left his car at home and we are all together walking 
through the posh half of town and into the woods and the rotting leaves mulch and 
black, black earth and golds and bronze and browns and squirrels and birds high 
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above jumping and calling and Ade is lifting his jeans so that they don't get muddy as 
Pete and Colin walk on ahead talking in hushed voices and small waving movements 
from both their hands and this means no-no I never meant it like that mate and the 
sun is throwing chinks of blinding light through the gaps in the branches which I bat 
back with my hand. A family - middle class man with red body warmer probably 
from the John Lewis Autumn range and shepherd's crook in hand and well 
spoken/screaming boys running up and down the dells and jumping the fallen logs 
and peering down burrows and chasing a Labrador with froth lining its jowels and a 
tail that thwacks at trees and feels no pain. We sidestep away from them because we 
are passing a j and up to the chain-link fence to watch the golfers on the other side 
and Ade is smile and shake of head disbelief at the sight of a pair of tartan trousers 
tucked into orange socks and get the joint back that is turning the colour of the forest 
and mixing with the damp smell and I pick at some lichen that looks like blue coral 
and a jackdaw laughs at Ade who shoots him with a finger. 
We are walking to The Rampant Lion - for a change of scenery, even though 
it's always full of sixteen year olds in Burberry caps who get served without queuing 
at the bar or ever saying please or thank you, but today is not a day to let little things 
bug and I can phone Mary tomorrow. 
Pete punches Colin in the arm and it is a sign that it's all ok and Colin finds a 
log to sit and roll on and Ade throws sticks into a dark brown puddle at the bottom of 
a dell and I can hear the traffic up ahead and we are quite near the pub and the joint is 
passed about and nothing is said about the girl who makes Pete's mobile beep, or 
what Colin has said to receive a forgiving punch in the arm and Pete tells us about a 
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boy that his dad used to hang around with, who took acid in these woods. He'd come 
in here with a group ofhis mates and had taken acidfor the first time and atfirst, 
everything was groovy andfine and they just stood about looking at their hands and 
making shapes and laughing, and then one ofthe older boys had said to this Jason or 
whoever, watch this and blown at the end ofhis lit cigarette and Jason had freaked 
out and run offand everyone there had thought it was pretty funny until two weeks 
later, when he chucked himself offofthe multi-storey in town. 
And out of the woods and across the road and Ade is the chicken for not 
crossing when we did and we mouth him and give him two fingers and he runs at us 
and Colin is in a headlock and calm it down lads coz we're in the car park now and 
we don't wanna get chucked out before we get in and it's an impressive building-
like a really old mansion or something, a life-size prop from Hammer Horror and we 
can hear loud music and the car park is swarming with little shits strutting and 
spitting and puffing and laughing and shouting and some ofthe girls are louder than 
the boys and hang in groups of three and four and pull at each other's arms and laugh 
and tum and whisper loudly behind half-cupped hands held up to oversize gold effect 
hoop earrings and makeup applied with a builder's trowel, saturated in cheap perfume 
and buyonegetonefree hairspray from Superdrug. Vultures vie for the best position 
around a dead zebra in the Serengeti and the hyenas laugh and stamp at the 
accelerator to make the jam pot exhaust pop and inside the pub doors and this place is 
jammed and follow Pete to the bar - weave, weave through people holding drinks to 
their chests and repeating everything they just said but louder and Busta Rhymes is 
screaming and echoing from the beams and high ceiling above and the dj has the 
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headphones round his neck, holding one to his ear with his left hand and flicking 
spinning pressing with his right and we've made it to the bar and Pete doesn't even 
ask what we want just gets the order out as we light fags and look around feeling 
old/out of place/fraudsters and the barman is fat and bouncing and far too excited and 
keeps winking at me and calling Pete, Guv and he's lost nearly all his hair but has 
dyed and spiked what he's got left and is dancing at the till and I can't focus on 
anything but his wiggly bum desperate to escape over-tight bobbly black nylon flares. 
And hug your drinks and make for some air - the people the people, and into the back 
bar and Colin is diving with his bottle held high onto bench seats and we've landed. 
The music changes to Big Beat and Colin is bobbing about, shaking his head 
and occasionally flicking Pete's ear while Ade is still surveying the surroundings with 
his head moving like an owl's and his fag hand raised and dropped in the manner of 
Robocop. 
'Nice here innit,' and Colin means this and Pete is smiling and now I 
remember why we hardly ever come here. I wish I was drinking something more 
trendy than Guinness and I wish my fags were better than Lambert & Butler. 
'Darren, do you fancy goin outside to smoke one?' 
'Ok.' 
'Ade, look after our seats and watch Colin doesn't do himself an injury.' 
And we are up and drinks in hands through the French doors and out to the 
beer garden - massive and bumpy and dotted with weeping willows and picnic tables 
and we walk to the one furthest from anywhere and we are alone and I break a fag 
and look around and ... 
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'So, you haven't asked who's been texting me.' 
'Well ... none of my business is it.' 
'No, but you want to know don't you.' 
'Not if you don't want. .. yes I want to know.' 
'Colin's sister.' 
'Colin's sister? I didn't know she had a thing for you?' 
'She hasn't got a thing for me. She's pregnant.' 
'Fucking hell! Does Colin ... ' 
'Know? No. And you know what his mum's like and his sister's shitting 
herself - sixteen, first boyfriend, both still at school. I just had to tell Colin a pack of 
lies about some imaginary girl I'm after and ... ' 
'Why is she ringing you?' 
'Dunno. She hasn't even told her boyfriend yet.' 
'Fuck,' and I don't know whether I want to smoke what I'm rolling and what 
the fuck are we supposed to do now coz Colin's mum is bloody scary. I remember 
her being banned from our school after trying to attack Colin's Head of Year after he 
got put on report, and the time Colin crashed his first car and had to hide round Pete's 
for a week and ...poor little cow. 'What do we do Pete?' 
'I've just been listening to her really. I don't know what to tell her, and I 
don't know what to tell Colin, but I suppose we'll have to be the ones to do it.' 
'We?' 
'Yeah - his mates.' 
'But Pete,' and we are his mates so what choice do we have but to ... take three 
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green Rizla, lick along half the edge of one and stick another to it, to increase the 
length. Tum over and lick the remaining Rizla, often called a skin and stick this 
horizontally across to make a sort of tall triangle, with the extra flap on the opposing 
side to the sticky edge. Now tum the skins back over and crumble in some green or 
resin, in this case it is green. Often people will sprinkle the tobacco first, but this can 
sometimes mean that you lose track as to how much marijuana you have put in. 
Sprinkle evenly, always resisting the temptation to .. .'how do we hide a baby,' top 
load the joint so that the first smoker receives a much bigger buzz than any of the 
other intended smokers. Now the tobacco, and this is sprinkled so that it mirrors the 
shape ofthe skins and is touched up and modified after a couple of practise rolls until 
you are happy with ... 'and more than that mate, surely it's not right to keep it from 
Colin when it's his sister and', the evenness and feel of the joint. Now, most people 
roll up in the air, but I always like to use a surface to rest the joint on so that I can use 
the leverage and stability to keep the contents compact. Roll the joint so that it is 
now gently funnel shaped. When lifting the joint at this stage ... 'it's probably gonna 
be down to him to keep a lid on it at home, you know,' make sure that the fat end of 
the funnel is held up so that the contents do not fall out. Crimp this end ... 'when it all 
kicks off, and,' and roll a small piece of card for the narrow end to stop the tobacco 
falling into the smoker's mouth. And there ... 'he has to stay round your's for a week 
again,' you have your finished .. .'but this time with his pregnant little sister, her 
boyfriend and, you know, I mean, bloody hell.' joint. 
'Barman. Barman Darren. Barman coming mate.' 
'Ok,' and joint in the fag packet and pretend to stretch and yawn and brush the 
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mess down the cracks of the table and sip at beer - nonchalant. 
'It's alright he was just picking up some empties. He's gone back in. Let me 
have first goes on that joint. You're crap at looking innocent by the way.' 
'I know. It's the blushing and the beads of sweat on the forehead isn't it.' 
'That, and the nervous jumping leg.' 
And Pete is right about the nervous ticks I'm developing and I know it's the 
puff, but what else can you do? Cocaine shrinks your bank balance, not to mention 
your penis and it also greatly enhances a person's capacity for bullshit and 
aggression. Crack and Heroin have pretty obvious complications. Speed turns you 
into a nervous, twitching, non-sleeping twig. Booze is fine and socially acceptable, 
but as soon as you become solely dependant on it then you start waking up in a pool 
of your own urine, and you get that distended belly look, where everything else is 
skinny and white and useless apart from a goldfish bowl under your tits. But man 
cannot live on fags alone and so Pete'l! have to put up with my jittering about - it's 
my day off for fuck's sake. 
And drain the last of it and unsteady to my feet and Pete watching - half 
concerned, half giggling and the long walk back through the garden which seems 
more hilly than bumpy now and the noise is getting louder but it's good C02 it's Pulp 
and this song is fucking great and yeah I feel pretty groovy although I've just spilt a 
bit of Guinness C02 I missed my mouth but Colin and Ade are sitting together and 
rocking back and forth in unison to Babies and Jarvis is flicking his limbs in my head 
and how the fuck are we gonna tell Colin? Sit down and, yeah, now it's Lipgloss and 
it must be a Pulp fan on the decks and people are dancing all around us and there is an 
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amazing girl with blonde hair up in a ponytail and she's dancing with her arms 
flailing about wildly and I can hear the jangle of her bracelets and I wanna get up and 
dance with her but there's no fucking way, and Ade is eyes shut and what the fuck is 
he on? Did they get more drinks while we were in the garden or what? And up to the 
bar and bustled and pushed and trying to walk and watch the blonde at the same time 
and wiggly bum man hurry up and serve me coz I wanna get Ade more drinks so he 
carries on dancing while sitting and I don't wanna think about Colin's sister or 
Sainsbury's or the bloke in the Ralph Lauren shirt who's staring at me from across 
the bar. And now - no, surely not, but it is - Common People. They must have a 
whole fucking album on and I'm ignoring wiggly bum man's wink and he's getting 
the drinks and I can see Sadie Frost in that little Chinese style dress pushing a 
shopping trolley and the Ralph Lauren shirt man is talking to his mate Ben Sherman 
shirt man and pointing over and surely it's not because I've been staring at the 
amazing dancing blonde girl coz she can't be going out with one ofthem and here 
comes Pete to help with the drinks and he's doing that half-dance-walk that people do 
at weddings and through the people back to table and Ade and Colin have an arm 
around each other and they're singing all the words and that wanker barman has 
given me two inches of froth on my pint and the blonde has gone somewhere and 
fuck - that joint is really kicking in and the dizzy/excited-reallyfuckingnervous is 
surging through my arms so place the pint down and just sit back for a sec. 
'Who's for a game of pool then?' 
'Yeah, doubles then Adie my boy? Colin, Darren, pick up your drinks and 
follow me,' and we are up and grinning and snaking through the standing and the 
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twisting and the half-shout-chatting, round the corner to a dog-leg shaped room with 
a blue baize pool table and a small round table next to an unused open fireplace full 
of fag-ends. Two young girls are on the pool table and smacking the balls around and 
pretending to be drunk and we are sitting, waiting for the children to finish and I am 
watching that pound on the side of the tab Ie coz I lost one once and never really got 
over it and at last they finish and have a bit of a sword fight with the cues and are 
gone and - what the fuck? Some arsehole - no the Ralph Lauren arsehole is up to the 
table and racking up the balls and ... 
'Sorry mate, but we're next on. That's my pound,' and he's squaring up to 
me. Who the fuck is this bloke? 
'There's no need to get all arsey about it.' 
, I ...what? Who's getting arsey? I don't... ' and I'm walking back to the table 
and I know my face is screwed up and Ade is shrugging and smiling and Colin has 
Pete in a headlock and Pete is twisting Colin's nose so I sit back down to watch my 
pound. Who the fuck wears yellow Ralph Lauren shirts anyway? 
And Colin is up and rubbing his nose and Pete is two-fInger-waving at him 
with a smug smile and Primal Scream are on and Colin waves a finger above our 
drinks and we are nodding and Ade is gonna help him get them in and, oh no, Colin is 
looking puzzled at the two blokes playing pool and ... 
'Oi Darren, didn't you put a quid on the table? I thought we were next.' 
'Are you getting all arsey ... ' 
And Ade is there - what the fuck happened to these two while we were in the 
garden? Ade has his hand on Ralph Lauren man's chest and is just shaking his head 
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and smiling and Colin's laughter is not gonna help this situation. Now Pete is 
looking over and Ben Sherman shirt man is just taking his shot on the table so 
without backup Ralph Lauren man is turning and just get Colin to the bar Ade coz 
we've only had a couple and already it's fucking kicking off and is today the day that 
we all sit round and have a word with Colin or what, I mean how long do we hold 
onto something like this? 
'That bloke's a bit of a wanker in-he?' 
'They were staring me out at the bar. I don't think I know them. Still we'll 
have to keep an eye on them when one of us needs the toilet. They're the sort of 
cunts that'll follow you in with a bottle.' 
'You're not wrong Darren my boy. You're not wrong,' and why do we get 
this? In fact I think I get it more than any ofthe rest of them. It can't just be because 
I'm small and look different, although, what else do they need? My mum would tell 
me it's because they're jealous, but somehow I doubt that's the reason. 'Did my dad 
wake you up last night?' 
'No. I was dead to the world mate. That vodka really knocked me out.' 
'Good.' 
'Was he in a state?' 
'Fuckin hell, was he! He dropped chips everywhere .. .' 
'I saw some ofthe chips.' 
'He started singing Carefree and I had to clamp a hand over his mouth, oh it 
was a fucking nightmare. He seems to be getting younger as he gets older. I can't 
wait to get my own place.' 
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'That would be great. We wouldn't have to keep coming to places like this 
for a drink. ' 
'Why? Who said I'd let you lot round? I want a bit of peace and quiet. I'd 
just lock myself away and have all my groceries delivered and become a hermit.' 
'You mean like that green muppet?' 
'No. That's Kermit.' 
And Ade is holding our drinks and shaking his head and Colin is following 
and, oh bollocks - he's wearing his sunglasses and they're those wraparound type that 
Arnie wears in Terminator and they've got coloured, mirrored fronts and this is 
bound to upset Pete. 
'Why are you wearing those stoopid fucking glasses Colin? You're gonna 
make us a target.' It has upset Pete. 
'They are not stoopid glasses Pete. They are very beautiful glasses, and more 
than that they are my feel-good glasses so I'd appreciate you shutting the fuck up, er, 
if you'd be so kind.' 
'You look like a blind man with severe learning disabilities, and because 
you're sitting with us then it's like, er, like ... ' 
'Guilt by association?' 
'Thank you Darren. Yes, guilt by association, so please take them off before I 
give you a punishment beating.' 
'They're staying on, dick-wad. Fuck off.' 
And outside and I've remembered my pound that we never got to spend on pool in 
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the end and I feel a bit bad coz I didn't get a round in and I don't know where we're 
going apart from towards the woods and Welwyn Garden again and I probably 
should've eaten a bit more and already Colin's on about skinning another one up and 
still wearing those retard glasses and tomorrow I've got Sainbury's and I'm gonna 
have to give up that shit-house job coz it's more hassle than it's worth and I spend the 
entire week thinking of the weekend and the entire weekend dreading the coming 
week and I suppose now would be about the right time for a fag and shamble after the 
others and ring Mary later if I can get it together in time. 
The woods feel colder and damper now in the late afternoon and the sun is 
low and pops out from behind tree trunks from time to time and it looks like Colin 
has found somewhere to sit and put one together and Ade isn't bothering to lift his 
jeans anymore, but looking up every time he blows smoke and I wish I could've 
given Ralph Lauren man the beating of his life with his own shoes in front of Ben 
Sherman shirt man and shouted, DO YOU SEE! DO YOU SEE WHAT HAPPENS 
WHEN YOU TAKE OTHER PEOPLE'S GO ON THE POOL TABLE WHEN THEY 
HAVE QUITE CLEARLY PUTA POUND DOWN FOR THE NEXT GO AFTER 
THOSE SILLY LITTLE GIRLS HAD FINISHED? DO YOU SEE! But none of us 
said anything when they racked up the balls for the second time, just huffed and 
puffed a little and made fun ofColin's glasses some more. The golfers have all gone 
and the sound of the woods is just crows and distant traffic and I hope Pete leaves it 
until another day to tell Colin. 
Oh come on, come on - pick up. You can't be out ag ... 'Hello, Mary? Hi. How are 
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you? Yeah I know, I kept meaning to ring you but every time I've tried you've been 
out so ... erm, on Saturday night I rang and ... oh right, the pictures, cool. Did you see 
anything nice, or. .. right, oh I've heard that's good yeah. Did you go on your own, 
or... right, your mate, cool. Is he alright is he? Her name's Cheryl, right. No - no, 
I'm not checking up on you, Ijust... hey, you know, you're, er, your own person and 
it's up to you who you ... yep. I might bejealous if you did, yeah. What about if! 
took a girl to the pictures, would you be jealous? Good, coz I get asked to the 
pictures all the time. There's a lot of girls down here who are after a man with, you 
know, a career stacking shelves in Sainsbury's and digs in a smelly house, so... well I 
don't know how we get round the problem ofjealousy, quite frankly Mary. Maybe 
we ... are you asking me out? What officially? I should go away and think about it 
really ... I'm joking - I'm joking, I'd love to be your boyfriend, Ijust hope the wife 
doesn't kick up a stink but... I'mjoking ... yes a few pints, but I'd say yes to that 
question in any circumstances. I'm really grinning. You should see how much I'm 
grinning ... ' 
Nothing can even get close. The buzzing from a faulty strip-light, the psycho who 
works at the deli counter, the searing heat in the crotch of my polyester trousers, the 
fact that A I is off sick today, having to get up at six this morning, the sound of Irene 
up-chucking her cooking sherry last night - these things patter off of me like confetti. 
She asked me out. She's that gorgeous, and after one night of chatting, one kiss, one 
letter, one tape and a couple of phone calls, she asks me out. Today has probably 
been the easiest and quickest passing of any other Sainsbury'S day. Ten to four and 
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just a leisurely stroll up the stairs and into the sweet-smelling locker room. 
Clock out and through the shoppers and I'm finished so I'm ignoring you - go 
and find the frozen pizzas yourself madam and yes it's four o'clock and still light. 
And off to Menswear for me and a pound for the homeless man today and I hope I 
don't break into a skip because I'm sorely tempted and in through the door and I can 
see the back of Pete's head near the ties. 
'You alright, you ugly mother ... fuck me! What happened to your eye?' 
'Hello mate. Looks nice dunnit. Well there's a bit of a story behind this. 
After we left you at the phone box, Ade decided he wanted a kebab and walked to 
town and me and Colin thought we'd get a pasty from the garage and on the way 
there ... ' 
'You got mugged?' 
'No, I thought seein as Colin was in such a good mood, what with the dancing 
about and the feel-good glasses ... ' 
'What - you told him?' 
'Yep, just as we're about to go into the garage.' 
'And he hit you.' 
'Not straight away, first of all he just stood there with his mouth moving and 
this weird sound coming from his throat. .. ' 
'Bloody hell.' 
'Then he goes into one and starts shouting and swearing and he's gonna kill 
her boyfriend and ... ' 
'Oh bloody hell!' 
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'Right, and everybody's looking round in the garage - like what the fuck's 
goin on, and I try to grab him coz he's walking away now, still screaming and 
throwing his arms about and he turns round and clumps me.' 
'Oh.' 
'He runs off and I leg it home before someone calls the police. I've been 
trying to ring him all day but his phone's off.' 
'What did they say in here about your eye?' 
'Not a lot, they just thought it was funny and told me to wear an eye-patch for 
tomorrow. ' 
'Are you gonna go round and see him tonight?' 
'What, so his mum can blacken the other one and even me up? Piss off. I'll 
try his mobile when I finish here, but I'm not going round there. It'll be a fucking 
war zone.' 
'What about his sister?' 
'What about her? Her phone's off as well.' 
'Bloody hell, I mean, it's not even like we drunk that much.' 
'Bad timing. I don't know what I was thinking mate. Anyway, did you get 
through to Mary or have I got to listen to you trying to guess whether she's ignoring 
your phone calls or not?' 
'No, I got through.' 
'And?' 
'Oh, nothing really. She was at the pictures with her mate on Saturday. 
asked her what she's been up to and told her what I've been up to.' 
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'Sounds like a pretty boring conversation. I hope you're lying about yourself 
so you at least stand a chance with the girl.' 
'Yeah, it was quite a boring conversation, until she asked me out, so". ' 
'She asked you out?' 
'Yep.' 
'And she's alright in the head you say?' 
'Obviously she knows a catch when she sees one. What can I say?' 
'You're sure she actually asked you out, I mean she didn't word it in a way 
that really meant she wants to be friends with you, but she'd rather you didn't contact 
her again?' 
'It doesn't matter what you say Pete because I'm the one with the girlfriend 
who happens to be gorgeous, and you're the one who's got to go round Colin's house 
tonight.' 
'All joking apart, I don't know what the fuck to do about that Darren. You 
should have seen him.' 
'We need a summit. We should all meet up tonight - you, me and Ade and 
decide what we should do, coz we ought to do something. We can't just leave it.' 
'I'll ring Ade after work. Be round mine for seven.' 
And for some reason we think that Ade, after being told the entire story in great 
detail, will think for a moment, look up and tell us the answer. He is looking up, up 
at the ceiling and blowing cigarette smoke slowly through pursed lips and Pete is 
passing me the joint and Ray is giving him dirty looks for smoking it, and smoking it 
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in here, and we are cross-legged on the floor of Pete's bedroom with a towel under 
the door and ... 
'Ade. Ade. Ade.' 
'What?' 
'So?' 
'So ...what?' 
'I'm sitting here with a black eye while our mate is probably having some sort 
of violent breakdown and his little sister is probably in hiding with her boyfriend who 
is probably wheelchair-bound by now... ' 
'Her boyfriend's in a wheelchair?' 

'No, Ade... no, I'm saying that Colin went off his nut and was talking about 

killing this sixteen year old - did you listen to anything I said?' 
'You never mentioned that her boyfriend was in a wheelchair.' 
'Her boyfriend isn't in a wheelchair Ade - Colin was gonna beat him up is 
what I'm saying and now we need to do something before I don't know what.' 
'Oh right. Yeah, we should do something. Have you tried ringing him?' 
'Phone's switched off.' 
'Well then.' 
'Well then, what Ade?' 
'Well then - we can't do anything else coz it's none of our business and if 
you're right about his mum then I don't fancy fist-fighting her in the street. The bank 
doesn't look favourably on fist-fighting middle-aged women in the street. They're 
very old fashioned like that.' I am sitting useless, devoid of all ideas and feeling 
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guilty for the rush I can feel in my belly because Mary asked me out. I am selfish. 1 
am selfish and thinking of her in a state of undress ... 
'Right. Come on. Darren stub that joint. Ray tape Match afthe Day for me. 
Ade get your coat on. We're all going round there now. Not you Ray - tape Match of 
the Day I said.' And what choice do we have other than following the leader and 
hoping all the way that he will be the one to go to the door and do the talking. 
We are silent and heads down. Although I've known Colin since school, I've never 
been in his house. I've knocked his door plenty of times and spoken to his mum and 
dad on the phone when they've answered it. I've spoken to his little sister probably 
twice and never said more than hello to his two older brothers, and they all live in that 
house, together, doing their own thing, secretly, behind closed doors and curtains ... 'I 
don't think we should all just turn up ... ' 
'Shut up Darren. We're going and that's it.' Clenching his fists - that's not a 
good sign. In fact, turning up at Colin's door with a black eye and clenched fists and 
me and Ade hiding behind a hedge is not gonna look good for Pete. Colin's dad's a 
weirdo as well. I remember meeting him in Tesco's once and chatting away to Colin 
and his dad just standing there, silent, staring, breathing through his mouth, holding a 
tin ofTesco's own-make baked beans. It's no good looking at me like that Ade. We 
looked to you for an answer and you fucked it mate, and now we're gonna be dragged 
into something awful that's none of our business and Pete's still clenching his fists 
and now he's jutting his chin out as well. I would never have smoked that fucking 
joint if I'd known we were gonna do something scary. I can't believe how good I felt 
4 
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earlier today and now it's all gonna go shit-shaped. I remember the fear on Colin's 
face that time he crashed his car. Who's ever heard of someone having to run away 
from home for a week at the age of eighteen when they've crashed their own car and 
it wasn't like he was drink-driving or speeding or anything, but the fear - the fear on 
his face made the hairs on my arms prickle. 
It's still light and the weather has a not quite night, not quite summer feel 
about it and a wave of starlings flip-flaps over Hollybush shops and a crowd of 
teenagers on bikes, mopeds and scooters with helmets perched on the back of their 
heads and fags in mouths wagging as they shout to each other and one ofthem holds 
onto a Staffordshire bull terrier that barks and croaks and whips its tail. Pass this 
scene and look up to a woodpigeon bowing and cooing, fanning its tail at another 
woodpigeon that's not impressed and hops about an oak tree's branches in a bid to 
get away. Ade lights a cigarette and rolls his eyes and now Pete is marching with far 
too much purpose in his step and my arms feel like they should be doing something 
other than just hanging loosely by my sides. Crossing the road and into Colin's street 
and his car is there and his house has the curtains drawn and the pace slows right 
down because we are at the tall hedge right by Colin's house and what the fuck are 
we supposed to do now? 
'Colin's car's there.' What is up with Ade today? Has someone forgotten to 
switch him on? 
Still clenched fists, but Pete is determined to do something, pressing his lips together 
each time he looks down so that they go white and he is fiddling with his phone and a 
phone call would be better than knocking that door and having that woman rush us in 
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the street, and who says that Colin's told his mum and dad anyway? We could be on 
the verge of causing an incident that never needed to happen ... 
'Colin? Colin - it's Darren. Thank fuck you answered - I've been trying to 
ring you all day. Listen, we're outside your house ...all of us. Are you in? Come out 
and see us. My eye's ok mate. Come out...we'll go for a drive.' 
He's tired and will not look at any of us, but nods to all of us and into the car 
without looking back at his house in case someone is watching and ignition, engine­
rev and away - escape. No radio. We are all watching Colin's movements for any 
clue. Welwyn Garden is a flashing mess of streets, pubs, shops, small boys chasing a 
football and Colin is taking us away so we can talklthinkldrinklsortitallout? Pete puts 
the Delays on the stereo and we sit back and wait to see where we're taken, past 
Stanborough Lakes and the AIM, and onto the Lower Luton Road. Ade is lighting a 
cigarette and flicking through FHM and Colin's movements are now less erratic, but 
we still avoid eye contact and to the left are fields and a horse cantering and to the 
right Brocket Hall Golf Club and pheasants and fir trees. Colin is eyes straight ahead 
and gunning it and we are turning off for the John Bunyan and I hope that wanker in 
the suit isn't in there this time because we don't need any hassle tonight and whip the 
car round the lanes and into the car park and there are three cars and a Transit van and 
Colin stops and the ignition is off and we sit. Ade opens his door and hangs there as 
he notices that no one else is making a move to leave the car and then he is easing his 
door shut again and we sit. Pete is turning to Colin and ... 
'Are you alright mate?' 

'Yeah.' 
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And we are out and gravel crunching behind Colin who is heading for a table 
in the beer garden furthest from the pub and Ade shaking his head and pushing Pete 
back down on the bench and is off to get the drinks and everyone has one of my fags. 
The sky is getting dark and really it's a bit cold for the beer garden as we all pretend 
to be too engrossed with smoking our cigarettes to talk. Birds are calling from the 
woods and Ade is balancing a tray with our drinks and I should have bought this 
round and if I'm not careful these boys are gonna think I'm a bit of a ponce, so I'll 
definitely get the next one in and here are Ade, have a cigarette and sit down so we 
can start this ...whatever it is and Colin looks up and he ... 
begins 
to 
cry. 
Sobbing, really hard sobbing and trying to catch a breath but it's really coming out of 
him loud and hoarse and mixing with a cough and spluttering, his head is in his hands 
now and we are looking at each other in useless disbelief and what do we do now, 
because this is frightening - really frightening and what's happened? Pete is holding 
him, but awkward and is looking to me and Ade for something but we don't know 
what to do - how to react to this show of grief and I gulp at my beer hoping that it 
will help or show me what to do and still he's sobbing and his chest is heaving and 
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spit hangs from his open mouth and a strand of snot drops to the table and I want to 
run away and pretend I never saw this. Now Ade is up and sort of hovering behind 
the 'Colin and Pete' bundle and his hand wavers back and forth and now he is sort of 
patting Colin on the head and sitting back down to exhale loudly and shake his head 
at me and all I can think to do is skin up. Shaking hands make this a task, but now at 
least I don't have to look and the sobbing is breaking up into something quieter and 
Colin is pushing Pete away, but gently, and Ade is nudging the bottle of Budweiser 
towards him and he's trying to mop up the tears and snot and regulate his breathing 
and I break a cigarette and wink at Colin - I don't know why, but it's something - a 
gesture. A car is pulling into the car park and Ade is standing in front of Colin so that 
no one can see him cry and I put a hand over my hal f-finished joint. Two men get out 
of the car and do not even notice us before going into the pub and Ade has done his 
job and can sit down next to me and look at the joint, at me, and then at the joint 
before getting back to his Stella and cigarette. And I've finished and nip the end 
before passing it to Colin who nods slightly and sparks it, sucks in, holds ... and blows 
out with a small moan. 
'My little sister's up the duff, by some fuckin crim who doesn't wanna know. 
She hasn't even sat her GCSEs yet and when my mum finds out she's gonna make 
her get rid of it and I don't think I can live in that fuckin house any more. I can't 
cope with the thought ... with the fucking thought of my little sister. .. oh, fucking 
hell.' and we are sickening, useless silence, apart from the scraping sound of our 
shifting feet. What can any of us offer him? And 1 wish I'd patted his head at the 
same time as Ade. 
-
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'Who else knows Colin?' 

'1 haven't spoken to anyone, Ijust...l'm sorry about your eye.' 

'My eye's fine mate.' 

5 
1am sitting up straight. I have not smoked, or had anything to drink. Two jack 
russells are sitting looking up at me and doing that under-their-breath-crying thing. 
My mum is really chuffed that I'm here and has fed me two yoghurts, a Kit-Kat, a 
chicken leg with a piece of bread and butter and a handful of dry roasted peanuts - in 
that order. She's just spent the last five minutes trying to persuade me to have a piece 
of cheese on toast, but on this one I'm not budging. 
'Have you told dad you're here.' 
'He knows I'm here mum.' 
My dad is bare-chested in the garden ripping greenery, stacking fencing and 
adding to the compost heap. It scares me to see him without a shirt on, the freakishly 
small nipples, the four clumps of hair on his back that make an outline of a cross, the 
curly hair on the chest - all of these things I share with him. I don't have a stomach 
of his proportions just yet, but with a bit of work and another thirty years and I could 
be the spitting image of a man I can't get on with. My mum's looking old - old and 
smaller than she was. She's telling one of the dogs to get down and it's ignoring her 
and licking her hand and my dad is walking towards the patio doors, slipping off his 
shoes and ... 
'Alright son.' 
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'Alright dad.' 

'Not been round for a while.' 

'No, I've been really busy.' 

'Stressful, is it, working at Sainsbury's?' 

And out of there. I really miss my mum. I wish she hadn't touched my shoulder just 
as I was leaving ... but a Saturday and I'm going to see the new flat. Pete and Colin 
have been in it a week and today will be the first time they've properly invited me 
and Ade round. My visits earlier in the week were probably not a great idea when I 
was rolling ajoint and Pete's weird uncle came round and asked who I was and I've 
just said their mate and Pete's had to reassure him that his flat will be in capable 
hands and not to worry and no it's not a drug den and I felt like a criminal - just 
wrong. It seems a bit weird that Pete's uncle has got a spare flat anyway, and that it's 
only now that he mentions it to Pete when it looks like it hasn't been lived in for ages 
and Pete and Colin can't tell anyone that they're paying him rent in case the council 
finds out and where the fuck does Pete's uncle live? He doesn't look like he'd have a 
girlfriend, but even Hitler had a girlfriend so I suppose it takes all sorts. 
I have three ready-rolled joints in my fag packet. A bottle of Chilean red wine ­
13.5%, alright. The evening is warm, but fresh warm without being humid. The flat 
is the side of town by the lagoon, in fact it overlooks the lagoon, which my dad told 
me was dug out by hand and is now just a very muddy, almost oily looking giant 
puddle with shopping trolleys, pizza boxes, MacDonald's packaging and one duck 
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who obviously can't be arsed to find somewhere nice to paddle. It's weird over here, 
sort of mostly industrial, but neither posh nor poor and kind of cut off from the rest of 
the town. Their block of flats look really nice from the outside and my mum always 
says that you can usually tell what people are like from their net curtains and none of 
the net curtains I've seen look that bad and Pete hadn't even seen any of his 
neighbours last time I spoke to him. And ring the buzzer - oh fuck that's the wrong 
one. Good, no answer. 23 and press call and ... 
'Hello it's Darren.' Push the door and up the stairs and pot plants are a good 
sign, didn't notice those before and I can't smell piss and there is no litter on the 
stairs, but I bet they had a hard time getting their furniture up here, two flights up and 
to the door. It's ajar and the hall is full of boxes and Colin and Pete are arguing about 
something in the kitchen and I should at least say hello and a wave will do, just grab a 
couple of cups - let them get on with it. It's hard to tell what a place is really like 
when it's full of things that aren't in their right places. I haven't seen either of the 
two bedrooms yet, or very much of the kitchen but the living room is a fair size and it 
looks like it was decorated when Spacehoppers first came out. The carpet is one of 
those grey nylon ones with ridges and I don't want to take my shoes off. Brown 
curtains frame two metal doors, behind which Ade is standing, smoking a cigarette on 
the balcony and good job I brought a corkscrew with me and open with a satisfying 
pop. 
'1 wondered what that was then. I thought they'd started throwing light bulbs 
at each other for a minute.' 
'1 brought some wine Ade, but looks like we'll have to drink it on our own if 
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the two old women in there can't get it together.' 
'They've been like that all afternoon. Nice flat though innit?' 
'Yeah, I like this balcony. They should get some chairs up here.' And it is 
really nice, looking out at a lagoon, even though there's a whacking great big 
gyratory system and a load of factories just beyond it, you could enjoy a balcony like 
this, just looking out and forgetting. 'What are they rowing about Ade?' 
'I've lost interest to be honest. I'm just glad I was too busy to help them 
move their furniture in on Wednesday and Thursday. I bet they were really kicking 
off at each other then. This wine's nice - I didn't know you were a wine drinker?' 
'Not as a rule, but it's lighter than carrying a six-pack of Guinness round. Has 
Colin mentioned anything about his sister at all, or. .. ' 
'No, and I wouldn't if I were you either. I think Pete's dealing with that and 
he'Hlet us know ifhe thinks we should get involved. Aren't you supposed to let 
wine breathe?' 
'It's breathing now isn't it?' and in walk the old married couple and Pete is 
slumping on the three-seater brown sofa that came with the flat and throws up a cloud 
of dust every time you sit on it. Colin is excited and all Alright boys? Yeah come on 
then, what are we drinking - wine is it? and Skin up Darren - let's get go in paZ. And I 
can tell Pete's gonna be in for a hard time. I give Colin one of my ready-rolled and 
leave him describing the fun you can have on a balcony to a far away Ade who is 
sipping his wine in between drags on a cigarette. 
'Want some wine Pete - it's Chilean man.' 
'Go on then, that's my cup there. I've got some beers in the fridge for us 
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H 
later. ' 
The ridiculously large joint that Colin called his 'Bob Marley Special' took a little 
while to hit, but now I can hardly even move my eyes from side to side or up and 
down ... or just move my eyes. I'm lying in the middle ofthe floor with my hands on 
my chest and my head on my shoes, trying hard to focus on the once white ceiling, 
stained with nicotine and hanging with webs. Colin is still excited and Ade is 
nodding patiently as he describes knocking down walls and making the most a/the 
natural light. Pete is channel flicking with the sound down and Air are on the stereo 
at volume 7 - which is just right for the now. He's found Euratrash and I make my 
eyes focus again as breasts bounce and buttocks wobble. The pizzas we ordered 
tasted a bit funny but I didn't quite finish mine and when I find the energy I'm gonna 
have another bit. A man dressed as a penguin is being fed whole fish by a girl in a 
polka dot bikini and I'm glad the volume's down coz he's probably making penguin 
noises - he's definitely flapping his flippers a lot. Should you worry when the only 
time you feel normal is when you're half-pissed and stoned? Someone once told me 
that the French fella off of this show used to model Calvin Klein underwear - no 
one's answering - did I definitely ask that out-loud? I wonder what Mary looks like 
naked? Fuckin amazing. I'll ring her tomorrow and tell her ... tell her ... that...1 
should just go up there and tum up at her door all unexpected and I'd ring her bell, or 
buzzer - whatever and she'd answer it and it'd be like that scene in Vanilla Sky right 
at the end with Tom Cruise and Penelope Cruz and he knows it's all just a dream, but 
so does she and - and, I love that film and ifl speak to one more person who says 
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they don't get it then ... this place needs a fish tank - something you can really tune 
into like a community fish tank where each type of fish has its own area for 
swimming in and living in and one type eats the algae off the sides of the tank and 
one type swims up near the surface and another type goes along the bottom sifting the 
gravel and they're all in harmony and you could totally lose yourself injust watching 
them go about their daily business in a world that you've created like a miniature god 
and ... man, when my dad had those four piranha in a tank in the living room when I 
was, what - seven, eight? and one of his mates brought round some live eels and my 
dad put them in the tank with those fuckin piranha and I remember my mum asking 
him why and he was Oh, fjust want to see what'll happen and we came down in the 
morning and they'd bitten chunks out of one of the eels - and what the fuck did you 
expect to happen, dad? 
'You alright down there Darren?' 
'Yeah baby.' 
'Darren, don't keep calling me baby. It's freaking me out a bit, to be honest. 
Just stick to calling me Pete, for the time being.' 
And why does Colin have to do this? He's taken off Moon Safari which I was 
really digging and now he's putting Pink Floyd on and I really don't get this band 
going off on one and just playing the guitar for like twenty minutes and stupid 
fucking sound effects and everybody goes oh yeah man, fucking genius. I mean, I 
know so many people who feel just because they smoke they have to be into Pink 
Floyd and oooooh - secret messages and all that bollocks and I really want to have a 
go at Colin now and tell him that his ideas for home improvement are shite and 
-= 
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replacing Moon Safari with a bloody Pink Floyd album is just not the fucking one at 
this point in the evening and fucking look at him with that joint in his mouth just 
getting wet and his eyes are closed and he's doing that bloody nodding thing like oh 
yeah man, I'm totally getting it, and another thing, they're all really old now and not 
cool old like The Rolling Stones who are all slim and full-head-of-hair old, but proper 
old, middle-age-spread-fucking-old and you're still supposed to believe they're living 
legends and cool and wanna be like them and look at him now - actually strumming 
an invisible guitar, I mean, we haven't drunk and smoked enough to warrant cuntish 
behavior like this, in front of your mates ...and for fuck's sake is this still track one? 
The balcony - the balcony will sort me out and I can take my ...where's my beer and, 
oh there we go and up and whoa - a little unsteady but ok, and is anyone taking any 
notice - no, so to the brown, brown and horrible bloody curtains and where the fuck is 
the handle and blast of fresh air and look down and up, leaning in/out and I am the 
only one using a balcony so I'm alone and time to light a cigarette and this beer's 
getting a bit flat but still drinkable and is the wind making me wobble or am I 
wobbling un-aided and push that nausea back down to my stomach - back down to 
where it came from and what a view even though it's dark, those cars are really zip­
zip-zipping round that gyro-twisty-spaghetti-big-fucking-road-thing and the water of 
the lagoon has gone all thick and g\oopy like oil and I can still hear bloody Pink 
Floyd - I just wish they'd piss off and stop fucking with my space. Oh, and here they 
come coz they can't just let me have a nice time on me own, they've got to gatecrash 
my me-time to .. .oh great it's Colin. 
'What the fuck are you do in out here then Darren? What you up to you big 
az = 
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girl? If you feel sick do it in the toilet coz if you vomit on anyone below then we'll 
get kicked out of here like a shot. You do look a bit pale actually. Was it that pizza, 
coz mine tasted a bit funny? Don't think it was cooked right. If you feel a bit sick ... ' 
'Colin, I do not feel sick, I just wanted some time alone to 
contemplate ... things, and get it together and just be.' 
'Come here mate.' and he is hughugnoseinmyshouldersnugglehugging me 
and I know he's been through a lot lately but if! pushed him off this balcony now, 
could I make it look like an accident? I'm sorry your honour but Colin was high on 
drink and drugs and I just couldn't talk him out of it, he was determined to fly, and 
for a while your honour, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I think he did. That's it, 
thank you Colin, off you pop mate, back inside. He's actually smiling to himself and 
shaking his head slightly coz he feels he's done something good. I should've put my 
shoes on to stand out here. I should've asked Colin to bring me another beer while he 
was in a feel-good mood as well. I wonder who can see me up here, standing, 
wobbling, with a can of beer and fag, in my socks, having just been cuddled by 
another man/mannish boy. 
And back in and thank fuck someone has changed the music and I'm not even 
sure who this is but it's an improvement and another beer and fuck that box - where 
did that come from? I wonder if they've tried using this old cooker yet. I wonder if 
they've even opened the oven door. How long is it since I've eaten a meal - a proper 
meal that's been cooked for me? Whatever. Ooh, they've got a few beers left, 
must've gone to Tesco's and every time I manage to get some down the front of my 
top and fuck that box - now I've spilt some on my socks. They're playing cards - oh, 
4 
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The Dandy Warhols, yeah, of course it is, I love this band. 
'Darren, you in or out?' 
'Out, baby, out.' 
'It's Pete, Darren. Stop calling me baby, else that's your last beer.' 
And even though he's telling me off he's passing the joint to me at the same 
time and perhaps this is why I love Pete so much. They look very sweet all sitting 
round, crosslegged on the floor with poker faces. It seems only a few years ago we 
used to sit like that with football cards in our hands and lollies hanging on our bottom 
lips and just stretch myself out on this hideous but very comfortable sofa and have a 
flick of the old channels for myself and bloody hell - who rolled this one to burn the 
back of my throat? And there he goes - arguing the toss even though they're playing 
for matches, Colin has to have a moan. He's fuckin annoying me tonight. Yes your 
honour, he was high on drink and drugs and even though we tried to stop him, he was 
determined to go swimming in that lagoon with his pockets full of stones. Your 
honour, ladies and gentlemen of the jury, all he wanted to do was feel like a fish, and 
for a while, I think he did. I don't know why they bother to even play with Ade when 
they know he's gonna win every hand. 
'I don't mind you beatin me Ade - Ade, I don't, but stop playing with your 
matches. I can't stand it when someone plays with their matches.' 
'Peter, I'm simply counting them, I'm not ... ' 
'You're playing with your matches, and I've told you before that I can't stand 
it when someone plays with their matches. Did you just get yourself a beer Darren? 
Fuck me, don't ask anyone else if they want one will you, selfish. Ade, I don't want 
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this to get out of hand, but seriously, if you keep playing ... ' 
'I have to count, to see how much I'm winning by.' 
And the living room door opens and in walks Pete's uncle and what the fuck? We are 
all squinting and wondering what the fuck is going on coz no one heard the door go 
and he's obviously let himself in with a key and - oh fucking great, he's brought a 
mate and I am slowly rising to a seated position and the boys are putting their cards 
down and hide the joint, hide the joint - he's just standing in the door way and how 
much time has passed since ... 
'Alright boys.' 
'Brian. Wasn't expecting you tonight.' 
'Got a bit a business with, er, well, we'll go in the kitchen Pete - can see 
you're having a bit of a party so ... ' and he is walking through the hall and we are all 
sober again and everyone looks at everyone with the same question in their eyes and 
the whispering between us is all, did he just let himself in? and, what's he doing 
here? and, who's the other leila? and Pete is screwed-up-face angry, but stays 
sitting, holding his cards and the time is one thirty-four in the morning and ... 'See you 
later boys. Don't be making too much noise now will ya.' and out the front door 
with his greasy haired, badly fitting denim jacket wearing, giggling fool of a mate 
close behind and the front door is slammed and I need a cigarette. 
Ade is smiling and shaking his head with his eyebrows high like Pete 
should've known and Colin is up and in the kitchen with fierce mumblings. Pete is 
jutting his chin out and reaching for a cigarette. So Brian's his name. Looks like he 
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does use this flat then, and Pete is pushing down the anger and smoking a cigarette 
instead of screaming and Colin is back staring at the back of Pete's head and 
mumbling about nothing being taken or something and drinking from a can with a 
large sweeping arm movement that does not disguise the fact that he's shaking, and I 
hope he doesn't say too much to Pete coz he's draining that fag and the two fingers 
holding it are white. Ade puts My Bloody Valentine on the stereo, Pete stubs his 
cigarette and Colin sits back down on the floor, I flick a couple of channels and ... 
'That cunt's gonna keep poppin round in-he? 1 fucking knew there was gonna 
be hassle somewhere along the line when he was so desperate to do me a big favour 
and rent this place to me. My mum won't tell me why she doesn't get on with him, 
but I bet it's basically coz he's a cunt, and this place is gonna be a major fucking 
hassle.' 
'He hasn't taken anything from the kitchen.' 
'What would he take from the kitchen, Colin? Think before you speak mate, 
will you?' 
'Alright! It's your fucking uncle. Don't have a go at me. I didn't invite him 
round at half past one in the fuckin morning did I?' 
I am lighting a new cigarette with myoId one and I haven't done that for a 
while and Ade is standing up with me and following now - he wants the balcony too, 
through the brown curtains and close the door behind us and let's both have a ciggie 
shall we, while Pete and Colin have a nice little chat about their landlord. 
'Brian seems like a nice bloke dun-he Darren?' 
'I like his mate. I hope he'll be bringing a selection of his friends round in the 
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early hours of every morning.' 
'What do you think they were up to in the kitchen?' 
'Well they didn't cook anything, and they haven't pinched Colin's washing up 
bowl, so ... your guess is as good as mine.' 
'I thought Pete was gonna say something, but they were in and out so 
quick... ' 
'I know - I didn't even hear the door go. Fucking, well dodgy Ade, well 
dodgy.' 
The gyratory is quiet, with just an occasional boy racer or car full of fuck­
wits. Ade and me are elbows on the railing - casual, and putting off going back 
inside. 
And I lie on the sofa with my jacket over me and even Ade can't be bothered to walk 
home tonight and crash ... 
and dream after dream of Brian and his friends turning up at my digs, at Sainsbury's, 
at my funeral and my neck aches and I lie waiting for everybody else to wake up and 
Ade is having a little chat with himself in his sleep and light slips through a crack in 
the big brown curtains and illuminates tiny airborne hairs and balls of fluff on the 
carpet. I wonder what time Brian'll be round. What a cunt. I don't know what else 
was said between Colin and Pete while I was on the balcony, but we all went to bed 
with the evening ruined. I hope today's a good day. 
Colin walks in scratching his head, just wearing a t-shirt and socks and Ade 
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wakes up and sits up, all in one movement and we are both shouting at Colin to get 
some fucking pants on and throwing shoes and fag packets until he leaves the room, 
hopefully to find some pants and we are rubbing our faces and yawning and 
stretching and neck and back cricking and now Pete is shouting at Colin from another 
room and I'm scared that Colin is a frustrated flasher and Ade is lighting a cigarette 
but I need tea and a pee so I get up and into the kitchen and Pete has four cups out 
and the kettle on the go and my pee is the colour of dull brass and finally Colin has 
found a pair of trousers - the dirty bastard, and Pete is come and get it and we all line 
up in the little kitchen to be handed our cups with the milk and sugar already done ­
how does he remember all this? And I look at the clock for the first time this 
morning and it's only nine twenty-four so we've done really well for a Sunday and all 
into the living room flicking through magazines but not reading and channel flicking 
but not watching and this feels good like a camping trip and we're all together and 
sipping tea and caning Colin for displaying his tackle - obviously on purpose, the 
little deviant and we don't mention Brian, we just imagine what we'd do to him if he 
were tied to a chair. 
'Are you up for doing something, Pete?' 
'Another couple of cups oftea, a quick splash of the face and pits and I'm up 
for anything, in fact I wouldn't mind popping into B&Q and seeing if we can buy 

Colin a hedge to hide behind.' And all the boys will be up for it then - wearing 

yesterday's clothes and out on a mission coz we've still got one day off before 

mundaneday. 
Pete's mobile beeps and we all shout that if it's Brian tell him he's a cunt and 
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Pete is saying it is Brian and he's typing exactly that and I come fourth in the 
bathroom pecking order and spJish-splash with coldish water but feel like a new man 
as I walk into the living room and find that there's a complete change of plan and 
now me and Pete are staying in and cleaning the flat while Colin and Ade are going to 
the supermarket for beers and fags and crisps and dips and microwave popcorn coz 
we're gonna have DVD day and we're gonna put the chain on in case cunt-face feels 
like popping in again and Colin's really excited and wants to watch The Godfather 
parts I and II, but I'd rather watch the original Star Wars films but we'll probably 
compromise and out the door they go with Ade asking if Colin has his flies done up 
and just as the door slams shut Pete's face changes and he passes me his mobile and 
the message says, "Iv had a miscarriage - dn't tel colin. I need 2 meet up wit u." and 
I feel cold and my top lip has a weird sort of quiver going through it. 
'She's on her way round. I had to fucking text her while telling Colin change 
ofplan - how about a D VD day. ' 
'Oh bloody hell mate - she's coming round now? Do you want me to go 
somewhere?' 
'No - you're not going anywhere coz this girl is freaking me out now.' 
'How do you mean?' 
'Coz I don't think you just have a miscarriage, like that. Surely she'd be in 
hospital or in a really bad way. She text me last night and was just talking normally 
about school and that, and then this morning she has a miscarriage?' 
'Well I don't really know what happens, I mean there must be people who 
cope better with - I haven't got a clue about this sort of thing mate.' 
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'Me neither, but I'd just rather you be here when she arrives, alright?' 
'Yeah - course.' but I feel pretty fucking far from alright and what time does 
she get here and what if Colin turns up while she's here and what if... the buzzer goes 
and Pete is gone and I am cigarette lighting and putting fingers through my hair and 
into the hall and kitchen and wash the kettle out and fill it up and I can hear their 
voices as she comes into the flat and snap the kettle on and choke a little bit on the 
ciggie and pull yourself together you big girl and walk tall into the living room and 
she is turning and is definitel y not pleased to see me and I don't know what to say so 
I don't say a thing and Pete sort of smiles at me by tucking his lips into his mouth 
tightly and ... 
'Pete, I need to speak to you privately really.' 
'Oh, I could always ... ' 
'Don't worry about Darren, Lucy, he's my best mate. Now, what's up?' and 
she begins to cry and shakes her head in her hands and goes to the sofa and sits next 
to Pete and he puts his arms round her and looks at me and I just piss off to the 
kitchen and organise three cups and give everyone one sugar coz that's a pretty safe 
bet and I can hear her really going for it in the living room and Pete isn't saying 
anything and what about when Colin turns up? And pick up all three, with one 
burning my finger and into the living room and Colin's sister, Lucy, cries just like 
Colin, but at a higher pitch and less snot and put the cups down and Pete is still doing 
that hidden lip smiling thing and Lucy is really going for it and hitting herself in the 
leg now and Pete is all whoa - don't hit yourse ?fand now she has her arms round his 
neck and is crying into his shoulder and what a fucking weekend - is it this flat, does 
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Brian have a dolly version of this flat that he's sticking pins in or what? Is every 
weekend round here gonna be like this coz I don't think I've got the energy. And I 
just want her to get on with it coz if Colin turns up while she's here and sees her 
crying and the miscarriage and oh for fuck's sake. 
'Here, Lucy, Darren's made some tea. Have a sip of the tea.' yes we're a 
great bunch of blokes if you want help dealing with a crisis - we'l! make you tea and 
everything. 
'I've got to go - 1...' and she's up and Pete does his best, but short of holding 
her down what is he supposed to do? Out of the front door and what is she gonna do 
now looks are thrown between us and how do we act when Colin gets back and what 
do we tell him or keep from him and how's he gonna react and can you just have a 
miscarriage like that or. .. ? 
We have sat and said nothing. We are on our third cup of tea each and Pete has 
beaten me when it comes to chain-smoking and all we need now is for Brian to tum 
up and that will be the day complete - I'll feel refreshed and ready for work in 
fucking Sainsbury's in the morning. 
The door goes and Colin is giggling and Ade is huffing as they come into the 
living room and Colin is describing their shopping trip in between coughing and 
laughter and stops with a what - what is it? 
'Colin, I think you'd better go and see your sister mate.' 
'What's ... what's up? Come on, tell me Pete. Darren, what's gain on?' 
'It's like Pete says mate - you'd better pop home and see your sister.' And 
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the crisps and bits are dropped and Ade is pushed out of the way and the footsteps on 
the hallway stairs are fast and hard and Colin is screeching his tyres and none of us 
know what the fuck to do and Ade is exhaling exasperated and the only thing I can 
think to do is find a phone box and block the rest out. 
'Hello? Hello, you alright? Yeah, me too. What's your weekend been like? 
Cool. .. oh, you wouldn't believe mine, and to be honest I'm still trying to work it out, 
but I'll tell you in your letter. Yeah I'm in the middle ofwriting you one at the mo. 
Your flat-mate's going away is she? You've never even mentioned her before. I'm 
sure she is, if you like her she must be very nice. Come and stay - oh Mary, I'd love 
to but...no excuses eh? But Sainsbury's ... you're right - I'll just have to find a way. 
And your mate ... Sarah is it, ok, Sarah won't mind me using her bed for the ...your 
bed! You're terrible! I hope you don't think you can get me up there just to take 
advantage of me- I'm very fragile you know. You'd better stop there coz I'm in a 
phone box and there's nowhere to sit down... people'll think I'm ringing one of those 
sex numbers, with my trousers pointing like this. I will, I'll find a way and ... you're 
being really naughty speaking to me like that - stop it! I'll ring you later. .. yes, I'I! 
find a way, but if you wreck my career in Sainsbury's and I never make floor 
manager then I'll be blaming you young lady. I promise - I'll rob a bank ifI have to, 
and I'll just ring Sainsbury's and tell them I have a rare condition or something. I've 
got to go now C02 .. .1 know, I'm sorry, but I'll explain in the letter - it's just that 
things are a bit mental down here with the boys at the moment and they sort of need 
me around so... I'll see you soon, yeah, think of me tonight at ten and I'll do the same 
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and we can pretend we're together and soon enough I'll be there for real, ok? 
Alright. Bye, yes - I promise! Bye.' And now I've promised and I have no idea 
how the fuck I'm gonna get another couple of days off work and how the fuck I'll 
afford the train fare, but if she can make me grin like this in a phone box that smells 
so strongly of piss - then saying no was never an option. At least Rona will be 
pleased to see me and Harriet will be glad I'm going out with someone who doesn't 
carry a knife. I suppose I'd better start the walk back and this weather is bloody 
weird - sunny one minute, then rain for thirty seconds and wind like a storm and then 
the sun back again and I must've taken my sweatshirt off and put it back on again five 
times in the last half hour and the birds are really calling and going mad like they 
know something's up, but. .. oh, I don't know. At least I've found a phone box quite 
close to the flat, and down the underpass and this is horrible and I've always 
wondered who graffiti's underpasses and whether they actually set out to write things 
on the walls or whether it's just something they do in passing, or - oh, they must set 
out to do it, coz who walks round with a thick-nibbed marker pen in their pocket­
just in case. This is always the sort of place I imagined myself getting mugged­
lying in a pool of my own blood, reading a load of badly spelt bollocks off of the 
walls. How the fuck did someone write their initials on the ceiling? Surely they 
didn't bring a step-ladder with them to graffiti an underpass? And out into the fresh 
air again and breathe it in and past factory windows and a security cabin and three 
magpies hop-skip-jump and laughing over some tasty litter and cars are really 
whizzing past me with humming from their tyres on tarmac and I wonder what Ade 
and Pete are up to and it seems brighter and lighter once you get past the factories and 
# 
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box-shape buildings and the lagoon looks lovely and it's nice to see the animals 
ignoring all the fucking litter that's been thrown in there -like thev're above all that
. . 
Pete's block looks really nice from here - almost like one of those really big manor 
houses set in grounds and it feels cool to be walking across all this grass to get there-
like it's in the country, if you can ignore all the rest of the stuff and I haven't seen any 
gangs or dealers hanging about outside yet. 
Oh, why can I never remember the bloody number - is it 23? 23 and press 
and it's ringing and ... no answer, so just give it another press and ... who's that 
running down the stairs? 
'Alright Ade. How comes you... ' 
'Quick!' and Ade is really hurting my arm and bloody hell- he's dragging 
me up those stairs and he's stronger than he looks coz I'm missing most of these 
steps, just gliding then bumping up them and through the front door and I'm put 
down coz - fucking hell, Pete is on the floor with his hands round Colin's throat and 
Colin is breathing through his teeth and punching and scratching at Pete's face and 
Ade is trying to get in the middle of them but the Colin/Pete bundle is just shrugging 
him off and I don't know who or what to grab ... 
so 
jump, straight in the middle and I'm just grabbing and pulling apart and trying to hold 
-
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on but all I can see is a little bit of spit wagging between Colin's teeth when he 
breathes out and disappearing when he breathes in and the sound - the sound is 
horrible, grunting and frustration and almost whining and they're up and I've got Pete 
and Ade's got Colin and I'm out of breath and Pete's face is upsetting me and \vhat 
the fuck's gone on here? I've only been away for about. .. 
lI'm gonna fuckin kill that cunt! Get offme Ade. You wouldn't be stopping 
me if you knew what he'd done - you'd be stickin the boot in ... ' 
'Why - what have I done? What have I fucking done, Colin, you complete 
fucking psycho!' 
'That shit over there's been hitting my sister.' And Colin's at him again and 
Ade is lifting -lifting him and putting him against the wall and ieaning on him with 
his entire body and still Ade hasn't said anything to either of them and Pete is shaking 
his head and wiping a trickle of blood from his nose and ... 
'Colin, she was hitting herself. Darren was here - you saw it didn't you 
Darren. She was in a real state and that's why we told you to go and see her.' 
Colin's face does not change and he doesn't look like he can breathe and now Pete is 
going over to Ade and I wouldn't ifI were you Pete but Ade doesn't seem to want to 
let go - I think Colin's really pissed him off - the whole situation has pissed him off 
probably and he drops Colin and Colin's straight out the door and Pete is sitting dov.n 
and Ade is looking at his jumper and he puts his finger through a hole and points with 
that finger and leaves and I try to think of something to say to make sense of. .. and 
Pete flicks his hand at me and out ofthe front door, down the steps and outside, but 
Colin and Ade are gone. 
/:" 
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And bang - a bag packed with my life so far and Sainsbury's can fuck off and no 
leaving drink for me coz they don't know I'm not turning up yet - but on this train 
and making a move while I still can and I've brought my own cans this time and the 
outside is flicking past so fast coz we're making real progress here and covering 
hundreds of miles - changing country, lifestyle, accent and traditions and if someone 
as mental as Rona can get away with it then I shouldn't have too much trouble and 
I'm still young enough to learn and there'll be something I can turn my hand to and if 
it all goes shit-shaped then so be it and get on with it coz you can always come back 
and at least I gave it a go and I won't be asking myself what if - I' 11 just be doing and 
going and seeing and tasting and this could be the start - the beginning of the whole 
thing and who knows where I'll be a year from now or what I'll be doing coz it could 
be the thing I've needed to find, to dig, to really get off on, like meant to be - the path 
I was always supposed to tread/take - whatever, and 400 miles is nothing and what 
am I leaving anyway and it's not like I'm really leaving at all- just pissing off for a 
bit and Rona won't mind however long I crash as long as I help with the animals and 
chip for food and drink then everything will be groovy and like a long holiday with 
no definite end date and the money that Pete lent me will last for a while and I don't 
know why I worry so much when it's really not that big a deal and Mary definitely 
went for it - all the way, screaming on the phone like that and yet a lot of girls would 
think it a bit creepy me moving up so quick, but it's not like I'm moving in with her 
or anything, it's just moving closer coz there's really no reason to stay where I am 
i 
when I could be up there having a good time and seeing my sisters and just giving it a 
go. 
And wait for the impatient bastards to get off first and 1'1l just sit here - digni fied, 
and watch them push and barge each other like cattle and now my turn and pull the 
bag down and really it should be heavier, I suppose, and out the train doors and 
fresh(ish) air of Glasgow Central Station and pigeons and time for a fag and there's 
Rona and all of a sudden I feel very tearful because she's so excited to see me and 1 
can see from here that she has a bag of beers for me and she nearly stacks it because 
she's wearing those bloody awful cork~soled shoes, but no emotional hugs just an 
alright and offto the car and the fuck~wit's brought all the dogs with her and they're 
going fucking mental- but it is nice to be this loved and we're off and out into the 
sunshine and the boxer is actually sitting on my lap with her nose out of the windovv 
and Rona is trying to tell me all her news at once and in one breath and is driving so 
close to the car in front that she keeps dabbing the brakes and all the dogs are falling i 
I 
I all over the place and Rona is I'll drop you offat Mary's and take your bag back to 
I mine and smiling and huh? huh? nudge-nudge-wink-wink style and nearly hitting a pedestrian and blaming him for it and giving him two fingers and off. I 
I 
I 
i 	 And I'm dropped off and in the street and puffing because all the dogs thought it was 
time to get out too and I had to catch them all and get them back in the car which they 
thought was a great game and now I'm standing in this strange street about to knock 
for a girl that really, I hardly know and I hope I don't vomit coz I'm that nervous and 
7 
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get it together man - just walk and that's it - one foot in front of the other - come on, 
you've been doing this for years and through the gate and ignore the little kid with the 
Kappa tracksuit and snotty nose even though he's really staring and just get yourself 
together before you ring the buzzer and try and straighten your hair a bit and I bet I 
stink of booze and fags and I wish I'd brought some chewing gum and ring the buzzer 
and wait and no answer and what the fuck is going on - she knew I was coming today 
and be calm - be calm and footsteps -little skip-skip footsteps and she is there ­
here, at the door and she looks beautiful in a summer dress, barefoot and wearing a 
daisy-chain around her neck 
and 
she 
smiles, and takes my hand and we are walking up stairs that are dark prison wall grey 
and she's left the front door open and pushes and the hallway is bright orange with 
purple skirting boards and I bite my lip coz I'm dying to ask who picked these 
colours and into the sitting room with red, thick, shag-pile carpet and I haven't got a 
clue what to do next, even though in my own head I'm playing out a scenario where I 
just take her by the hand, throw her onto that ancient looking sofa over there and take 
her, so I smile like I'm in pain and light a cigarette and we still haven't said a word to 
each other and now she's sitting down and just looking - just looking and ... 
'Are you gonna come and sit with me, or are you a bit scared of what I'm 
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gonna do?' 
'Mary ... Mary, I'm fucking terrified right now, really pleased to see you and 
everything, but terrified of. .. ' and she laughs and is up and a small kiss on the cheek 
and I'm such a virgin. 
'I'll make us a cup of tea and you can tell me a little bit about Sainsbury's,' 
and out of the room and I am standing there with all my mates killing themselves in 
the corner at the small boy who's scared of the small girl and out of the window is the 
weird mix of dull cement boxes and bright rich green ofhills and above a certain 
height it is proper countryside and sheep and little fences and hedges and stonewalls 
and up the very top ofthe hill, about a mile away a truck unloads into a landfill. 
She's back in and nicks my cigarette and we both sit on the sofa and keep glancing at 
each other and I don't know what I was planning to do when I got here but it wasn't 
sit quietly and have a cup of tea, but it's nice and Mary's living room looks nice with 
the light coming in through the window and the tv in the corner and videos and cds 
stacked neatly and not much else really and the walls are all canary yellow with no 
pictures at all and an oval mirror hanging above the gas fire and I know what I can 
. d' , ')say - I can mentIon ...an no, It s gone, so ... run away. 
'Do you wanna come round Rona's?' 
'Yeah, alright, but tonight you're coming back here with me, and sleeping in 
my bed. Ok?' 
'Yes, oh definitely.' And the pressure is off and sip at my tea, follow Mary, 
cup down, race her down the stairs and nearly stack it and outside there is drizzle that 
the wind keeps wrapping into balls and throwing in my face and grab her hand - at 
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least you can do that, and she shivers in her little blue cardigan and down the road 
yelp at the drizzle and come on then let's run and ... 
Harriet and Lynn have left so Mary puts one together and Stevie is lying on the floor, 
face up and Rona is eating a Pot Noodle and all the dogs are in the bedroom eating 
cooked bones, probably on the bed, but who cares coz I'm not sleeping in it tonight 
and Stevie chokes as he pours beer into his mouth without sitting up and Rona is 
calling him a dick and Mary is laughing so that all the tobacco on her lap is dancing 
and the boxer runs in licks Stevie's face and runs back out again and he's still 
choking and trying to sit up and Rona's shouting at him coz now she can't see the tv 
and the family from Greenock upstairs tum up a record of Johnny Cash and Stevie 
stops choking, 1 can hear Johnny Cash, and Mary passes me the joint and tells me to 
spark it and I feel like a lot of little beads on a very thin string. 
... .."" 
